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Geleitwort
Die voranschreitende Digitalisierung vernetzt die Wirtschaft mit sämtlichen anderen
Bereichen unserer Gesellschaft, woraus als Konsequenz neue Formen von Arbeit
entstehen. Neben der Digitalisierung von Arbeitsprozessen nutzen Unternehmen
vermehrt neue technologische Möglichkeiten, um Arbeitskräfte je nach Bedarf flexibel
einzusetzen. Diese Form der Leistungserstellung mittels einer anonymen Masse wird als
Crowd Work bezeichnet. Da heutzutage immer mehr Menschen in der Crowd arbeiten
und dadurch Einkommen erzielen, sind die Auswirkungen dieser neuen Arbeitsform auf
das Individuum zentraler Forschungsgegenstand für die Wirtschaftsinformatik.
Die vorliegende Dissertationsschrift von David Durward behandelt Crowd Work
daher als neue Form digitaler Erwerbsarbeit. Das Ziel dieser Arbeit ist die
Wahrnehmung von interner und externer Crowd Work sowie deren Effekte auf das
individuelle Wohlbefinden zu untersuchen. Hierzu werden zunächst die
definitorischen Grundlagen sowie die konstitutiven Merkmale beider Formen
eingeführt. Im Kern identifiziert und analysiert die Arbeit bestimmte Strukturen
sowie einzelne Aufgabenmerkmale aus Sicht der internen sowie externen Crowd
Worker. Auf Basis der daraus gewonnenen Erkenntnisse über die psychologischen
und motivationalen Mechanismen in der individuellen Wahrnehmung werden
abschließend entsprechende Handlungsempfehlungen für die Gestaltung guter
Crowd Work abgeleitet.
Die Dissertation ist sowohl für die Wissenschaft als auch für die Praxis von hoher
Relevanz. Als Theoriebeitrag wird gezeigt, wie die Struktur von Aufgaben in
Kombination mit einer angemessenen Bezahlung die Zufriedenheit sowie Identifikation
mit externer Crowd Work beeinflusst. Zudem wird festgestellt, dass interne Crowd
Work das Empowerment der eigenen Mitarbeiter fördern kann. Aus Unternehmenssicht
verdeutlicht diese Arbeit, dass der Grad der Aufgabenzerlegung ein zentraler
Bestandteil in externer Crowd Work ist, während die kognitive Anstrengung der
Aufgaben im Rahmen interner Crowd Work als Erfolgsfaktor gilt. Vor diesem
Hintergrund wünsche ich der Dissertationsschrift von David Durward die entsprechend
hohe Reichweite, da sie individuelle Auswirkungen digitaler Arbeit auf den Einzelnen
untersucht und dadurch eine große Leserschaft anspricht.

Prof. Dr. Jan Marco Leimeister
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Vorwort
Die Chancen und Risiken von Crowd Work für Unternehmen werden in der
Wissenschaft bereits seit einigen Jahren intensiv diskutiert. Das Erleben dieser neuen
Arbeitsform aus Sicht der Arbeitenden ist jedoch weitestgehend unerforscht. Daher
adressiert meine Dissertation diese Forschungslücke. Eine solche Analyse ist jedoch nur
durch die tatkräftige Unterstützung zahlreicher Menschen möglich gewesen.
An dieser Stelle bedanke ich mich bei allen, die mich im Laufe meiner Promotion
unterstützt haben. Zuerst gilt mein Dank Prof. Dr. Jan Marco Leimeister, der mir den
nötigen Freiraum gegeben und mich während meiner gesamten Zeit am Lehrstuhl
hervorragend betreut hat. Außerdem bedanke ich mich bei Prof. Dr. Ivo Blohm, der
mich in seiner Funktion als Forschungsgruppenleiter stets gefördert hat und zudem das
Zweitgutachten übernahm. Auch danke ich Prof. Dr. Matthias Söllner und Prof. Dr.
Sandra Ohly für ihre Mitgliedschaft in der Promotionskommission.
Diese Dissertation entstand im Rahmen zweier Forschungsprojekte zum Thema Crowd
Work. Mein Dank gilt daher der Hans-Böckler-Stiftung für das Erkennen der
gesellschaftlichen Relevanz und der damit verbundenen Förderung beider Projekte.
Gemeinsam mit meinen Kollegen am Fachgebiet Wirtschaftsinformatik der Universität
Kassel konnte ich dadurch viele zukunftsgerichtete Fragestellungen bearbeiten. Die
Zusammenarbeit war dabei stets von konstruktiven Diskussionen, gegenseitigem
Respekt und Kollegialität geprägt. Daher danke ich meinen Kollegen sowohl für ihre
Hilfe als auch für ihre Ratschläge, durch welche ich mich fachlich, aber auch persönlich
weiterentwickelt habe. Des Weiteren bedanke ich mich bei allen studentischen
Hilfskräften sowie Studierenden für ihre Unterstützung bei meinen Aufgaben.
Mein besonderer Dank gilt meiner Familie und meinen Freunden für ihre Ermutigungen
und Zusprüche während der gesamten Zeit am Lehrstuhl. Insbesondere meinen Eltern,
meiner Schwester und meiner Partnerin danke ich von tiefstem Herzen für ihre Geduld
und die mentale Unterstützung während der Arbeit an dieser Dissertation. Ihr Glaube an
mich war stets die wichtigste Quelle meiner Motivation.

David Durward
Grebenstein, im Oktober 2020
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Zusammenfassung
Ziel: Crowd Work ist ein Phänomen der digitalen Wirtschaft und des modernen ITZeitalters und besitzt ein großes Potenzial für die betriebliche Wertschöpfung. Daher
nutzen die Unternehmen heutzutage zunehmend die eigenen Mitarbeiter („Interne
Crowd Work“) oder unternehmensexterne Personen („Externe Crowd Work“) als
Crowd Worker, um unterschiedlichste Aufgaben auszulagern. Obwohl das Arbeiten in
der Crowd sich wachsender Beliebtheit erfreut, beleuchtet die Wissenschaft bislang die
Perspektiven der Unternehmen sowie Plattformanbieter. Die Sicht der arbeitenden
Individuen in diesen neuen Erwerbsformen ist bisher weitestgehend unbekannt. Dieser
Aufgabe widmet sich die Dissertation, indem sie folgende Ziele verfolgt: (1) Mit Hilfe
einer umfassenden Definition und begrifflichen Einordnung soll ein gemeinsames
Verständnis von Crowd Work entwickelt werden. (2) Die Wahrnehmung von interner
und externer Crowd Work und deren Effekte auf das individuelle Wohlbefinden in
verschiedenen Kontexten sind Gegenstand der Untersuchungen. (3) Es sollen zudem
Strukturen sowie Merkmale guter Crowd Work aus Sicht der internen sowie externen
Crowd Worker identifiziert und Handlungsempfehlungen abgeleitet werden.
Methode: Die vorliegende Dissertation verfolgt einen multimethodischen Ansatz, um
eine möglichst umfassende Betrachtung des Crowd Work Phänomens zu gewinnen.
Zunächst werden systematische Literaturanalysen durchgeführt, um einerseits eine
Definition von Crowd Work zu entwickeln und andererseits wichtige ethische
Dimensionen in Crowd Work zu identifizieren, welche die arbeitenden Individuen
betreffen. Auf Basis dieses Theorierahmens kombiniert die Dissertation nachfolgend
sowohl qualitative als auch quantitative Methoden, um die Wahrnehmung von Crowd
Work aus Sicht des einzelnen Individuums zu untersuchen. Einerseits werden
qualitative Tiefeninterviews geführt, um sowohl in der internen als auch externen Crowd
Work existierende Strukturen sowie Zusammenhänge explorativ zu untersuchen.
Andererseits umfasst die Dissertation auch quantitative Umfragen, welche die
psychologischen und motivationalen Mechanismen der externen sowie internen Crowd
Worker analysiert. Diese Auswertungen basieren auf der Analyse von theoretischen
Modellen durch Strukturgleichungsmodellierung und diverser empirischer
Testverfahren. Abschließend werden aufgrund des Mixed-Methods Ansatzes
entsprechende Meta-Schlussfolgerungen durch die Zusammenführung der qualitativen
und quantitativen Ergebnisse abgeleitet.
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Ergebnisse: Die vorliegende Dissertation weißt, neben weiteren Erkenntnissen, drei
Kernergebnisse auf. Einerseits ist die grundlegende Definition von Crowd Work, auf
Basis der konstitutiven Merkmale, sowie die umfassende Darstellung der verschiedenen
Formen ein wichtiges Rahmenwerk weiterer Untersuchungen. Andererseits konnte
gezeigt werden, dass die Effekte von wahrgenommenen Arbeitsmerkmalen auf die
Identifikation über die Zufriedenheit externer Crowd Worker wirken. Diese Effekte sind
insbesondere bei höherer Bezahlung der externen Crowd Worker stärker. Darüber
hinaus hat die Dissertation im Rahmen interner Crowd Work gezeigt, dass die
Aufgabenmerkmale selbst einen Einfluss auf das Empowerment sowie die Identifikation
der Mitarbeiter haben. Hierbei ist es insbesondere wichtig das richtige Maß an
kognitiver Anforderung bei der Aufgabengestaltung zu beachten.
Theoretischer Beitrag: Auf Basis der vorgestellten Kernergebnisse hat diese
Dissertation drei generelle Beiträge zur wissenschaftlichen Theorie. Der erste Beitrag
umfasst die Entwicklung eines grundlegenden Begriffsapparates sowie eine konkrete
Definition des Crowd Work Phänomens. Hierbei ist Crowd Work sowie die
unterschiedlichen Grundformen auf Basis ihrer konstitutiven Merkmale definiert und
voneinander abgegrenzt worden. Der zweite theoretische Beitrag zeigt, wie die Struktur
und das Design von Aufgaben das Wohlbefinden von externen Crowd Workern
beeinflusst. Einerseits führt die Dissertation die Unterschiede in der Wahrnehmung von
externer Crowd Work auf. Hierbei zeigt sich, dass die Aufgabenmerkmale die
Zufriedenheit sowie die Identifikation von externen Crowd Workern erhöhen.
Andererseits konnte festgestellt werden, dass die Bezahlung eine besondere Rolle
übernimmt und diese Effekte moderiert. Insbesondere zu Beginn einer Karriere als
externer Crowd Worker unterscheiden sich die Effekte jedoch deutlich von denen
erfahrenerer Crowd Worker. Der dritte theoretische Beitrag verdeutlicht, dass interne
Crowd Work als ein Instrument zum Empowern der eigenen Mitarbeiter dient. Hierbei
unterstreicht die Dissertation die Funktion der Aufgabenmerkmale und deren Einfluss
auf die Identifikation der Mitarbeiter in interner Crowd Work. Darüber hinaus werden
zwei unterschiedliche Formen von strukturellem Empowerment identifiziert, welche
sowohl direkte/ inhärente als auch indirekte/ kontextuelle Einflüsse auf das
psychologische Empowerment der Mitarbeiter haben.
Praktischer Beitrag: Neben den theoretischen Beiträgen hat die Dissertation zudem
mehrere praktische Implikationen. Einerseits werden praxisrelevante Beiträge in Bezug
auf die externe Crowd Work identifiziert. Hierbei sind die Crowd Aggregator als neue
Akteure in externer Crowd Work definiert und vorgestellt worden. Für die
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Geschäftsmodelle der etablierten Plattforminhaber stellen diese Crowd Aggregator eine
gewisse Gefahr dar, weil sie die Plattforminfrastruktur nutzen, um die Crowd Worker
langfristig an sich zu binden. Daher sollten die Plattformbetreiber einige
Kontrollmechanismen beachten, welche in dieser Dissertation vorgestellt werden. Dem
gegenüber pflegen die Crowdsourcer nur kurze Beziehungen mit den jeweiligen
externen Crowd Workern, weshalb sie deren Präferenzen bezüglich der
Aufgabenmerkmale berücksichtigen sollten. Mit Blick auf den einzelnen externen
Crowd Worker zeigt die Dissertation, wann es vorteilhaft ist sich einem Crowd
Aggregator anzuschließen sowie gewisse Qualitätssignale zu senden. Darüber hinaus
haben das Aufgabendesign und die Bezahlung unterschiedliche Wirkungen auf die
Wahrnehmung von externen Crowd Workern, weshalb diese als wichtige Hebel zur
Gewährleistung von guten Arbeitsbedingungen beschrieben werden. Andererseits leitet
diese Dissertation auch wichtige praktische Implikation im Bereich interner Crowd
Work ab. Aus Sicht der Unternehmen stellt die interne Crowd Work ein effektives
Instrument zum Empowern von Mitarbeitern dar. Dabei sollten die Unternehmen den
optimalen Grad an kognitiver Anstrengung für die internen Crowd Work Aufgaben
finden, um die gewünschten positiven Effekte seitens der Mitarbeiter hervorzurufen.
Ausblick: Basierend auf den Ergebnissen bietet diese Dissertation verschiedene
Richtungen für weitere Forschungsarbeit. Erstens sollten weitere Studien die
longitudinalen Effekte von Crowd Work auf die Wahrnehmung der Arbeitenden
untersuchen. Insbesondere im internen Bereich können einzelne Erhebungen vor,
während und nach der Einführung interner Crowd Work Initiativen wichtige Ergebnisse
für die Verbesserung der Arbeitsbedingungen liefern. Zweitens sollten zusätzliche
Variablen und Konstrukte berücksichtigt werden, die eher objektiver Natur sind (z.B.
die Arbeitsleistung). Auf Basis dieser Untersuchungen könnten Zusammenhänge
zwischen der subjektiven Wahrnehmung von Crowd Work und den objektiven
Outputvariablen betrachtet werden. Drittens könnten zukünftige Studien den Einfluss
von interner Crowd Work auf den bestehenden Arbeitsalltag von Mitarbeitern
untersuchen. Hierbei sollten insbesondere die Analysen von potentiellen Belastungssowie Resistenzfaktoren im Fokus der Untersuchungen stehen.
Schlüsselbegriffe: Crowd Work, Wahrnehmung von Arbeit, Self-Determination
Theorie, Empowerment, Aufgabengestaltung.
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Abstract
Purpose: Crowd Work is a phenomenon of the digital economy as well as the modern
IT era. It provides a great potential for changing the way how businesses create value.
As a result, organizations increasingly apply crowd work to reach out to their own
employees (“Internal Crowd Work) or individuals outside the company boundaries
(“External Crowd Work”) to outsource certain tasks. Although internal as well as
external crowd work is gaining momentum, prior studies predominantly focus on the
organizations’ or IT-platforms’ perspectives. Thus, the individual crowd workers
perspective has been neglected within this new form of digital gainful employment.
Therefore, this dissertation addresses these gaps by pursuing three major objectives: (1)
It enhances a common understanding of this new form of digital labor by developing a
comprehensive definition as well as conceptual distinction of crowd work. (2) The
perception of internal as well as external crowd work and its effects on the individuals’
well-being will be a major research goal. (3) Concrete structures and characteristics of
decent working conditions out of an internal as well as external crowd workers’
perspective will be identified and recommendations for action derived.
Methodology: This dissertation follows a multi-method approach that aims to provide
a more in-depth view on crowd work. First, the relevant literature concerning crowd
work will be identified by following a well-established approach of systematic literature
analysis. Thereby, the aim is to develop a definition of crowd work as well as unravel
the ethical issues in crowd work concerning the individual crowd worker. Second, based
on this theoretical framework, the dissertation follows a mixed-methods approach and
includes qualitative as well as quantitative methods. On the one hand, several qualitative
in-depth interview series with internal as well as external crowd workers will be
conducted to examine the structures and relationships within crowd work. On the other
hand, several quantitative online surveys, which analyze the psychological as well as
motivational mechanisms affecting internal and external crowd worker will be carried
out. The data analyzes are based on theoretical models and includes structural equation
modeling (SEM) as well as several other test methods. Finally, based on the mixedmethod approach, the dissertation includes the development of meta-inferences by
combining qualitative and quantitative findings.
Findings: My dissertation provides three main findings, among others. First, it
introduces a common definition based on the constitutive characteristics of crowd work
and illustrates its different forms. Second, the results show that perceived satisfaction
X

with external crowd work mediates the effects of several perceived task characteristics
(i.e., perceived autonomy, task variety, task identity, and feedback) on identification
with external crowd work. These effects are stronger for external crowd workers that
can realize greater financial compensation. Third, the findings illustrate that the
influence of the task characteristics (i.e., task variety, feedback from task, problem
solving) on the identification with internal crowd work is mediated by the employees’
psychological empowerment. Furthermore, this mediation effect is moderated by
cognitive demand – an effect that is reversed for high values of the moderator.
Theoretical contribution: In relation to the core findings, my dissertation provides
three overall theoretical contributions. The first one includes the definition and
introduction of crowd work as new form of digital gainful employment. Thereby, the
different types and basic constitutive characteristics of crowd work are introduced. The
second theoretical contribution illustrates how the structure and design of task
characteristics shape the well-being of external crowd workers. In fact, task
characteristics affect the crowd workers’ satisfaction as well as identification with
external crowd work. Furthermore, financial compensation serves as a moderator that
facilitates these mediation effects. However, particularly at the beginning of an external
crowd workers career, these effects differ significantly compared to more experience
crowd workers. Thus, this dissertation draws extremes of external crowd workers’
perception that differ regarding the effects of task characteristics, financial
compensation and contextual factors on their well-being. Third, this dissertation
introduces internal crowd work as an instrument to empower the own workforce.
Thereby, the role and effects of task characteristics on the formation of psychological
empowerment and identification with internal crowd work are illustrated. Moreover,
two forms of structural empowerment are found to provide direct/inherent as well as
indirect/contextual effects on employees’ psychological empowerment. In sum, this
dissertation draws a more holistic view of the crowd work phenomenon on an individual
level.
Practical contribution: Besides the theoretical contributions, this dissertation provides
several practical implications. For external crowd work settings, platform intermediaries
should be aware that single crowd workers act as crowd aggregators within the value
creation chain and thereby represent a potential threat to their business models. In fact,
these crowd aggregators use the platforms’ existing infrastructure and even their
knowledge to build up their own crowd. In addition, platforms should consider the task
design as an essential key to foster identification among external crowd workers.
XI

Particularly, the task identity determines the formation of a strong psychological bond
with crowd work. Thus, platform intermediaries should not design too fine-grained tasks
but provide more holistic ones to increase workers’ identification. In contrast,
crowdsources do not strive for long-lasting relationships to external crowd workers and
thus should focus on satisfying the crowd workers preferences regarding task design as
well. In general, the degree of task decomposition seems to play a major role and serves
as an important lever regarding the crowd workers’ well-being. For external crowd
workers, it may be beneficial to work for crowd aggregators for several reasons this
dissertation illustrates. Furthermore, depending on the experience and career status an
external crowd worker has, different types of quality signals leads to success. In internal
crowd work settings, employees benefit from this new type of work since they can
collaborate in a new platform-based environment and voluntarily perform tasks that
appeal to them. Regarding organizations, internal crowd work serves as an instrument
to enhance psychological empowerment by the task design. The task characteristics
serves as a new source of empowerment that further facilitates the formation of
identification with internal crowd work. Thus, the organizations should consciously set
the cognitive level of internal crowd work tasks because it determines these effects of
task characteristics on identification through psychological empowerment. For the
companies it is essential to provide appropriate mechanisms on the internal platforms to
ensure a certain range for task decomposition and thereby adjust the cognitive demand.
Outlook: Based on the findings, this dissertation provides several directions for future
research. First, there should be studies on the longitudinal effects in crowd work. Within
internal settings, further research can examine the change of perception among
employees by conducting pre-, during-, and post-analyses of internal crowd work
projects. Second, future research should include other outcome variables of more
objective nature in digital work settings (e.g., work performance indicators). These
studies may examine potential interrelations between crowd workers’ performance and
the psychological work outcomes within this dissertation. Third, regarding internal
crowd work, potential interrelations with the employees’ daily work routines should be
analyzed since it might affect important work outcomes (e.g., job satisfaction, loyalty).
Keywords: Crowd Work, Perception of Work, Self-Determination Theory,
Empowerment, Task Design.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Problem Statement
The digitization has linked the economy with all other areas of our society at different
levels and gives rise to dynamic forces reshaping our established structures
(Brynjolfsson and McAfee 2014), whereby various new forms of digital work emerge
(Orlikowski 2016). The advancement of information and communications technologies
(ICT) as well as the internet accelerates the division of labor through
“hyperspecialization” which describes the division of work previously done by one
person into more-specialized pieces done by several people (Malone, Laubacher et al.
2011). Furthermore, modern ICT provides new infrastructures and forms of
collaboration that has made this revolution possible. In this context, companies use ICT
to get access to larger pools of workers. One of these new types of digital work is crowd
work. According to Durward et al. (2016), crowd work reflects a digital form of gainful
employment that is based on the principles of crowdsourcing in order to orchestrate an
undefined mass of people via an open call on IT-facilitated platforms. This platformbased work grows in popularity since it can be applied within as well as beyond
organizational boundaries. Therefore, one may observe forms of internal and external
crowd work in practice.
External crowd work is already becoming a wide-spread societal phenomenon with both
the number of platforms and crowd workers growing continuously all over the world
(Waas, Liebman et al. 2017). For instance, in Europe, a recent study reported that a
relatively high proportion of the population (ranging from 9% in the UK to a high of
22% in Italy) has already done some crowd work (Huws, Spencer et al. 2017). Similarly,
surveys of German crowd working platforms estimate that there are about 1.2 million
crowd workers in Germany (Mrass and Peters 2017; Waas, Liebman et al. 2017). These
figures demonstrate that external crowd work is already affecting labor markets with
more and more individuals working on such platforms on a full- or part-time basis.
In contrast to external crowd work, which is performed with individuals from outside
the company boundaries, in internal settings, the own employees act as an internal crowd
to leverage the collective intelligence as part of their working time (Durward et al.,
2016). Internal Crowd work (ICW) has seen a substantial uptake in practice and has
attracted a first wave of research papers and dedicated studies (Zuchowski et al., 2016).
In particular, there is abundant research that exhibits the potentials of ICW for
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organizations, such as fast access to internal knowledge (Malhotra, Majchrzak, Kasebi,
& Looram, 2017; Zuchowski et al., 2016). Several well-known enterprises applied ICW
initiatives including Deutsche Telekom (Rohrbeck, Thom, & Arnold, 2015), Evonik
(Zhu, Sick, & Leker, 2016) and IBM (Bailey & Horvitz, 2010).
However, crowd work substantially differs from more traditional work forms. As a
unique feature, the idea of crowd work is based on the decomposition and re-aggregation
of tasks that are orchestrated via an IT-facilitated platform (Kittur, Nickerson et al. 2013;
Durward, Blohm et al. 2016; Blohm, Zogaj et al. 2018). Because handling such finegrained tasks on IT-platforms renders a completely novel type of digital work, we need
a better understanding of crowd work. Thus, this thesis identified three overarching
challenges that need to be addresses in IS research as outlined below:
Research Challenge 1: Absence of a Common Understanding of Crowd Work and Its
Characteristics
In the wake of digitization, there is a variety of terms describing different concepts using
the crowds, e.g. peer production (Benkler and Nissenbaum 2006) (Benkler and
Nissenbaum 2006), open innovation (Chesbrough 2006), collective intelligence
(Malone, Laubacher et al. 2009), swarm intelligence (Bonabeau and Meyer 2001) or
crowdsourcing (Howe 2006). In addition, modern ICT give rise to novel forms of digital
work (Malone 2004). Hence, most work practices involve digital technology to a greater
or lesser extent, which is why useful distinctive features to distinguish different types of
work are needed (Orlikowski 2016). Working in “virtual teams”, “telework”, “mobile
work” or “computer-supported cooperative work” illustrate the wide range of digital
work arrangements and reflect the changing realities of modern labor.
Within this enormous accumulation of different terms, the particular nature of crowd
work has not been extensively examined. Thus, a generic lack of consensus on the
meaning of crowd work as well as a certain semantic confusion about the term can be
observed (Estellés-González and González-Ladrón-de-Guevara 2012; Ghezzi,
Gabelloni et al. 2018). Although a certain degree of disagreement in terms of definitions
or concepts during the phase when new ideas emerge seems to be normal, any kind of
ambiguities undermines the sound development of frameworks, theories or models
(Gladwin, Kennelly et al. 1995; Ghezzi, Gabelloni et al. 2018). Thus, a uniform
definition of crowd work, including its constitutive characteristics as well as its different
forms, represents an essential foundation for further research activities.
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Research Challenge 2: Limited Investigation of Crowd Work out of an Individual’s
Perspective.
Since crowd work is based on the crowdsourcing concept it involves three interacting
parties: the crowdsourcer (which could be a company, an institution or a non-profit
organization), the crowd work platform (ensures the interaction process) and the crowd
workers (individuals, formal or informal teams, other companies) (Blohm, Leimeister
et al. 2013; Durward, Blohm et al. 2016). On the one hand, there is a lot of research that
has mainly taken an organizational perspective of crowd work and examined its
underlying strategies, potentials, and risks for crowdsourcers (Leimeister, Huber et al.
2009; Malone, Laubacher et al. 2010; Afuah and Tucci 2012; Brabham 2012; LaToza
and van der Hoek 2016; Blohm, Zogaj et al. 2018). Furthermore, it has analyzed how
organizations must decompose and re-aggregate tasks in order to achieve the best
possible results (Afuah and Tucci 2012; Zhou 2013; Dissanayake, Zhang et al. 2015;
Blohm, Zogaj et al. 2018). On the other hand, a systematic perspective has focused on
the crowd work platforms and developed categorizations (Vukovic 2009; Brabham
2012; Geiger, Rosemann et al. 2012), analyzed existing governance mechanisms (Zogaj
and Bretschneider 2014; Blohm, Zogaj et al. 2018) as well as engineering methods on
the platforms (Hosseini, Phalp et al. 2015).
Despite its popularity, there is still comparatively little well-founded knowledge on
crowd work, particularly concerning the perspective of those who perform the work in
various crowd settings – i.e., the individual crowd workers. However, with crowd work
increasing, we also need a better understanding of crowd workers as well as their
working conditions, behaviors, attitudes, and outcomes (Silberman, Irani et al. 2010;
Kittur, Nickerson et al. 2013; Brawley and Pury 2016; Deng and Joshi 2016; Deng, Joshi
et al. 2016).
Research Challenge 3: Effects on Individual Crowd Workers Are Largely Unexplored
This crowdsourcing of tasks fundamentally challenges our understanding of work in
modern labor markets since it represents provision of humans as a service (Prassl 2018).
This designation illustrates the individual workers as central actors and further implies
certain benefits and challenges of working in the crowd. In fact, from the perspective of
crowd workers, crowd work may be a double-edged sword (Kittur, Nickerson et al.
2013). On the one hand, individuals have the opportunity to generate additional income
(Kittur, Nickerson et al. 2013). They can start doing so immediately after registration on
such platforms. There is no need for long application procedures and job interviews such
3

that crowd working platforms reflect highly accessible labor markets. Further, crowd
work allows for self-determination and autonomy through self-selection of tasks (Afuah
and Tucci 2012), since it enables crowd workers to decide how much and when to work
(Durward, Blohm et al. 2016). On the other hand, quality-control systems (Kittur,
Nickerson et al. 2013), power asymmetries to the detriment of the crowd worker (Irani
and Silberman 2013) as well as the risk of getting exploited and underpaid (Postigo
2003) may lead to negative work experiences. Thus, crowd working platforms are
frequently characterized as “digital sweatshops” in which tasks are decomposed into
small and simple segments that require no special knowledge or skills for being
completed (Zittrain 2008; Kittur, Nickerson et al. 2013). Reasons for these dangers lie
in the nature of crowd work. Many tasks are short, independent and self-contained
requests for a piece of work that are contextually unrelated (LaToza and van der Hoek
2016). Further, such highly decomposed work is frequently piled up to long sequences
of almost identical monotonous tasks, which incite boredom and hardly provide any
incentives beyond remuneration (Kittur, Nickerson et al. 2013).
As a result, it is essential to examine crowd work and its effects on the individual crowd
worker to overcome a certain entrepreneurial bias in our understanding of crowd work
(Zhang and Cueto 2017), i.e., a potentially overconfident and overly optimistic
organizational or systematic perspective. While prior studies focus on efficiency and
performance dimensions, systematic analysis regarding the intended or unintended
ethical consequences of these new work structures have been largely absent (Deng, Joshi
et al. 2016). However, the perceptions of crowd workers are equally important but have
been neglected so far (Silberman, Irani et al. 2010; Kittur, Nickerson et al. 2013; Deng
and Joshi 2016).

1.2 Solution Statement and Research Questions
The overall aim of this dissertation is to contribute to the solution of these three research
challenges that address the analysis of crowd work. To achieve this goal, this dissertation
(1) introduces crowd work as a new form of digital labor and (2) illustrates its
perceptions out of an individual´s perspective to (3) develop specific policy advice for
decent work conditions for platforms and organizations.
Besides the development of a common conceptual framework, the focus of this
dissertation is on the individual crowd worker. Although, the crowdsourcer as well as
the platforms are peripherally examined, the individuals’ perception in different crowd
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work settings is the main research objective. Thus, Figure 1 illustrates the focus of the
dissertation, which is highlighted in light grey, in the basic setting of crowd work
including all three parties.

Figure 1:

The Focus of the Dissertation
Source: Own Illustration

Since there are internal as well as external crowd work settings, this dissertation
differentiates between these two fundamental forms and thereby aim to provide much
more precise results. By addressing both crowd work forms, the thesis draws a more
accurate and comprehensive picture of the phenomenon. As illustrated in Figure 2, the
main sections of this dissertation focus on the perception of individuals within internal
as well as external crowd work settings. The main distinctive feature is the
organizational framework in which all three parties interact within internal crowd work.
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Figure 2:

Examined Crowd Work Forms in the Dissertation
Source: Adapted from Hoßfeld, Hirth et al. (2012); Zogaj, Bretschneider et al. (2014)

Based on the focus of this dissertation, I developed the following three research
questions (RQs) to fulfill the overall objective and further address the outlined
challenges of crowd work research.
RQ1: How to describe the phenomenon of crowd work as new form of digital
work?
The first RQ addresses the development of a common understanding of crowd work.
Consisting of two sub-questions, the first part aims at identifying constitutive
characteristics and further formulating a clear definition of crowd work. Hence, I
develop a state-of- the-art overview to specify the phenomenon of crowd work and to
identify the main issues in this field. In a first step, I conduct an exhaustive literature
review (Webster and Watson 2002; Vom Brocke, Simons et al. 2009) to explore the
existing research on crowd work. Furthermore, in a second step, I aggregate and
synthesize these findings with existing literature of similar forms of digital work. In a
final step, I complete the development of a common understanding of this term by
differentiating crowd work from other forms of work and introduce a definition based
on its constitutive characteristics. This definition will set the overall framework for the
following sections within the dissertation.
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RQ1a

What are the constitutive characteristics out of an individual’s
perspective?

Method Systematic literature review and analysis
Results

Introduction of a basic definition that describe the constitutive
characteristics of crowd work and provide a common understanding for
further studies on crowd work.

Since this dissertation aims providing a comprehensive presentation of crowd work out
of an individual’s perspective, it is essential to identify those areas affecting the crowd
workers. In particular, the inherent ethical issues and their impact on the sustainability
of crowd work for the workers are of major relevance (Gol, Stein et al. 2019). Thus, the
second part of RQ1 draws on the results of RQ1a and explores the ethical dimensions
of crowd work. This new socio-technical arrangement changes the organization of work
and takes place in information systems (IS) in which humans face many threats to their
dignity (Mason 1986). For this reason, the importance of ethical issues within this new
form of work arises. Therefore, in this dissertation I focus on the ethical issues in crowd
work – a perspective that has been largely neglected by current research. In particular,
the ethical dimensions affecting the individual crowd workers are still a black box.
Hence, I conduct another systematic literature review (Webster and Watson 2002; Vom
Brocke, Simons et al. 2009) and extract ethical issues concerning the crowd workers by
following the PAPA (i.e., Privacy, Accuracy, Property and Accessibility of information)
concept, a well-established approach in IS (Mason 1986).
RQ1b

Which ethical dimensions focus on the individual crowd worker?

Method Systematic literature review and analysis
Results

Identification of ethical dimensions in crowd work to select and address the
most important ones regarding the crowd workers’ perception

RQ2: How does crowd work itself affect the well-being of the crowd workers?
Living in a fast-paced, digitally focused, hyper-connected world, the art and science of
well-being at work has grown in scope and importance over the years
(McKinsey&Company 2016). Although research in the area of digital work has fostered
our understanding of the underlying patterns as well as dynamics (Makarius and Larson
2017) and a growing number of workers participate in such work settings, the effects on
the individual are still a black box. Nevertheless, these new forms of digital work might
7

also have various serious consequences on the working individuals, ranging from job
strain as well as poor working conditions to the risk of low and uncertain earnings (ILO
2016; Gol, Stein et al. 2019; OECD 2019). Thus, we need to understand the way in
which individuals think about their digital work context and how it affects their wellbeing (Gajendran, Harrison et al. 2015; Makarius and Larson 2017). Against this
backdrop, the working conditions of the individuals in emerging forms of digital work
are essential. Thus, drawing on the basic definition and conceptualizations created in
RQ1, the perception of crowd work out of the individuals’ perspective and its effects on
well-being will be in research focus of RQ2. Again, the RQ2 is divided in two parts
since I differentiate between the two fundamental forms of internal and external crowd
work.
The first part of RQ2 examines the well-being of external crowd workers. To determine
how the perception of crowd work affects outcomes of well-being, I draw on a mixedmethods approach (Venkatesh, Brown et al. 2013; Venkatesh, Brown et al. 2016) since
a deeper understanding of working conditions of external crowd workers needs to be
developed (Silberman, Irani et al. 2010; Kittur, Nickerson et al. 2013; Deng and Joshi
2016; Deng, Joshi et al. 2016). Following the approach of Gioia et al. (2013), the
qualitative part focuses on the existing structures and contextual factors as well as
existing power asymmetries in external crowd work settings that shape the individual
crowd workers’ perception. The quantitative part of my research addresses the empirical
testing of theoretical models (Muller, Judd et al. 2005; Preacher, Rucker et al. 2007;
Hayes 2013) considering the effects of specific crowd work characteristics on outcomes
of individual well-being in external crowd work.
RQ2a

How does external crowd work affect the well-being of crowd
workers?

Methods Semi-structural interviews and content analysis; Survey study and SEM
Results

Insights on the structure and characteristics of external crowd work
settings and its effects on individuals’ perception as well as well-being of
external crowd workers

Subsequently, RQ2b examines the individuals’ perceptions in internal crowd work
settings. Since the same idea of understanding the antecedences and preconditions of
crowd workers’ well-being design further research activities, I also applied the mixedmethods approach (Venkatesh, Brown et al. 2013; Venkatesh, Brown et al. 2016). Thus,
I first conduct an extensive qualitative interview series (Gioia, Corley et al. 2013) and
8

identify antecedents and effects of outcomes of employees’ well-being. Afterwards, the
quantitative part examines the effects of internal crowd work characteristics on
employees’ perception by empirically testing theoretical models (Muller, Judd et al.
2005; Preacher, Rucker et al. 2007; Hayes 2013).
RQ2b

How does internal crowd work affect the well-being of employees?

Methods Semi-structural interviews and content analysis; Survey study and SEM
Results

Insights on the structure and characteristics of internal crowd work settings
and its effects on individuals’ perception as well as well-being of
employees

RQ3: Which implications for decent working conditions in crowd work can be
derived?
Building on the insights of RQ2, the third RQ examines how these can contribute to
more decent working conditions in crowd work out of an individual’s perspective. I first
address external crowd work in RQ3a and illustrate how the conditions of external
crowd workers might be improved based on the insights in RQ2a. This includes the
critical discussion on existing structures and mechanisms that affect the individuals’
perception and thus their well-being. Since I aim to provide theoretical as well as
practical statements that address a more holistic explanation of external crowd work as
a new phenomenon several meta-inferences will be developed (Venkatesh, Brown et al.
2013; Venkatesh, Brown et al. 2016). Thereby, I draw on the mixed methods approach
and provide theoretical and practical statements about external crowd work, its
interrelated components as well as boundary conditions (Venkatesh, Brown et al. 2013;
Venkatesh, Brown et al. 2016).
RQ3a

What implications of the individuals’ perception can be identified in
external crowd work?

Method

Synthesis of quantitative and qualitative findings as well as development of
meta-inferences

Results

Provision of concrete theoretical as well as practical implications for the
development of decent work conditions in external crowd work

The second part focusses on the implications of decent working conditions for internal
crowd workers (i.e., the employees). In particular, I will carve out specific guidelines
9

how to arrange internal crowd work so that employees’ well-being is considered.
Therefore, I also draw on the approach of meta inferences (Venkatesh, Brown et al.
2013; Venkatesh, Brown et al. 2016) and aim to provide a holistic picture of internal
crowd work. The goal is to go beyond findings from single qualitative and quantitative
studies and develop an in-depth understanding of internal crowd work out of an
individual’s perspective.
RQ3b

What implications of the individuals’ perception can be identified in
internal crowd work?

Method

Synthesis of quantitative and qualitative findings as well as development of
meta-inferences

Results

Provision of concrete theoretical as well as practical implications for the
development of decent work conditions in internal crowd work

By answering these three overarching RQs, I will provide several contributions relating
to crowd work research as well as research on work design. The overall aim of this
dissertation and its major contributions is to solve the research challenges in section 1.1.
As a result, my dissertation provides three overall theoretical contributions to the IS
discipline. First, I provide a clear definition of crowd work and its characteristics.
Second, I illustrate individuals’ perception of crowd work which contributes to a more
detailed understanding of
a) The structure of crowd work
b) Antecedences and effects of crowd workers’ well-being
c) The underlying psychological mechanism of crowd work perception.
Since this dissertation examines internal as well as external crowd work, I finally
provide concrete and specific implications for decent working conditions in both
settings.
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1.3 Structure of Dissertation
To achieve the above-mentioned objectives of this dissertation and to answer the
corresponding RQs presented in section 1.2., my dissertation is structured as follows
(Figure 3).

Figure 3:

The Structure of the Dissertation
Source: Own Illustration

At the beginning I provide the theoretical as well as conceptual background concerning
crowdsourcing and crowd work. Furthermore, I outline the applied theories within this
dissertation. First, the self-determination theory (SDT) will be introduced. Second, I
draw on the concept of empowerment and hence provide an important theoretical
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framework. In section 3, I describe the methodological background of the dissertation.
Initially, the purpose and aim of the mixed methods approach is presented before the
qualitative as well as quantitative research methods are introduced. In section 4, I
provide a common understanding of crowd work since a definition as well as
constitutive characteristics of this new phenomenon are developed. Afterwards, I
identify the ethical issues concerning individuals within crowd work settings in section
5. Then, the following three chapters focus on the individuals in external crowd work
settings. In section 6, I examine how the individuals structure their daily external crowd
work on the platforms. Moreover, section 7 describes how crowd workers perceive a
certain power shift within their bargaining situations in external crowd work. Section 8
analyzes the mechanisms how task characteristics influence the crowd workers’
satisfaction and even identification with external crowd work. In contrast, the next two
sections focus on the internal forms of crowd work. While section 9 exploratively
examines the antecedences and effects of empowerment from employees, section 10
analyzes their perceptions regarding task characteristics. In particular, I focus on the
psychological mechanism of empowerment and its effects on satisfaction in this section.
My dissertation closes with the summary of the main theoretical as well as practical
contributions. Furthermore, I outline the limitations of the thesis and paths of future
research.

1.4 Overview of Publications in Relation to Research Questions
The dissertation is based on and related to 7 publications, which address the outlined
RQs. Table 1 lists all publications and provide some further information. First, the
respective outlet metric is stated (if available) such as the impact factor (IF) according
to Clarivate Analytics 2018, the Google Scholar h5-index (h5) as well as the rankings
of the VHB JOURQUAL 3 (JQ3) and the WI-Journal list 2008 of the Wissenschaftliche
Kommission für Wirtschaftsinformatik (WKWI). Second, the main methodology of
every publication is listed, before I finally outline the addressed RQs of every paper. In
addition, I report at every beginning of a section how these and additional publications
have contributed to each content of each section.
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No.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Publication
Durward, D., I. Blohm, et al. (2016). "Crowd
Work." Business & Information Systems
Engineering 58(4): 281-286.
Durward, D., I. Blohm, et al. (2016). Is There
PAPA in Crowd Work?: A Literature Review
on Ethical Dimensions in Crowdsourcing.
Ubiquitous Intelligence & Computing,
Advanced and Trusted Computing, Scalable
Computing and Communications, Cloud and
Big Data Computing, Internet of People, and
Smart World Congress
(UIC/ATC/ScalCom/CBDCom/IoP/SmartWorl
d), 2016 Intl IEEE Conferences. Toulouse,
France, IEEE: 823-832.
Durward, D. and I. Blohm (2017). The Rise of
Crowd Aggregators - How Individual Workers
Restructure Their Own Crowd. 13th
International Conference on
Wirtschaftsinformatik. St. Gallen, Switzerland:
395-409.
Durward, D., I. Blohm, et al. (2016). Rags to
Riches - How Signaling Behaviour Causes a
Power Shift in Crowdsourcing Markets. 24th
European Conference on Information Systems
(ECIS). Istanbul, Turkey.
Durward, D., I. Blohm, et al. (2019). "The
Nature of Crowd Work and Its Effects on
Individuals' Work Perception." Journal of
Management Information Systems (JMIS)
Accepted for Publication.
Durward, D., B. Simmert, et al. (2019). How
to Empower the Workforce-Analyzing Internal
Crowd Work as a Neo-Socio-Technical
System. 52nd Hawaii International Conference
on System Sciences (HICSS). Hawaii, USA:
4523-4532.
(Best Paper Nominee - Track: Digital
Workforce and Crowd Work HICSS 2019)
Durward, D., B. Simmert, et al. (2019). "Does
It Really Empower Employees? – Analyzing
Internal Crowd Work Between More Freedom
and Additional Workload." (to be submitted).

Table 1:

Outlet
Applied Contribution
Metrics
Method
to RQ
IF: 3.392
h5:
29 Literature
RQ 1a
JQ3:
B Review
WKWI: A

IF:
h5:
JQ3:
WKWI:

\
\ Literature
\ Review
\

RQ 1b

IF:
h5:
JQ3:
WKWI:

\
\ Qualitative
C Research
A

RQ 2a
RQ 3a

IF:
\
h5:
26 Qualitative
JQ3:
B Research
WKWI: A

RQ 2a
RQ 3a

IF: 2.744
h5:
42 Quantitativ
JQ3:
A Research
WKWI: A

RQ 2a
RQ 3a

IF:
\
h5:
39 Qualitative
JQ3:
B Research
WKWI: A

RQ 2b
RQ 3b

IF:
h5:
JQ3:
WKWI:

RQ 2b
RQ 3b

\
\ Quantitativ
\ Research
\

Publications of This Dissertation
Source: Own Illustration
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2 Conceptual and Theoretical Background
2.1 Crowdsourcing and Crowd Work
Nowadays, companies are increasingly using new technologies, like the flexible use of
a large reservoir of labor. This novel form of sourcing is referred to as “crowdsourcing”,
which describes a neologism formed from the words “crowd” and “outsourcing” and
reaches back to Jeff Howe (Howe 2006). The fundamental idea of crowdsourcing is that
a crowdsourcer (which could be a company, an institution, or a non-profit organization)
proposes the voluntary undertaking of a task presented in an open call to an undefined
group of crowd workers (individuals, formal or informal teams, other companies)
(Blohm, Zogaj et al. 2018). The ensuing interaction process unfolds on IT-based
platforms that connect crowdsourcers and crowd workers (Blohm, Zogaj et al. 2018).
The definition reveals that crowdsourcing is rooted in research on co-creation and
suggests that it makes sense to widen the pool of individuals who contribute towards the
process of value creation (Greer and Lei 2012; Chiu, Liang et al. 2014; Ghezzi,
Gabelloni et al. 2018).
However, research has found important differences between crowdsourcing and crowd
work (Kittur, Nickerson et al. 2013; Durward, Blohm et al. 2016). While crowd work
resembles a type of gainful employment and is paid (2016), participation in
crowdsourcing may be driven by other motives and does not require financial
remuneration, for example unpaid work that is done for a common good promoted by
galleries, libraries, archives, or museums (e.g., Alam and Campbell 2013). Extending
this argument, crowd work reflects a kind of gainful digital employment that is based on
crowdsourcing as a principle for work organization and implies three structural
characteristics (Durward, Blohm et al. 2016):
• Financial Compensation: Crowd workers are financially remunerated and
crowd workers generate a substantial part of their income out of crowd work on
a full- or part-time basis.
• Autonomy: Crowd workers are self-employed agents. They are not employed by
crowdsourcers and can freely choose their working time and location.
• IT-Facilitation: Substantial parts of the value creation take place on ITfacilitated crowd working platforms that enable the exchange between crowd
workers and crowdsourcers.
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As mentioned above, there are different settings in theory and practice that can be
distinguished according to internal and external crowd work.
In external crowd work, there are currently three existing streams of research. One major
stream concerns crowd working platforms as online labor markets that balance demand
(i.e., crowdsourcers broadcasting tasks) and supply (i.e., crowd workers contributing
solutions) of labor (Silberman, Irani et al. 2010; Rogstadius, Kostakos et al. 2011;
Chandler and Kapelner 2013; Irani and Silberman 2013; Kittur, Nickerson et al. 2013;
Paolacci and Chandler 2014; Brawley and Pury 2016; Gilchrist, Luca et al. 2016).
However, the understanding of crowd work and these labor markets is mainly based on
one type of task on one particular platform: i.e., micro tasks on Amazon’s Mechanical
Turk (AMT) (Mason and Suri 2012; Chandler and Kapelner 2013; Paolacci and
Chandler 2014; Brawley and Pury 2016; Deng and Joshi 2016; Deng, Joshi et al. 2016;
Ma, Khansa et al. 2018). On such micro task platforms, crowd workers perform
simplistic tasks, such as classifying images, for which they earn a couple of cents.
Existing research focuses on approaches that enable organizations to make use of such
crowd working platforms. For instance, Mason & Suri (2012) describe techniques for
using AMT, while Paolacci & Chandler (2014) focus on selecting and managing crowd
workers. Since micro tasking platforms have many peculiarities and a broad variety of
crowd working platforms exist in general (Malone, Laubacher et al. 2010; Brabham
2012; Blohm, Zogaj et al. 2018), prior research may suffer from a selection bias that
hinders a common understanding of crowd work.
A second research stream deals with unraveling the motivations (Leimeister, Huber et
al. 2009; Malone, Laubacher et al. 2010; Rogstadius, Kostakos et al. 2011; LaToza and
van der Hoek 2016; Blohm, Zogaj et al. 2018) of crowd workers and developing
incentive mechanisms that affect working behaviors and outcomes (Leimeister, Huber
et al. 2009; Rogstadius, Kostakos et al. 2011; Chandler and Kapelner 2013; Paolacci
and Chandler 2014; Gilchrist, Luca et al. 2016; Ma, Khansa et al. 2018). This research
shows that crowd workers are not only motivated extrinsically by financial
compensation or social reputation, but also motivated intrinsically by social exchange,
learning, or the task itself. However, this research has pre-dominantly taken an
organizational focus in order to enable organizations to use crowd work most effectively
(Leimeister, Huber et al. 2009; Malone, Laubacher et al. 2010; Afuah and Tucci 2012;
2018; Ghezzi, Gabelloni et al. 2018). Similarly, researchers have investigated how
financial compensation affects working behaviors (e.g., effort and participation of
crowd workers (Chandler and Kapelner 2013; Paolacci and Chandler 2014; Ma, Khansa
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et al. 2018)), and outcomes (e.g., quality of work (Rogstadius, Kostakos et al. 2011;
Chandler and Kapelner 2013)). While this research is important for leveraging crowd
work in organizational contexts, the perspective of individual crowd workers has not
been sufficiently explored (Silberman, Irani et al. 2010; Kittur, Nickerson et al. 2013;
Deng and Joshi 2016; Ghezzi, Gabelloni et al. 2018). We must understand how crowd
workers perceive their working conditions – of which financial compensation is a
pivotal aspect – and how these conditions influence psychological work outcomes such
as work satisfaction and identification (Silberman, Irani et al. 2010; Deng and Joshi
2016; Deng, Joshi et al. 2016).
Third, existing research on external crowd work deals with task design. This research
has a focus on decomposing complex tasks into small units of work such that they can
be processed on crowd working platforms and re-aggregating the obtained results
(Afuah and Tucci 2012; Kittur, Nickerson et al. 2013; Zhou 2013; Dissanayake, Zhang
et al. 2015; Blohm, Zogaj et al. 2018). These studies suggest that decomposing tasks is
beneficial in terms of quality control, automated task processing, and quality of results
(Afuah and Tucci 2012; Kittur, Nickerson et al. 2013; Dissanayake, Zhang et al. 2015;
Blohm, Zogaj et al. 2018). Although the nature of the task being completed has been
recognized as one of the most important intrinsic motivators (Malone, Laubacher et al.
2010; Chandler and Kapelner 2013; Blohm, Zogaj et al. 2018), there is little research on
the perception of task characteristics (Malone, Laubacher et al. 2010; Rogstadius,
Kostakos et al. 2011; Chandler and Kapelner 2013) and their effects on higher level
work outcomes that reflect an individual’s evaluation of her or his working conditions
like satisfaction (Millette and Gagné 2008) and identification with one’s own work
(Deci, Olafsen et al. 2017). This is important in crowd work because the systematic
decomposition of tasks has a strong impact on what type of tasks are offered. Most
notably, Deng, Joshi, & Galliers (2016) as well as Deng & Joshi (2016) studied
perceptions of highly decomposed tasks on AMT following a qualitative approach. They
found that task characteristics such as autonomy or variety positively influence
individuals’ working attitudes and behaviors (2016; Deng, Joshi et al. 2016). However,
these initial results are only a first step towards unraveling the effects of task
characteristics in crowd work.
In external crowd work, the crowd includes any individuals, who do not have to be in a
relationship with the crowdsourcer. Thus, in principle, every person with Internet access
can participate as crowd worker. In contrast, within the internal form, the company’s
internal workforce acts as a crowd. Hence, every employee of the concerned company
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taking over responsibilities on corporate crowd working platforms can be described as
crowd worker. In this context, the own staff serves as crowd and thus any participation
is paid indirectly via the employees’ regular salary (Durward, Blohm et al. 2016). Thus,
internal crowd work describes a special case of social-technical systems that produces
informational products and/or services for internal or external customers by harnessing
the potential of crowds [8]. As internal crowd work represents a relatively new
phenomenon, there are two major research streams.
The first research area illustrates and characterizes the applications of internal crowd
work, since its use in enterprises has increased in recent years (Zuchowski, Posegga et
al. 2016). Thereby, several well-known enterprises, including Google, AT&T, Deloitte,
and IBM, applied internal crowd work. Besides solving several types of decision support
problems by crowd intelligence approaches (Soukhoroukova, Spann et al. 2012), design
activities (Zuchowski, Posegga et al. 2016), or software testing (Jette, Breck et al. 2015),
companies pursue the goal of becoming more agile with the help of internal crowd work.
In fact, internal crowd work allows companies to connect knowledge and information
that may be scattered among different locations, hierarchies, departments or groups
(Gaspoz 2011; Riemer and Scifleet 2012; Stieger, Matzler et al. 2012; Zuchowski,
Posegga et al. 2016).
However, despite this rather growing importance, research on ICW is still in its
inception, particularly regarding the ones who perform the work, i.e., the employees.
The second research stream includes initital studies on the internal crowd, whereby the
focus has been on the benefits from congruence of aims of solver and requestor (Simula
and Ahola 2014). Further, some researchers examined the characteristics of employees
that act as internal crowd workers, who should be diverse (Simula and Ahola 2014),
creative, and proactive (Zhu, Djurjagina et al. 2014), as well as self-organized (Stieger,
Matzler et al. 2012). Nevertheless, the successful application and execution of internal
crowd work depends on efficient work structures and an empowered workforce (Vom
Brocke, Maaß et al. 2018).
In sum, only few studies have been conducted to address the individuals working in the
external as well as internal crowd, their experiences, and perceptions (Deng and Joshi
2016; Deng, Joshi et al. 2016).
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2.2 Self-Determination Theory
Self-determination theory (SDT) is a theory of human motivation. It provides an
overarching framework for studying the effects of task characteristics and financial
compensation on work outcomes such as satisfaction and identification (Deci, Olafsen
et al. 2017). It is also well-established in crowd work research (Leimeister, Huber et al.
2009; Kaufmann and Schulze 2011; Rogstadius, Kostakos et al. 2011; Zheng, Li et al.
2011; Bayus 2012). SDT proposes that the impact of environmental factors (e.g., task
design, financial compensation) on workers’ motivations and outcomes is affected by
basic psychological needs such as autonomy and self-determination (Deci, Olafsen et
al. 2017), which are essential for well-being (Deci and Ryan 2000; Gagné and Deci
2005). The theory suggests that professional well-being is affected by an individual’s
intrinsic and extrinsic motivation (Deci, Olafsen et al. 2017). While intrinsic motivation
refers to activities for which the motivation lies in the behavior itself, extrinsic
motivation entails doing an activity to attain a separable consequence (Deci, Olafsen et
al. 2017). Thus, performing work is not only driven by the extrinsic motivation of
obtaining financial compensation, but also by the characteristics of the tasks being
performed (Deci, Olafsen et al. 2017).
In work contexts, SDT also distinguishes between autonomous and controlled
motivation. Controlled motivation consists of extrinsic motivation and reflects the
degree to which an individual feels coerced by external regulation (Gagné and Deci
2005). In contrast, autonomous motivation includes intrinsic motivation and internalized
extrinsic motivation (Gagné and Deci 2005). The mechanism of internalization
describes an active process through which individuals assimilate and reconstitute
formerly external regulations so that individuals can be self-determined while enacting
them (Deci, Olafsen et al. 2017). Hence, autonomous motivation arises from an
individual’s preferences (i.e., intrinsic motivation) because the value and regulation of
the activity has been internalized: i.e., internalized extrinsic motivation (Gagné and Deci
2005). Recent research suggests that financial compensation can convey positive
competence information and, thus, enhances the workers’ intrinsic motivation (Deci,
Olafsen et al. 2017). This is particularly the case for working contexts that allow for
high autonomy (Gagné and Deci 2005). Thus, as formerly extrinsic motivation, the
financial compensation might get internalized and thereby shift individuals’ perception
of work and its effects on work outcomes (Deci, Olafsen et al. 2017).
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Consequently, SDT suggests that perceived task characteristics as intrinsic motivation
and financial compensation as extrinsic motivation are likely to interact. By contrast,
extant research has generally considered them as being independent from each other
(Leimeister, Huber et al. 2009; Kaufmann and Schulze 2011; Zheng, Li et al. 2011;
Blohm, Zogaj et al. 2018) such that they are additive in their effects on constructs like
satisfaction (Frey, Lüthje et al. 2011). Furthermore, existing research has reported
inconsistent results regarding the interaction of intrinsic and extrinsic motivations. For
instance, Rogstadius et al. (2011) and Bayus (2012) report on crowding out effects in
which extrinsic motivation undermines the intrinsic motivations of performing a task.
On the flip side, Frey et al. (2011) suggest that individuals with high intrinsic motivation
are immune to such effects. Thus, it is still not clear how potential interactions between
financial compensation and perceived task characteristics jointly shape work outcomes
in crowd work. My dissertation strives to fill this knowledge gap. It also addresses a
current call for research in the field of SDT (Deci, Olafsen et al. 2017) – examining how
financial compensation affects the internalization of contextual regulations of work.
In addition, task characteristics provide several core objective features (e.g., task variety,
task significance, feedback, or task complexity) associated with any job and further
drive psychological states such as self-determination (Maynard, Gilson et al. 2012). In
line with these findings, Seibert et al. (2011) categorized variables that capture
employees’ perceptions of the organization or work environment and found task
characteristics to be contextual antecedents of empowerment. Task characteristics and
empowerment have common roots in SDT since both constructs incorporate the
cognitions or critical psychological states of meaning and self-determination as part of
their models (Seibert, Wang et al. 2011). Thus, prior research identified task
characteristics as contextual antecedents enabling employee feelings of psychological
empowerment (e.g., Spreitzer 2008; Seibert, Wang et al. 2011; Maynard, Gilson et al.
2012). Due to the fact that psychologically empowered work is likely to fulfill intrinsic
needs for autonomy and growth (e.g., Hackman and Oldham 1980), prior research
frequently mentioned commitment and identification as essential outcomes of
empowerment (Zhu, Sosik et al. 2012).
In crowd work literature, many studies have identified a lot of motivating factors for
participating in crowd initiatives (e.g., Afuah and Tucci 2012). Regarding SDT, prior
research has mainly focused on the classification as well as consequences of these crowd
workers’ motivation. Nevertheless, research on the specific task characteristics as well
as the underlying mechanisms that foster psychological empowerment and even
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identification with crowd work, out of an SDT perspective, have been largely neglected.
In my dissertation, I examines these relationships to gain new insights, since crowd work
is becoming even more popular in practice and thereby more and more employees are
affected (Zuchowski, Posegga et al. 2016).

2.3 Empowerment
In general, empowerment can be defined as “[…] any increase in worker power
(through, for example, increased formal authority or greater access to more useful
information) that enables workers (and, collectively, the organization) to achieve
institutional objectives with greater efficiency and effectiveness” (Elmes, Strong et al.
2005). As the definition already suggests, in empowerment theory two perspectives on
the phenomenon have emerged. One can distinguish between the (socio-) structural and
the psychological approach of empowerment (Spreitzer 2008). The (socio-) structural
approach focuses on empowerment as structures, policies and practices regarding the
targeted transformation and adaptation of organizational structures. The aim is to give
employees a greater scope for action and decision making, as well as better access to
information, resources and opportunities for development (Spreitzer 2008).
Rather than focusing on organizational structures and antecedents, Conger and Kanungo
(1988) introduced the perspective of psychological empowerment. The psychological
approach examines individual experiences and intrinsic motivational aspects of the
employee (Spreitzer 1995). The subjective and individual interaction of the employees
with the given structures is investigated (Spreitzer 2008). In particular, it refers to a set
of psychological states that are necessary for individuals to feel a sense of control in
relation to their work (Spreitzer 2008). According to Spreitzer (1995), psychological
empowerment is manifested in a set of four cognitions reflecting an individual’s
orientation to their work role: meaning, competence, self-determination, and impact.
Meaning describes the value of a work goal or purpose, judged in relation to an
individual’s own ideals or standards (Thomas and Velthouse 1990). Competence
resembles an individual’s belief in their capability to perform activities with skill (Gist
and Mitchell 1992). The cognition of self-determination is defined as an individual’s
sense of having choice in initiating and regulating actions (Deci, Connell et al. 1989).
Lastly, the fourth cognition reflects the impact as the degree to which an employee can
influence strategic, administrative, or operating outcomes at their work context
(Ashforth 1989).
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Against this background, Seibert et al. (2011) identified in their meta-analysis of
empowerment four categories of structural antecedents of psychological empowerment:
high-performance managerial tasks, socio-political support, leadership and task
characteristics. As described above, task characteristics are rooted in job characteristics
theory (Hackman and Oldham 1980) and refer among others to “task variety”, “feedback
from task” and “problem solving”. In sum, the organizational structures (i.e., task
characteristics) of the structural empowerment approach influence the individual
interpretations of psychological empowerment. Only through the simultaneous
inclusion of both approaches, the desired positive empowerment-induced effects can be
established (Spreitzer 2008).
In this dissertation, an empowered workforce describes employees who can take more
initiative and make own decisions to find solutions for overarching institutional
problems through their participation in internal crowd work. Thus, this kind of
empowerment is based on effects of the implementation of internal crowd work as a new
form of work organization. Since the high relevance of psychological empowerment in
virtual settings where team members do not have face-to-face interactions and thus must
work independently (Kirkman, Tesluk et al. 2004), internal crowd work resembles an
appropriate research context to understand how social-structural empowerment can
enable psychological empowerment (Spreitzer 2008).
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3 Methodological Background
3.1 Mixed Methods Approach
A major strength of IS research is its diversity in research methods (Sidorova,
Evangelopoulos et al. 2008; Venkatesh, Brown et al. 2013). In particular, the mixedmethods approach has grown in popularity as a method of choice for studying various
phenomena in IS research (Bhattacherjee and Premkumar 2004; Keil and Tiwana 2006;
Venkatesh, Brown et al. 2016). Mixed-methods approach is defined as the type of
research in which elements of qualitative and quantitative research approaches are
combined for the broad purposes of breadth and depth of understanding and
corroboration (Johnson, Onwuegbuzie et al. 2007). This definition suggests that the
mixed-methods approach can include mixing two or more different methods within a
program of research (Johnson, Onwuegbuzie et al. 2007).
The overall aim of a mixed-methods approach is the combination of qualitative and
quantitative data to develop a deeper understanding of complex organizational as well
as social phenomena (Mingers 2001; Venkatesh, Brown et al. 2013). Therefore, I follow
the recommendations of Venkatesh, Brown et al. (2013) and apply a mixed-methods
approach to gain rich insights into the social as well as organizational phenomenon of
crowd work and further develop novel theoretical perspectives.
According to prior research (Tashakkori and Creswell 2007; Venkatesh, Brown et al.
2016), there are several purposes for applying a mixed-methods approach. Since this
dissertation aims to provide the best possible picture of crowd work and simultaneously
include different views on the phenomenon, I use the mixed-methods approach for
ensuring completeness and diversity. Thus, the qualitative and quantitative findings
obtain a rich explanation of crowd work and further compare perceptions from different
participants.
On the one hand, I collect qualitative data by conducting interviews. On the other hand,
I use online surveys for gathering quantitative data. However, I sequentially apply the
mixed-methods since findings from the qualitative part will theoretically and/or
empirically inform the later quantitative studies. In particular, I follow an exploratory
sequential design that will begin with exploring crowd work through qualitative
methods and afterwards using these initial findings to develop a quantitative instrument
of my dissertation (Creswell 2014; Leavy 2017). This approach is very appropriate since
crowd work out of an individual’s perspective is largely unexplored (Creswell and Clark
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2007; Leavy 2017). Although both methods are done rigorously following the standards
that are generally acceptable in quantitative and qualitative research (Venkatesh, Brown
et al. 2013), the quantitative studies are dominant in the internal as well as external
crowd work setting. This is because the quantitative studies include a wider scope of
data collection and a higher level of data analyses.
Nevertheless, in both the quantitative as well as qualitative studies, the validation of
results has been a major issue. According to Venkatesh et al. (2013), I therefore use
well-established nomenclatures within qualitative and quantitative research paradigms
in IS. In contrast to quantitative methods, the qualitative methods do not offer generally
accepted validation guidelines (Venkatesh, Brown et al. 2013). However, in line with
prior literature (Mantere, Schildt et al. 2012; Stigliani and Ravasi 2012), the qualitative
studies have been conducted following the well-accepted approach of Gioia et al. (2013)
for qualitative research. In contrast, I apply several analyses within the quantitative
studies. First, I run exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses to confirm the validity
and reliability of my measures (Fornell and Larcker 1981; Bagozzi and Yi 1988).
Second, two well-established statistical tests (i.e., Harman’s single factor test;
unmeasured latent marker construct technique) check the extent of common method bias
(Podsakoff, MacKenzie et al. 2003; Liang, Saraf et al. 2007; Chin, Thatcher et al. 2012).
Finally, I tested for potential endogeneity a two-step regression approach (Garen 1984).
As a major contribution of mixed-methods approaches, meta-inferences refer to
theoretical statements about a phenomenon concluded from an integration of findings
from quantitative and qualitative strands of mixed methods (Venkatesh, Brown et al.
2013). These meta-inferences include interrelated components and boundary conditions
and are like the process of developing theory from observation (Venkatesh, Brown et al.
2013; Venkatesh, Brown et al. 2016). The overall aim of developing meta-inferences is
to go beyond the findings from each single qualitative or quantitative study and develop
an in-depth theoretical understanding that one cannot derive from the single studies
(Venkatesh, Brown et al. 2013). Therefore, the meta-inferences can be developed in an
inductively, deductively, or abductively way depending of the existence of theoretical
or conceptual frameworks underlying the overall study (Morse 2010; Venkatesh, Brown
et al. 2016). To ensure the quality of the meta-inference, I followed the development
guidelines by Venkatesh et al. (2016). Thus, to develop a more holistic explanation of
crowd work, I follow the mixed-methods design of triangulation and merge qualitative
and quantitative data (Creswell and Clark 2007). Within this form of integration, I seek
for the relationships between the data sets and compare them to draw a more complete
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picture of crowd work (Leavy 2017). After merging the data, the corresponding analysis
path subsequently includes the extraction and development of meta-inference. To pursue
this path, I develop the meta-inferences by applying the approach of bridging (Lewis
and Grimes 1999). Thereby, I aim to provide consensus between the quantitative and
qualitative findings and further understand transitions as well as other boundary
conditions in crowd work (Venkatesh, Brown et al. 2013). Since it is particularly
suitable for sequential mixed methods research, this dissertation provides a
developmental and expanded view on crowd work (Venkatesh, Brown et al. 2013).
In sum, I appreciate the value of both qualitative and quantitative research to collect data
about crowd work as new IS phenomenon and further deepen its understanding. Table
2 summarizes the mixed methods approach of my dissertation and illustrates its
components.
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Analyzed
Type of
Crowd
Work

External
Crowd
Work

Publication

Purposes
of MixedMethods

Durward, D. and I. Blohm (2017). The Rise of Crowd
Aggregators-How Individual Workers Restructure Their
Own Crowd. 13th International Conference on
Wirtschaftsinformatik. St. Gallen, Switzerland.
Durward, D., I. Blohm, et al. (2016). Rags to Riches How Signaling Behaviour Causes a Power Shift in
Crowdsourcing Markets. Twenty-Fourth European
Conference on Information Systems (ECIS), Istanbul,
Turkey.

Time
Orientation
(Dominant
Qualitative
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3.2 Qualitative Method
The qualitative research has a long and venerable history, particularly in terms of its
ability to be revelatory (Guba and Lincoln 1994). Qualitative data has the ability to offer
insight into complex social processes and explicate them (Eisenhardt and Graebner
2007). Since decades researches have used qualitative data to inductively develop
theories. The purpose of qualitative research is not to make truth statements about the
reality, but to extend institutional theory and to explicate the complex social processes
involved (Eisenhardt and Graebner 2007). Qualitative research and content analyses
thus does not test hypotheses about reality, but rather make statements on how actors
interpret reality (Suddaby 2006). This approach is best used when no explicit hypothesis
is to be tested (Martin and Turner 1986) and where researchers have an interesting
phenomenon without explanation and from which they seek to “discover theory from
data” (Suddaby 2006).
According to prior qualitative research, I employ multiple data sources (information on
platform, field observation etc.), although the main qualitative source of this dissertation
are the semi-structured interviews. These obtain both retrospective and real-time
accounts by individuals experiencing crowd work as phenomenon of theoretical interest
(Gioia, Corley et al. 2013). Thus, I ensure that the initial interview protocol focuses on
the introduced research question and anticipates further related issues about crowd work
without leading-the-witness questions (Gioia, Corley et al. 2013). In addition, I revised
the protocol several times as the research progresses to take into account the twists,
turns, and unpredictability involved in discovering theory (Glaser and Strauss 1967).
Against this backdrop, I want to find out how crowd workers perceive crowd work as
well as behave and what factors contribute to their actions. Hence, in line with several
researchers (Dacin, Munir et al. 2010; Rerup and Feldman 2011; Mantere, Schildt et al.
2012; Nag and Gioia 2012; Stigliani and Ravasi 2012), I follow the well-established
approach of Gioia, et al. (2013) to analyze my data. This approach basically consists of
two separate analysis phases. In a first iteration, the analysis follows interviewee-centric
terms and concepts in an inductive fashion (1st-order analysis). Within the phase of the
1st-order analysis, a myriad of terms, codes and concepts emerged in the analysis
process. Looking for similarities and relations among the many codes I tried to reduce
the number of codes to a manageable amount by relating them to concepts. The aim was
to focus on concepts and tentative relationships emerging from the interviews to develop
a comprehensive compendium of 1st-order terms (Gioia, Corley et al. 2013). Concepts
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describe a vaguely specified notion capturing basic qualities that explain a phenomenon
(Gioia, Corley et al. 2013).
In a second step, I organized the 1st-order concepts into 2nd-order (theory-centric)
themes and distilled them into overarching theoretical dimensions. These emerging 2ndorder themes suggest concepts that might help to explain the observed phenomena. In
particular, I focused on nascent concepts that do not seem to have adequate theoretical
referents in the existing literature or existing concepts which stand out because of their
relevance to a new domain. In addition, I distilled the 2nd-order themes even further
into aggregate dimensions (Gioia, Corley et al. 2013).
In sum, having the 1st-order concepts, the 2nd-order themes and the aggregate
dimensions, the basis for building a data structure is present. Besides its visual support,
the data structure provides a presentation of the process from raw data to terms and
themes in conducting the analysis and thus is an essential part of demonstrating rigor in
qualitative research (Pratt 2008; Tracy 2010). Subsequently, I formulated dynamic
relationships among the 2nd-order concepts in the data structure and then transforming
these insights into a theoretical model (Gioia, Corley et al. 2013). In this context, the
focus of building models is how to account for not only all the major emergent concepts,
themes and dimensions, but also for their dynamic interrelationships (Gioia, Corley et
al. 2013).
The overall strength of this methodology is to enhance qualitative rigor by organizing
the qualitative data into 1st- and 2nd-order categories to subsequently facilitate their
assembly into a more structured form (Gioia, Corley et al. 2013). Since this dissertation
follows the well-established inductive approach of Gioia, Corley et al. (2013), it
provides a systematic conceptual and analytical framework that lead to plausible and
persuasive conclusions. In sum, I want to find out how individual crowd workers
perceive their work on crowd work platforms by following this introduced quantitative
methodology.
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3.3 Quantitative Method
In general, quantitative methods include a set of techniques to answer research questions
(e.g., about the interaction of humans perception and information technologies) with an
emphasis on quantitative data (Recker 2012). This quantitative research aims to examine
real world phenomena and their relationships to discover, explain, and document general
laws (Recker 2012).
In line with prior IS research (Recker 2012), the quantitative studies within this
dissertaion follow a linear process model:
1. Generation of theoretical models and according hypotheses
2. Development of instruments and methods for measurement
3. Empirical data collection
4. Data analysis
5. Evaluation of results
Since the first three steps of this process model differ regarding internal and external
crowd work, they are outlined in more detail within the according quantitative studies
of the dissertation (section 8 and section 10). However, the last two steps apply similar
data analysis as well as evaluation techniques for both quantitative studies and thus, I
introduce the basic information of these procedures.
This dissertation includes quantitative studies based on online survey data to gather
information about the perceptions of crowd workers. In general, survey studies provide
an objective way to determine the values and relations of even latent variables and
constructs (Newsted, Huff et al. 1998). In particular, online surveys have become a
major force in IS research due to systematic sampling methods, enhanced questionnaire
design and computerized data analysis (Evans and Mathur 2005).
To analyze the quantitative data from online surveys, I focus on descriptive analyses
and particularly on ordinary least square (OLS). The OLS is a linear least squares
method that predicts and estimates the relationships among (independent, dependent and
mediator) variables (Nazim and Ahmad 2013). The principle of OLS regression
describes minimizing the sum of the squared distances between the sample’s data points
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(i.e., the observed dependent variable) and the values predicted by the linear function
(Farahani, Rahiminezhad et al. 2010).
Based on the generated theoretical models and hypotheses (i.e., step 1), I assume a
moderated mediation effect that describes when and under what conditions an effect
occurs, i.e., the strength of a mediation effect is based on a moderator (Preacher, Rucker
et al. 2007). In general, a variable is a mediator when it represents the generative
mechanism through which one variable influences another. According to prior studies
(Baron and Kenny 1986; Shrout and Bolger 2002), a focal independent variable
influences the mediator, which in turn, impacts a dependent variable in a causal fashion.
By contrast, a moderator influences the strength and direction of a relationship between
two variables. Therefore, moderated mediation models reflect mediation models in
which one or several relationships are moderated (Preacher, Rucker et al. 2007; Hayes
2013).
Therefore, I follow the recommendations of Muller, Judd et al. (2005) and apply
ordinary least squares (OLS) regression with a nonparametric bootstrapping approach
to compute bias-corrected confidence intervals to test my hypotheses (Blohm, Riedl et
al. 2016). Mediation occurs when the magnitude of a direct effect between an
independent and a dependent variable is weakened when a mediator variable is
introduced into that relationship (Blohm, Riedl et al. 2016). I use a direct bootstrappingbased mediation test that controls for significances between the strength of the direct
effect between an independent and a dependent variable as well as the indirect effect
between the two variables, which is controlled by the mediator.
Since the name "bootstrap" was introduced by Efron (1992), it has been applied in a
variety of settings including IS research (Bahli and Rivard 2013; Blohm, Riedl et al.
2016). A broad interpretation defines bootstrapping as replacing an unknown
distribution function by its empirical estimator in a functional form for an unknown
quantity of interest (Hall 1994). In particular, the bootstrapping procedure
conceptualizes a sample (of size N) as a pseudo-population from which the study sample
was derived. Then, randomly drawing N samples with replacement from this population,
a point estimate for the difference of the direct effect without mediator and the direct
effect while controlling for mediator is calculated (Preacher, Rucker et al. 2007; Hayes
2013). This procedure is repeated for a desired number of bootstrapping resamples,
whereby confidence intervals can be constructed. For hypothesis testing, the null
hypothesis of no mediation effect is rejected at the desired level of significance if 0 lies
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outside the confidence interval (Preacher, Rucker et al. 2007). For testing moderated
mediation, confidence intervals that correspond to the different values of the moderator
are calculated. In this study, that means the N samples in each bootstrapping resample
are only drawn from a subpopulation in which the moderator variable satisfies a desired
level (Preacher, Rucker et al. 2007; Hayes 2013).
Overall, the bootstrapping procedure provides two important advantages. First, it
illustrates low type-I errors and demonstrates high power in assessing moderated
mediation effects (Preacher, Rucker et al. 2007). Second, bootstrapping has a higher
predictive validity than its alternatives such as the causal steps (Baron and Kenny 1986)
or the product of coefficients approach (i.e., the Sobel test) for testing mediation (Shrout
and Bolger 2002).
According to step five of the linear process model, I outline the applied evaluation
procedures within this dissertation. First, I assess construct validity that addresses the
operationalization or measurement between constructs (Recker 2012). To evaluate the
construct validity of a scale, test or instrument, factor analyses represents a wellestablished method (Williams, Onsman et al. 2010). In general, factor analysis describes
a statistical method for empirically identifying the structure underlying measured or
factored entities (e.g., variables) (Thompson 2007). Research distinguishes between two
major types of factor analysis: Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA), and Confirmatory
Factor Analysis (CFA).
In EFA, the researcher does not have any expectations of the number or nature of the
variable (Williams, Onsman et al. 2010). Thus, the main dimensions are examined to
generate a theory, or model from a relatively large set of latent constructs which are
often represented by a set of items (Pett, Lackey et al. 2003; Henson and Roberts 2006).
Before extracting the factors, the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy
(Kaiser and Rice 1974) as well as Bartlett's Test of Sphericity (Bartlett 1950) indicate
the suitability of the respondent data for structure detection by factor analysis (Williams,
Onsman et al. 2010).
In contrast, CFA tests a proposed theory or model and provides assumptions based on
pre-defined theoretical considerations regarding the number of factors and its best fit
(Williams, Onsman et al. 2010). The CFA is a powerful method for addressing construct
validity since it provides important information if and how well convergent and
discriminant validity are achieved (e.g., through the size of factor loadings for traits)
(Bagozzi, Yi et al. 1991). On the one hand, convergent validity refers to the ‘closeness’
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of a measure to its theorized construct (Recker 2012). It can be tested by examining each
factor’s composite reliability (CR) and average variance explained (AVE), with values
above a threshold of 0.6 (CR) and 0.5 (AVE) (Bagozzi and Yi 1988). On the other hand,
discriminant validity describes the extent the measurement items posited a construct
differ from those that are not believed to make up the construct (Recker 2012).
Discriminant validity is assessed by the Fornel-Larcker Criterion which claims that the
square root of one factor’s AVE must be higher than its correlations with every other
factor (Fornell and Larcker 1981).
Furthermore, researches must face with method biases since they are one of the main
sources of measurement error which threatens the validity of the conclusions about the
relationships between measures (Podsakoff, MacKenzie et al. 2003). As all variables
were measured by a survey, I carefully designed my questionnaire to prevent common
method bias (CMB) (Podsakoff, MacKenzie et al. 2003). I provided a cover story in
which I emphasized that the independent and dependent variables were unconnected. I
also pointed out that all answers are anonymous, and that no connection between
answers and individuals would be established. Further, I structured my survey questions
as simply as possible and avoided ambiguous terms.
In addition, to check the extent of CMB, I applied two well-established statistical tests:
Harman’s single factor test (Podsakoff, MacKenzie et al. 2003; Liang, Saraf et al. 2007;
Chin, Thatcher et al. 2012; Söllner, Hoffmann et al. 2016) and the unmeasured latent
marker construct (ULMC) technique (Liang, Saraf et al. 2007; Chin, Thatcher et al.
2012; Söllner, Hoffmann et al. 2016).
First, the Harman’s single factor test is one of the most applied techniques to account
for common method variance (Podsakoff, MacKenzie et al. 2003). Thus, prior studies
have used the test either to load all of the variables in their study into an EFA (Organ
and Greene 1981; Andersson and Bateman 1997) or to apply a CFA that a single factor
can account for all of the variance in the data set (Mossholder, Bennett et al. 1998;
Iverson and Maguire 2000). In general, the Harman’s single factor test provide two basic
assumptions for the presence of common method bias (Podsakoff, MacKenzie et al.
2003): one single factor will emerge from the factor analysis or one general factor will
account for most of the covariance among the measures. However, despite its popularity,
this technique is limited since it does not account for statistical control or partial out
potential method effects (Podsakoff, MacKenzie et al. 2003).
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Therefore, a better solution for testing potential CMB is to add a latent variable to the
model that represents conceptually the shared variance of all items (Gefen, Rigdon et al.
2011). Thus, I apply the ULMC (Liang, Saraf et al. 2007) as a second technique to
inspect the potential of CMB. In general, the evidence of CMB can be obtained by
analyzing the statistical significance of factor loadings of the method factor (Williams,
Edwards et al. 2003; Liang, Saraf et al. 2007). Therefore, one compares the variances of
each observed indicator explained by its substantive construct and the method factor
(Williams, Edwards et al. 2003; Liang, Saraf et al. 2007). While the squared values of
the method factor loadings represent the percent of indicator variance caused by method,
the squared loadings of substantive constructs stand for the percent of indicator variance
caused by substantive constructs (Williams, Edwards et al. 2003; Liang, Saraf et al.
2007). The CMB is unlikely to be a serious concern in this dissertation if the method
factor loadings are not significant and the indicators’ substantive variances are notably
larger than their method variances (Williams, Edwards et al. 2003; Liang, Saraf et al.
2007). In sum, the ULMC specifies factor loadings from a “method factor” to all other
items in the model (Chin, Thatcher et al. 2012). This procedure consists of four steps
(Chin, Thatcher et al. 2012). First, I created single indicator constructs from all
indicators used in my study. Second, I linked the original constructs to their respective
single indicator constructs. Third, I introduced a method construct that consists of all
indicators used in the study and then linked it to all the single indicator constructs.
Fourth, I estimated the model by using bootstrapping.
In general, quantitative studies might suffer from endogeneity that occurs when an
independent variable is correlated with the error term (also known as “residual”) in an
OLS regression model (Kennedy 2003; Semadeni, Withers et al. 2014). As a result,
endogeneity can bias the underlying assertions regarding the hypothesized effects
(Semadeni, Withers et al. 2014). Therefore, the quantitative studies in this dissertation
may suffer from endogeneity in two ways. First, internal as well as external crowd
working platforms are likely to determine certain task characteristics systematically
rather than randomly. Thus, the independent variables might be endogenous, requiring
an assessment of selection bias as well as reciprocal causality (Tiwana 2015).
Endogeneity would imply that a predictor’s value is not given but rather deliberately
chosen based on the purposes of the crowd working platforms. Second, the effect of the
mediator variable on the independent variable can also be endogenous since internal as
well as external crowd workers reporting high values of the independent variable may
have self-selected themselves to participate in the surveys.
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In both instances, I test for potential endogeneity bias following Garen’s (1984) twostep econometric regression approach, which describes a residual (i.e., ηs) analysis
technique to correct for selection bias and reverse causality (Tiwana 2015; Saldanha,
Mithas et al. 2017). In step one, a reduced form model is estimated to compute
endogeneity correcting ηs corresponding to the potentially endogenous predictors
(Tiwana 2015). Therefore, a small set of instruments should be used since too many
instruments may lead to a “cure that is worse than the disease,” and further replacing the
risk of Type I error with Type II error (Semadeni, Withers et al. 2014; Tiwana 2015). In
step two, these ηs are then included in the subsequent model involving the potentially
endogenous predictors.
Finally, if there is no significant relationship between the instruments and the predictors,
there is a first hint of the absence of endogeneity (Tiwana 2015). That hint needs to be
confirmed by nonsignificant values of ηs from step two (Tiwana 2015).
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4 The Basics of Crowd Work1
In this section of my dissertation, I will address and answer the first research question
(RQ1), which will set a basis and framework for further empirical studies:
How to describe the phenomenon of crowd work as new form of digital work?
In particular, I will focus on the first part and answer RQ1a, which is related to the first
research challenge and aim to define crowd work and its constitutive characteristics:
What are the constitutive characteristics out of an individual’s perspective?
This RQ1a means the beginning of the research process in my dissertation, since I aim
to provide a foundation for the further sections. Thus, I will introduce a definition of
crowd work and give examples of what crowd work is and what not. The distinction
from various other terms and concepts, in particular from “crowdsourcing”, will be a
major part of this section. Furthermore, the very nature of crowd work will be illustrated
to derive constitutive characteristics. In sum, such a common understanding of crowd
work as a new phenomenon in digital labor is necessary to set the focus of all further
studies in this dissertation.

The insights presented in this section are partly based on a paper that address this topic (Durward,
D., I. Blohm, et al. (2016). "Crowd Work." Business & Information Systems Engineering 58(4): 281286.). In this context, I thank my collaborators, the review team as well as the senior editor for the
valuable feedback on my work.
1
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4.1 Crowd Work as a New Form of Digital Work
Crowd work is a phenomenon of the digital economy as well as the modern IT era. It
provides a great potential for changing the way how businesses create value. For
instance, the gold producer Goldcorp 2 made its geographical databases available to the
public and offered a prize for anyone who could tell them where to find gold. The results
of this open call enabled Goldcorp to increase its gold production from 53,000 to
504,000 ounces a year, while it cut production cost from $360 to $59 per ounce. As a
consequence, the value of Goldcorp increased from $100 million to $9 billion. This
example illustrates crowd work as a form of digital gainful employment that creates
digital goods and services by using human, informational and physical resources or
makes extant use of digital tools (Alter 2013). In general, work is a purposeful and
conscious activity. By contrast, gainful employment resembles the part of work
individuals expend to ensure the means of subsistence and income generation.
The rise of digitization linked the economy with all other areas of our society at different
levels, resulting in new forms of labor (Brynjolfsson and McAfee 2014). These digital
forms of work and types of digital gainful employment include all activities in the
production of digital goods and services. In addition to the ever-continuing digitization
of working processes, companies are increasingly gaining from new technological
possibilities, for example, the flexible use of Internet users as a large labor pool. This
kind of service provision by means of an anonymous crowd of potential contributors via
an open call is designated as crowdsourcing (Leimeister 2012). In crowdsourcing, a
crowdsourcer (e.g., a company, an institution, a group or an individual) proposes a task
via an open call to an undefined amount of potential contributors (crowd workers).
Crowd workers do not only include single individuals per se, but also organize
themselves into formal or informal groups and organizations to jointly work on
corresponding tasks. The unfolding interaction process between crowdsourcers and
crowd workers is facilitated via IT-based platforms. This concept of task processing is
complex, including a variety of different concepts and terms for the support of various
corporate functions.
Since the late 90s, a variety of professional services has been established almost
unnoticed by the general public, and today they are firmly anchored in the real labor
world. In recent years, these approaches, however, have come to the surface under the
common term of "crowdsourcing." The number of companies that use crowdsourcing
2

http://www.goldcorp.com.
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for different tasks and systematically implement crowdsourcing into a wide variety of
business processes is steadily increasing (Hammon and Hippner 2012). As a result,
almost all primary and secondary activities of an organization can be given to the crowd
(Figure 4).

Figure 4:

Applications of Crowd Work in the Value Creation of Companies
Source: Durward, Blohm et al. (2016)

For instance, the German drugstore dm 3 employed the crowd within a "Soap Sourcing"
campaign to design a slogan for a shower gel (i.e., Crowd Promotion). Netflix 4, a video
streaming provider, asked the crowd to develop an algorithm for predicting movie
ratings (i.e., Crowd Production). The Australian telecommunications provider Telstra 5
uses the crowd to realize their own customer support (i.e., Crowd Support). The software
company Microsoft 6 makes use of the potentials from the crowd in order to test its own
software applications (i.e., Crowd Testing). Dell 7 actively involves the crowd in the
development of new hardware and software products (i.e., Crowd Ideation). Moreover,
the (partial) financing of projects through the crowd constitutes an arising trend. In this
3
4
5
6
7
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www.dm.de.
www.netflix.com.
www.telstra.com.au.
www.microsoft.com.
www.dell.de.

context, the German TV producer Brainpool 8 collected over a million Euros for a movie
idea after one week (i.e., Crowd Funding). Finally, logistic companies such as Deutsche
Post DHL 9 engage the crowd for parcel delivery (i.e., Crowd Logistic).
These examples show that crowd work resembles a distinct type of labor that is located
at the intersection of digital work and gainful employment. From an individual’s
perspective, crowd work reflects a kind of digital gainful employment that is based on
the crowdsourcing concept. This implies the following definitional characteristics:
• The contributions and achievements of the crowd workers are financially
remunerated. The intrinsic motivation to participate usually plays a minor role.
• To ensure the means of subsistence, crowd workers achieve a substantial
contribution to their income through crowd work on a full- or part-time basis.
In the widespread external settings, crowd workers act as self-employed agents since
they are not employed by crowdsourcers in a regular employment relationship. Thus,
crowdsourcers usually do not pay any contributions for social security when employing
crowd workers. Further, crowd workers are not economically dependent and can freely
choose their working arrangements and their working time.

Figure 5:

8
9

Classification of Crowd Work from a Worker’s Perspective
Source: Durward, Blohm et al. (2016)

www.brainpool.de.
www.dhl.de.
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Recently, crowd work showed a strong track record. The number of crowdsourcing
intermediaries and crowd workers has been growing continuously. For instance, more
than 17 million crowd workers are registered on Freelancer.com. 10 This trend can also
be observed on German intermediaries such as Testbirds 11, which has an installed crowd
of more than 100,000 testers. In this context, the World Bank expects the market size
for crowd work to grow to $4.8 billion by 2016 and estimates a gross revenue of up to
$25 billion for the crowd work industry (Kuek, Paradi-Guilford et al. 2015). Because a
crowd worker is often active on crowd working platforms of multiple intermediaries and
partially performs highly diverse tasks, different time- or result-oriented payment
models have been developed. For example, a crowd worker at 99Designs.com 12 receives
a result-based payment for the submission of the winning logo in a design contest, while
crowd workers on Freelancer.com can receive an hourly wage, for example, for the
translation of a medical text.
By contrast, participation in crowdsourcing initiatives may have different motives and
does not necessarily require financial remuneration. In this regard, the British Museum 13
referred to the crowd to transcribe 30,000 handwritten documents from the 18th century
– without paying for it. In this example, the participation of the crowd is unpaid. Thus,
it cannot be coined as crowd work. In comparison, crowd work is a digital form of
gainful employment, in which an undefined mass of people creates digital goods via an
open call. Substantial parts of the value creation take place on IT-facilitated platforms.

4.2 Crowd Work as a Digital Working System
The phenomenon of crowd work is not only tied to the individual level of the crowd
worker. From an organizational perspective, crowd work includes the transformation of
permanent jobs into a flexible resource pool in which crowd workers undertake the tasks
in a project-based manner. In line with an increasing erosion of corporate boundaries as
well as the resulting connection of internal and external business processes, different
varieties of crowd work have been established in practice, which can be subdivided by
the type of the participating crowd workers (Figure 6).

https://www.freelancer.com.
http://www.testbirds.de.
12
http://99designs.com.
13
http://www.theguardian.com/science/2014/aug/18/volunteers-british-museum-crowdsourcingarcheology.
10
11
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Figure 6:

Variations of Crowd Work
Source: Zogaj et al. (2014)

In case I, the company’s internal workforce acts as a crowd. Consequently, every
employee of the concerned company taking over responsibilities on corporate crowd
working platforms can be described as crowd worker. For instance, an international
insurance company maintains an internal crowd working platform on the intranet to
which all employees of the insurance company can make suggestions for a new risk
management system in the automotive sector and can jointly further develop them. In
the case of external crowd work, the crowd includes any individuals who do not have to
be in a relationship with the crowdsourcer. These are mostly people from outside the
company boundaries, and thus in principle, every individual with Internet access can
participate as crowd worker. Here, the platform will either be operated directly by a
crowdsourcer (case II) or provided by a crowd working intermediary (case III). crowd
working intermediaries install a crowd, which can be invited by the crowdsourcer via
an open call to handle specific tasks by themselves.
The evolving exchange process between crowdsourcer and crowd worker differs
fundamentally from existing work processes and is mainly determined by the crowd
working platform (Figure 7). The task is specified and described at the beginning before
the crowdsourcer passes this on to the crowd via an open call. After the crowd workers
sign up voluntarily to participate, the most suitable crowd workers are selected from the
crowdsourcer or the intermediary. The chosen crowd workers start to process the actual
tasks and submit their solutions. Finally, the solutions are merged, and the remuneration
of the crowd workers completes the project.
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Figure 7:

Ideal-Typical Process of Crowd Work Projects
Source: Durward, Blohm et al. (2016)

Following this line of reasoning, crowd work describes a new system for the
coordination of work that can be classified between the established forms of the two
organizational principles of the market and the hierarchy (Table 3).
Organizational Form

Market

Characteristic

Crowd Work
External,
Internal,
Mixed
Self-Selection, SkillBased (Pre-) Selection

Hierarchy

Type of Participants

External

Coordination Mechanism

Price, Quality

Degree of Flexibility

High

Varying

Low

Decision-Making Mechanism

Independent

Interdependent,
Mutual

Dependent, Unilateral

Duration of Relationship

Short-Term

Varying

Long-Term

Division of Labor

Low

Varying

High

Table 3:

Internal
Rules, Authority

Crowd Work as a New Organizational Form Between Market and Hierarchy
Source: Adapted from Powell (1990)

Concerning the type of participants, crowd work can be found both in an internal and
external business context, where mixed forms can be observed as well. Thus, a company
whose employees develop new products as part of an internal design competition can
have the subsequent implementation accomplished by an external crowd. Furthermore,
prices serve as a means of coordination on markets, while rules specify the workflow in
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a hierarchical form of organization. In contrast, terms and conditions in crowd work are
primarily coordinated by the self-selection of the crowd workers and the skill-based
(pre-) selection of the crowdsourcer or the intermediary.
In crowd work, tasks vary significantly in their degree of flexibility. On the one hand,
crowd work can include the flexibility of market-like interactions. Particularly in
creative tasks, such as the design of a new corporate website, the crowd worker enjoys
a lot of freedom regarding sequence, method and procedure of task processing. On the
other hand, other tasks, for example transcribing sound recordings or searching
addresses, can be stringently pre-defined and very restrictive. This is particularly the
case in the domain of micro tasking. Furthermore, decision-making mechanisms in
crowd work are of mutual nature. Although not to the same extent, the crowdsourcer
and the crowd worker are interdependent, since they negotiate the terms and conditions
of tasks; thus, decisions are usually made within the framework of bilateral interactions.
Finally, the duration of the relationship between crowdsourcer and crowd worker varies
heavily in crowd work. Designing a book cover is usually a one-point interaction
resembling a short-term contractual relationship, while other crowd workers (e.g., in the
field of translation services) frequently maintain long-term relationships with individual
clients during which they receive tasks on a regular basis.
Another characteristic of crowd work is the division of labor occurring in various forms.
Designing a company logo does not usually involve any division of labor. After the
crowdsourcer has broadcasted the design task, the actual creation of each design
proposal is performed by only one crowd worker. By contrast, crowd work, such as in
the field of software development, has a high degree of division of labor. The actual task
of developing new software is decomposed into several smaller subtasks, which are then
processed by different crowd workers. The individual contributions of the crowd
workers (e.g., software design, programming, validation and verification) are merged
and aggregated into a final solution. This dispositive factor of work, including
decomposition, distribution and aggregation of subtasks, is performed primarily by the
crowdsourcers themselves or by the intermediaries. However, tasks are increasingly
decomposed by crowd workers who distribute subtasks to other crowd workers and
eventually present a final solution to the crowdsourcer, even though there was originally
no division of labor required for this task – for example, creating a website.
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4.3 Relevance for Information Systems Research
Crowd work is an IT-enabled process innovation for the organization of work that has
the potential to change the nature of value creation in a disruptive fashion. Through
increasing digitization, the spread of crowd work will gain momentum, providing many
potentials and challenges for IT professions and organizations. On the one hand,
organizations can realize quality gains through the flexible, scalable and fast access to
remote employees, resources and skills. On the other hand, the location- and timeindependent distribution and parallelization of tasks may result in significant reductions
of the time needed for task processing. Moreover, additional productivity gains (i.e.,
industrialization and hyperspecialization) are potentially realizable for crowdsourcers
due to increasing standardization and decomposition of tasks into smaller subtasks. On
the individual level of the crowd workers, new employment opportunities and an
increased availability of work arise. Almost every Internet user can register at a crowd
working intermediary’s platform and start undertaking tasks without any restrictions that
may be found in offline labor markets. Due to the great variety of job offers in the crowd,
the crowd worker can select the type and the scope of tasks in a more self-determined
and flexible way.
On the flipside, various challenges need to be addressed if crowd work is to be widely
adopted. From an organizational perspective, the risks of knowledge losses and losing
control over the crowd’s activities do exist. Also, resistance in the internal workforce
can arise. For crowd workers, the greatest risks are not only the very low payment and
monotonous working processes but also the automatic monitoring system by the crowd
working platform. Furthermore, crowd workers build up a digital reputation while
processing tasks by obtaining positive reviews, which, however, are usually bound to a
particular intermediary and thus cannot be transferred to another intermediary. Against
this background, general topics related to designing fair and good work conditions for
crowd work from a socio-technical point of view will be relevant. In this context, fair
rules addressing compensation, access to information, intellectual property (IP) and
existing power asymmetries between crowdsourcer and crowd worker will be of high
relevance.
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In this regard, IS research could and should play a leading role. The design of ITfacilitated work systems and collaboration mechanisms is at the very core of this
discipline. The design of these prerequisites is essential for defining guidelines for
crowd work that, on the one hand, allow organizations to benefit from the potentials of
crowd work, and on the other hand, ensure good and fair working conditions for
individual crowd workers. Therefore, the design of appropriate incentive and
remuneration mechanisms for crowd workers as well as effective collaboration
structures among participants will play an essential role.
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5 The Identification of Ethical Dimensions in Crowd Work 14
In this section, I draw on the definition of crowd work and explore ethical issues which
might be apparent or latent within scientific literature. Thus, this section aims to answer
the RQ1b:
Which ethical dimensions focus on the individual crowd worker?
Answering this RQ1b will complete the conceptual foundation of this dissertation, I set
the focus on the individual crowd workers and their ethical issues. Therefore, another
exhaustive literature review will be conducted using the well-established PAPA
framework by Mason et al. (1986) to structure prior research. In sum, I will provide an
overview of the ethical issues of crowd work out of an individual’s perspective that
serve as theoretical context for the further empirical studies within my dissertation.

The insights presented in this section are partly based on a paper that addresses this topic (Durward,
D., I. Blohm, et al. (2016). Is There PAPA in Crowd Work?: A Literature Review on Ethical Dimensions
in Crowdsourcing. Ubiquitous Intelligence & Computing, Advanced and Trusted Computing, Scalable
Computing and Communications, Cloud and Big Data Computing, Internet of People, and Smart World
Congress (UIC/ATC/ScalCom/CBDCom/IoP/SmartWorld), 2016 Intl IEEE Conferences. Toulouse,
France, IEEE: 823-832.) and has been presented at the 2016 International IEEE Conference on Internet
of People in Toulouse. In this context, I thank my collaborators, the review team, the associate editor
and attendees of the conference for the valuable feedback on my work.
14
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5.1 Introduction
Crowd work as new form of gainful employment takes place in IS as architectures in
which human participants and/or machines perform work using information,
technology, and other resources to produce informational products or services (Alter
2008). Due to the fact that crowd work includes individuals as well as organizations and
intermediaries, it describes a socio-technical work system shaped through a set of these
relationships (Trist 1981). Against this backdrop, Geiger et al. (2012) define a
crowdsourcing information system (CIS) as a special case of IS that produces
informational products and/or services for internal or external customers by harnessing
the potential of crowds. In this socio-technical context of CIS, people must deal with
threats to human dignity and concerns about ethical issues are required (Mason 1986).
Therefore, Mason (1986) has focused on ethical questions concerning privacy, accuracy,
property and accessibility of information (commonly referred to by the acronym PAPA),
which still have their legitimation in modern forms of IS and its conditions, i.e. crowd
work. However, there has neither been systematic analysis concerning the specifications
of crowd workers nor a compilation of any underlying ethical criteria regarding their
work. Nevertheless, it is essential to address the effects on individuals within CIS since
the expansion of crowd work will gain momentum and an increasing number of people
use this form of work to earn money to ensure the means of subsistence.
To my best knowledge, a uniform framework does not yet exist and is to be developed
for further research in crowd work. Hence, an exhaustive literature review of crowd
work could help to create a common understanding of this new form of labor and
moreover address directions for further scientific research in the field of ethical issues.
This literature review describes a first step to explore ethical issues of crowd workers
and can be an initial input for developing a new research framework. Therefore, as a
result, I propose new directions for research by adapting the ethical issues of PAPA in
IS and analyzing them in the context of crowd workers. Hence, this literature review
seeks to fill the outlined research gaps by providing an overview of ethical issues in
crowd work literature from a crowd worker’s perspective. Moreover, I aim to illustrate
how these ethical issues affect the crowd worker as an individual.

5.2 Related Work
This section introduces the relevance of ethical issues in crowd work. Furthermore, the
well-established PAPA model will be presented since it describes dimensions that a
highly relevant in crowd work contexts.
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As a philosophical subject, ethics refers to science or system of morals (LaFollette
2007). In particular, it attends to theories of morality or theories of how I ought to live
(Adam 2001). In common language, ethics describes the study of value concepts such
as ‘good,’ ‘bad,’ ‘right,’ ‘wrong,’ ‘ought’, applied to actions in relation to group norms
and rules, which deals with many issues fundamental to practical decision-making
(Veatch 1977).
Besides, ethics and fairness tend to have similar meanings but need to be distinguished
precisely in order to outline clear ethical issues. A person’s subjective evaluation that a
given distribution is “fair” (or not) is based on the equity rule (e.g., Tax, Brown et al.
1998) and state that individuals compare between perceptions of their own outcome-toinput ratio and what they feel they “deserve” (Franke, Keinz et al. 2013). Thus, fairness
depends on a person’s perceptions as well as expectations and leads to an individual
evaluation that may be different in each context. In contrast, this section focusses on
ethics that are normative rather than descriptive and therefore have a superior political
dimension for decision-making, which can result into policy or legislation (Adam 2001).
Thus, computer ethics refers to a set of rules or principles, which are used for moral
decision-making regarding computer technology and computer use (Johnson 1998).
Living in the information age, modern society faces the advantages and chances of
technological development.
Despite these positive aspects, there are also risks and threats related to technology,
especially regarding the internet. Thus, in an early paper Mason (1986) has introduced
a theoretical social framework consisting of the four major ethical issues of the
information age. These issues, known as PAPA, stand for privacy, accuracy, property
and accessibility. The concept of PAPA as the foundation of information ethics has been
validated and remained popular for more than three decades (Conger, Loch et al. 1995).
Therefore, this concept serves as a basis for developing an ethical framework for a new
employment form of the information age – i.e. crowd work.

5.2.1 Privacy
Personal information privacy is defined as the ability of the individual to personally
control information about oneself and one of the most important challenges of our digital
age (Culnan 1993). Beyond, privacy has consistently been viewed as an ethical issue
across various disciplines (Smith, Dinev et al. 2011) and inter alia IS researchers
mention that control is actually one of the factors that shape general privacy and that
general privacy is not control per se (Laufer and Wolfe 1977). Therefore, privacy is
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multidimensional, elastic and dynamic in the sense that it varies with life experience
(Smith, Dinev et al. 2011). According to Mason (1986), the growth of information
technology, with its enhanced capacity for surveillance, communication, computation,
storage, and retrieval is a threat to personally control. Although it is an unethical act,
policy makers covet information even if acquiring it invades another’s privacy. Due to
the ubiquitous collection, storage, analysis, and sharing of digital data, the explosion of
IT, e-commerce, social networks, and government surveillance (Dinev 2014), the issue
of privacy has become essential to any new form of work. Accordingly, in open source
(OS) literature, as a related research field to crowd work privacy has been a major topic
addressing work related aspects (Koops, Hoepman et al. 2013).
The crowd working platforms collect an enormous amount of data from the crowd
workers. Subsequently, they analyze, use and store all the data to provide ideal solutions
to the problems of the crowdsourcers. All these analytical methods, processes and
algorithms are hidden operations and thus black boxes for any crowd worker. Hence,
this ethical issue needs to be analyzed regarding crowd work. For any crowd worker
must be assured, that his/ her personal information is protected, and a self-determined
control is possible.

5.2.2 Accuracy
Wang and Strong (1996) define accuracy as the extent to which data are correct, reliable
and certified. In IS, there are great challenges to meet raised expectations to provide
accurate, visible, and timely information (Damianides 2005). Particularly in
organizational context, the data accuracy has been highlighted as an essential indication
of quality (Koops, Hoepman et al. 2013). Hence, this makes verifying the accuracy of
the information of great importance to the groups using it (Parrish Jr 2010). The question
of responsibility for the accuracy and authenticity of information as well as possible
retribution, due to those injured by erroneous data, has arisen (Woodward, Martin et al.
2011). Concerning IS research, the issue of accuracy comprises an accountability for
errors in information (Thong and Yap 1998). Misinformation can have great impact on
individual´s lives, especially when the party with the inaccurate information has an
advantage in power and authority (Mason 1986).
Therefore, every individual needs to know whether personal or work-related
information has been produced while respecting ethical principles of accuracy,
particularly when they rely on this accuracy in a vocational context. In crowd work,
there are power asymmetries in favor of the crowd working platforms as intermediaries.
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They manage all information about their crowds and thus are responsible for correctness
as well as reliability of these personal information.

5.2.3 Property
According to Velasquez and Velazquez (2002) property describes a bundle of rights to
exclusive use, to sell, to trade, or to generate income. Beyond, IS studies have focused
on how IP can intimately affect the interests of organizations (Conger, Loch et al. 1995),
especially regarding new developments that can change business models, e.g., within
the OS movement (Ågerfalk and Fitzgerald 2008) or the crowd work phenomenon.
Although the importance of property has led to a raft of legislation that includes
innumerable international treaties and conventions, most of the scientific research has
focused on legal perspectives of property (Stahl 2012). Nevertheless, it describes an
essential ethical issue, which has great impact on individuals in work context.
Practitioners of artificial intelligence proceed by extracting knowledge from workers
and implanting it into IS for economical purpose (Mason 1986). This exchange of IP
implies control and property concerns (Mason 1986), which have been widely discussed
in OS context (Markus 2007; Koops, Hoepman et al. 2013). For example, in some crowd
work design contests, the crowdsourcer gets a wide range of design proposals from the
crowd. Although, there will be only one winning design in the end that will be
remunerated, the crowdsourcer can use all other designs. There are platforms on which
these issues of the transfer of IP are not explicitly regulated. Hence, ethical aspects in
IP exchange and adequate compensation is essential in crowd work, as a new evolved
form of employment.

5.2.4 Accessibility
According to the United Nations, states should recognize the overall importance of
accessibility in the process of equalization of opportunities in all spheres of the society
(Assembly 1994). In a technical perspective, accessibility is an umbrella term for all
parameters that influence human functioning in the environment (Pirie 1979). The trend
of computers has made technology more accessible and economically attainable to a
mass of people (Mason 1986). Despite to this environmental view, in IS context
accessibility to information is crucial (Assembly 1994) and include an individual´s
provision of any required input as well as the comprehension of the presented
information (Thomson and Schmoldt 2001). The ethical issue of accessibility aims to
avoid the formation of information poor people who have no direct access to more
efficient computational technology and little practical education in its use (Mason 1986).
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The intention is to combat information illiteracy and enable citizens of the information
society to develop the intellectual skills to cope with information, access to the
technological tools and to the information itself (Parrish Jr 2010). In OS software
development, researchers have argued that access privileges vary and come to be
identified as one of the principal requirements in the design of web-based systems and
contents (Fang and Neufeld 2009), which implies its importance and certain
discrimination. Some crowd working platforms provide more information about new
jobs and potential crowdsourcers depending on the crowd workers’ rank or reputation
on the platform. Therefore, some crowd workers may be discriminated and excluded
from specific information and thus access to information is not equal. Hence,
accessibility is also an ethical issue in crowd work context that needs to be considered
in evaluating and designing crowd work.

5.3 Methodology
In crowd work context, ethical dimensions have not been extensively examined. Thus,
a systematic and exhaustive literature analysis is gaining importance (Webster and
Watson 2002) to provide a scientific basis for further research. Authors have noted that
the procedure design of a literature review is to be intersubjectively verifiable to
preserve the scientific value of the literature analysis (Torraco 2005). Therefore, I
introduce my procedure in identifying the relevant literature concerning crowd work by
following the approach of Webster and Watson (2002), who propose a concept matrix
for systematic analysis.
I employed a three-stage approach to identify a comprehensive set of academic studies
upon which the literature review is based. Initially, I conducted a search of key terms 15
in the EBSCO, Business Source Premier and Science Direct databases analyzing the

Original search string in EBSCO database: JN "X" AND ((TI "crowdsourcing" OR AB
"crowdsourcing" OR KW "crowdsourcing") AND (TI "crowd" OR TI "ethic" OR TI "work" OR TI
"worker" OR TI "labor" OR TI "employ" OR TI "employment" OR TI "employee" OR TI "privacy" OR
TI "accuracy" OR TI "property" OR TI "accessibility" OR TI "IS" OR TI "information systems" OR AB
"crowd" OR AB "ethic" OR AB "work" OR AB "worker" OR AB "labor" OR AB "employ" OR AB
"employment" OR AB "employee" OR AB "privacy" OR AB "accuracy" OR AB "property" OR AB
"accessibility" OR AB "IS" OR AB "information systems" OR KW "crowd" OR KW "ethic" OR KW
"work" OR KW "worker" OR KW "labor" OR KW "employ" OR KW "employment" OR KW
"employee" OR KW "privacy" OR KW "accuracy" OR KW "property" OR KW "accessibility" OR KW
"IS" OR KW "information systems").

15
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AIS senior scholars’ basket of journals 16 to provide a high-quality search. Within the
research fields of IS and behavioral research, these outlets allow an interdisciplinary
analysis. I focused on these research streams due to the fact that crowd work is a new
form of online work arrangements in which many mechanisms of behavioral research,
particularly concerning individuals, apply. Since the ethical perspectives of crowd work
represent an emerging topic in IS and thus requires a wide descriptive review (Rowe
2014), I then added the proceedings of the most relevant conferences as well as journals
based on the VHB-JOURQUAL 3 (2015) 17 to cover a broader interdisciplinary research
field. Besides these areas, additional sources like research articles and books also depict
a relevant object of analysis, as they condense substantial research findings and give
insights from practice. Hence, using the mentioned key strings, in the third stage I
additionally searched on Google Scholar.
In the literature, there are different notions for employment within the crowd. Due to the
fact that “crowd work” is a highly comprehensive term, which therefore is seldom used
independently as a keyword in titles or abstracts and the focus of this review is on the
work perspective as well as on the proposed PAPA issues, I developed the following
extensive search string, based on Boolean search operators: (TITLE-ABSTRKEY("crowdsourcing" AND "crowd" OR "work" OR "worker" OR "labor" OR
"employ" OR "employment" OR "employee" OR "privacy" OR "accuracy" OR
"property" TI "accessibility" OR "IS" OR "information systems")).
Based on the sample of identified papers, subsequently, I expanded the search by using
forward and backward citation indices and continued this procedure until an exhaustive
set of studies is identified (Gianiodis, Ellis et al. 2010). The determined timeframe
included literature form the initial article “The Rise of Crowdsourcing” by Howe (2006)
in 2006 up to 2015. Additionally, I applied a boundary criterion to identify the relevant
literature by including only those papers, which address crowd working as a new form
of labor. Since the unit of analysis is crowd work with focus on the individual, I have
excluded all papers that obviously address computational or mathematical topics within
the title, abstract or keywords.

Association for Information Systems (AIS) is an international organization that serves as the premier
global organization for academics specializing in IS. The senior scholars´ basket of journals ranks the
most relevant journals in IS (http://ais.site-ym.com/?SeniorScholarBasket).
17
VHB-Jourqual is a journal ranking of the Association of University Professors of Business Research
(VHB), the umbrella organization of German university professors in the field of business
administration. This ranking provides the most relevant sources in IS.
16
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5.4 Findings
In sum, I identified 48 literature sources, upon my further steps of analysis are based. In
general, I differ between detected “Hits” and intensive “Reviewed” sources, which
exclude all thematic non-compliant papers after reading the full abstract. Within the
senior scholars’ basket of journals, I have reviewed 5 out of 6 papers, whereas VHBJOURQUAL journals contained 9 and conferences one relevant source. Moreover, the
additional search step complements the identified literature, containing 18 relevant
sources, shown in Table 4:
Journal
AIS senior scholars´
basket of journals
VHB-JOURQUAL
2.1 – Journals
VHB-JOURQUAL
2.1 – Conferences
Additional sources
Table 4:

Database

Search

-EBSCO
-Business Source Title,
Abstract;keyPremier
words
-Science Direct
-Google Scholar

Coverage

since 2006

Hits

Reviewed

6

5

11

9

1

1

30

18

Considered Literature
Source: Durward, Blohm et al. (2016)

Based on the identified literature of 33 sources, I analyzed and synthesized the ethical
issues regarding the proposed PAPA concept. Moreover, I differentiate between the
three main entities of crowd work (i.e., crowdsourcer, intermediary and crowd worker)
concerning every single ethical issue to provide more detailed insights. Depending on
which perspectives of these entities are considered, the literature has been classified.
As shown in Table 5, about half (17 out of 33) of the identified papers describe ethical
issues out of a crowd worker’s perspective. Although, these findings imply a certain
interest of the circumstances and conditions regarding the crowd workers, almost any
source considers only one PAPA dimension. There are only three papers (Felstiner 2011;
Feller, Finnegan et al. 2012; Wang, Huang et al. 2013), which address more than one
PAPA dimension. Nevertheless, within each ethical PAPA issue, there is a relative high
proportion on the crowd workers’ perspective. Concerning privacy, the proportion of
papers addressing crowd workers is even 55.6%. For the analysis, I used the following
concept matrix, which has been developed by Salipante, Notz et al. (1982) and adapted
for IS literature by Webster and Watson (2002):
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Articles
A. Afuah and C. L. Tucci
(2012)
P. J. Ågerfalk and B.
Fitzgerald (2008)
J. Albors, J. C. Ramos and J.
L. Hervas (2008)
T. K. Armstrong (2009)
B. L. Bayus (Bayus 2012)
B. Bergvall-Kåreborn and D.
Howcroft. (2014)
M. Bernstein et al. (2011)
A. Doan, R. Ramakrishnan
and A.Y. Halevy (2011)
J. Feller, P. Finnegan, J.
Hayes, and P. O’Reilly
(2012)
A. Felstiner (2011)
O. Folorunso and O. A.
Mustapha (2014)
D. Geiger and M. Schader
(2014)
C. G. Harris (2011)
B. Heymann (2014)
M. Hirth, T. Hoßfeld and P.
Tran-Gia (2013)
L. C. Irani and M. Silberman
(2013)
H. Kajino, H. Arai and H.
Kashima (2014)
G. Kazai, J. Kamps and N.
Milic-Frayling (2012)
G. Kazai, J. Kamps and N.
Milic-Frayling (2013)
J. M. Leimeister, M. Huber,
H. Krcmar (2009)
A. Majchrzak and A.
Malhotra (2013)
G.
Montelisciani,
D.
Gabelloni, G. Tazzini, G.
Fantoni (2014)
X. Peng, M. A. Babar and C.
Ebert (2014)
M. K. Poetz and M. Schreier
(2012)
F. A. Schmidt (2013)
M. Sundic and K.-H. Leitner
(2013)
L. R. Varshney (2012)
L. R. Varshney, A. Vempaty
and P. K. Varshney (2014)
Y. Wang, Y. Huang andC.
Louis (2013)
Y. Wang, Y. Huang andC.
Louis (2013)
S. B. Wicker (2012)
S. Wu, X. Wang, S. Wang, Z.
Zhang and A. Tung (Wu,
Wang et al. 2014)
H. Zheng, D. Li and W. Hou
(2012)
TOTAL
COVERAGE in %

CS

Privacy
I

CW

CS

PAPA Concept by Mason (1986)
Accuracy
Property
I
CW
CS
I

X
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CS

Accessibility
I
CW

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

3
33.3

1
11.1

X

5
55.6

X

X

4
26.7

5
33.3

6
40
a.

Table 5:

CW

7
41.2

5
29.4

5
29.4

4
25

6
37.5

6
37.5

CS = Crowdsourcer; I = Intermediary; CW = Crowd worker

Concept Matrix of Ethical Issues in Crowd Work Literature
Source: Durward, Blohm et al. (2016)

These analyzed literature addressing the crowd workers’ perspective needs to be
differentiated by their specific focus in order to identify ethical issues that really address
the individual person, because "ethics is essentially an individual matter" (Mason,
Mason et al. 1995). Therefore, I separate in technological, task-related and individual
foci on crowd workers. While the technological focus includes tools, methods and
requirements that affect the crowd workers, task-related criteria outline threats, legal
issues as well as general factors that are linked to the crowd work initiative. Besides,
this section addresses the focus on the crowd worker as an individual and the relating
PAPA issues. Table 6 gives insights about the distribution of ethical issues with
individual focus on the crowd worker in the reviewed sources.
Finally, I can state that only 9 papers directly address the ethical issues of crowd workers
as individual persons. As already mentioned above, privacy issues not only address
crowd worker’s perspective but also put the focus of the ethical issues on the individual.
Surprisingly, I have found no literature source focusing individual accuracy.
Focus

Privacy

Technological

- C. G. Harris (2011)
Task-related

Individual

Total (ind.)

Table 6:

- M. Bernstein et al.
(2011)
- Kajino et al. (2014)
- Y. Wang, Y. Huang
andC. Louis (2013)
- Y. Wang, Y. Huang
andC. Louis (2013)

4

Ethical Issues of Crowd Workers
Accuracy
Property
- A. Afuah and C. L.
- J. Feller, P.
Tucci (2008)
Finnegan, J. Hayes,
- M. Hirth, T.
and P. O’Reilly
Hoßfeld and P. Tran- (2012)
Gia. (2013)
- Y. Wang, Y. Huang
and C. Louis (2013)
- G. Kazai, J. Kamps
- A. Felstiner
and N. Milic-Frayling (2011)
(2012)
B. Heymann (2014)
- G. Kazai, J. Kamps
and N. Milic-Frayling
(2013)
- A. Felstiner (2011)
- F. A. Schmidt
(2013)
- M. Sundic and K.H. Leitner (2013)

-

2

Accessibility
- J. Feller, P.
Finnegan, J.
Hayes, and P.
O’Reilly (2012)

- A. Felstiner
(2011)
- O. Folorunso
and O. A.
Mustapha (2014)
- A. Doan, R.
Ramakrishnan
and A.Y. Halevy
(2011)
- D. Geiger and
M. Schader
(2014)
- J. M. Leimeister,
M. Huber, H.
Krcmar (2009)
3

Ethical Issues with Focus on the Individual Crowd Worker
Source: Durward, Blohm et al. (2016)
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5.4.1 The Privacy of the Crowd Workers
There is a lack in scientific research that deals with privacy problems in crowd work.
Harris (2011) has criticized the crowd as a possible mechanism or instrument for
surveillance by collecting sensitive data through their initiatives. Although this
describes a task-related threat to privacy, Bernstein et al. (2011) first mention privacy
as an ethical issue of individuals by asking questions about AMT. In context of crowd
working platform requirements, the authors point out that it is essential to design strong
reputation systems for crowdsourcers and crowd workers, while respecting privacy and
preserving anonymity. In particular, they ask how to obtain demographic data while
respecting individual privacy. Hence, some studies specify these questions and
developed initial privacy model designs, which include various dimensions of crowd
workers privacy concerns and preferences in mobile crowd work (Wang, Huang et al.
2013). The authors illustrate central aspects based on the disclosure of user identity, user
location and activity via mobile crowd working systems (Wang, Huang et al. 2013).
In a recent study, Kajino et al. (2014) criticize the use of quality control methods, which
are currently applied in crowd work, as an invasion into the privacy of workers. Due to
the collection of data, the crowdsourcers are able to generate sensitive information and
further estimate abilities of the individual crowd worker. Thereby, regardless of any
technological or legal perspectives, the focus changed on the individual level of crowd
worker and the resulting benefits for them.

5.4.2 The Accuracy of the Crowd Workers
In context of technology, Ågerfalk and Fitzgerald (2008) include quality and
transparency of information and processes within crowd work as issues of accuracy.
Hence, the authors have not just mentioned an intermediary’s point of view but
integrated also ethical aspects addressing crowd workers. The crowd workers need to
understand why specific decisions are made and therefore a maximum of structural and
technological clarity has to be implemented. Another aspect of accuracy includes the
development of techniques to detect cheating crowd worker. Due to their anonymity,
the crowd is encouraged to cheat the crowdsourcers in order to maximize its income
(Hirth, Hoßfeld et al. 2013). The authors postulate malicious intentions or behavior of
the crowd workers and outline methods to verify task results and thereby identify
cheating crowd workers. In sum, there is a possibility of incorrect or inaccurate data
being reported unintentionally or maliciously by crowd workers (Wang, Huang et al.
2013). Furthermore, due to the diversity of the crowd, the accuracy of crowd work
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output depends on different variables (Kazai, Kamps et al. 2013). In this context, recent
studies have analyzed the relationships between the crowd workers’ characteristics and
the resulting task performance measured by the workers’ accuracy (Kazai, Kamps et al.
2012). This research focus is on the general output and task-related performance of the
workers and describes the intention to optimize the results for the crowdsourcers.
Hitherto, there is a lack of ethical accuracy issues with focus on the individual in recent
literature. Nevertheless, aspects like the accuracy of personal data of the crowd workers
as well as provided information to process the task should be on the research agenda.
Proposed methods to assure transparency and monitoring (Ågerfalk and Fitzgerald
2008) could be adapted with focus on individual benefits to close this gap.

5.4.3 The Property of the Crowd Workers
On a technical level, Feller et al. (2012) introduce filtering mechanisms of IP, in order
to effectively evaluate the generated content. Furthermore, IP transfer support describes
communication services that reduce costs associated with language and cultural
differences between the parties (Feller, Finnegan et al. 2012).
The legal focus of IP includes serious risks by distributing tasks to a large pool of
anonymous workers (Felstiner 2011). Crowdsourcers can attempt to design their
requests to protect sensitive information. Nevertheless, crowd workers may still be able
to harvest some knowledge of a valuable piece of IP by completing even a small task
(Felstiner 2011). This legal focus on IP, again postulates malicious intentions with
respect to the crowd workers and describes a one-sided view on this ethical aspect.
However, there may also be important ethical issues concerning ownerships of rights
that need to be mentioned focusing the individual crowd worker.
Against this backdrop, concerning the appropriation of the intellectual assets of crowd
workers, a clear definition of terms and conditions of engagement and financial
compensation mechanisms as a prospect can mitigate risks of dissatisfaction,
underpayment or the fear of IP theft (Sundic and Leitner 2013). According to Schmidt
(2013), exploitation emerges as soon as the product of the crowd is privatized and
transformed into profit while not being beneficial at least to those in the crowd. The
author characterizes this crowd based property as a collective good that needs to be
compensated (Schmidt 2013). Hence, the generation and transfer of IP in crowd work
are generally associated with the compensation of the crowd workers. Therefore, ethical
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issues regarding property should be discussed on basis of appropriate rewarding (Feller,
Finnegan et al. 2012).

5.4.4 The Accessibility of the Crowd Workers
A technological aspect of ensuring access to the crowd, depicts knowledge mobility
(Feller, Finnegan et al. 2012), which include enabling factors like aggregation,
discoverability and problem articulation to foster and maximize the number of
participants within crowd work initiatives. These concerns have not been made only out
of an intermediary’s view but also include crowd workers’ issues and propose technical
standards to foster accessibility. Analyzing legal topics related to crowd work, Felstiner
(2011) argues that current principles governing union access to employees do not
translate well into cyberspace, because they rely on concepts of physical property. In
fact, regarding Turkopticon as a common infrastructure that enables workers to engage
one another in mutual aid (Irani and Silberman 2013), the accessibility to digital unionlike institutions will be essential for ethical crowd work in the future. Furthermore, in
order to prevent crowdsourcers from untrustworthy crowd workers, Folorunso and
Mustapha (2014) developed a combination of Trust-Based Access Control (TBAC)
strategy and fuzzy-expert systems to enhance the quality of human computation in
crowd work environment. This attempt includes restrictions regarding the access of
crowd worker because of quality issues and concerns of unreliability.
In an early study, Leimeister et al. (2009) introduce different kinds of knowledge (i.e.,
experts, mentors, community), which facilitate the collection process of an intermediary
but simultaneously should be available to crowd workers. This emphasizes the need for
individual accessibility and has been specified with the request to an user interface that
makes it easy for crowd workers to contribute (Doan, Ramakrishnan et al. 2011). Based
on this design requirement, Geiger and Schader (2014) propose designing mechanisms
for personalized task recommendation. These recommender systems describe a set of
tools and techniques that provide suggestions of potentially useful items based on
individual preferences of the crowd workers. Thereby, the authors introduce a
systematic design of personalized task recommendation approaches in CIS (Geiger and
Schader 2014). These should assist individuals in finding suitable tasks and thus create
benefits for both contributors and requesters. Furthermore, it would be ethical to
consider about accessibility of crowd work out of an individual crowd worker’s
perspective. In particular, if the crowd worker has proper access to all information
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needed to complete the tasks, there would be a general improvement of crowd work
affecting all parties.

5.5 Discussion
5.5.1 Theoretical Implications
In line with few existing studies, my findings show that ethical issues are fundamental
to develop sustainable crowd work and thus, have important theoretical implications. In
general, I identified the great research gap regarding ethical issues of crowd work with
focus on the individual crowd worker. According to Busarovs (2013), although some
crowd worker do not feel exploited, from a theoretical point of view, crowd work can
be determined as an exploitive practice, since seven out of sixteen definitions of
exploitation describe crowd work as such. There is a risk that crowd work will fall into
an intellectual framing focused on low-cost results and exploitative labor (Kittur,
Nickerson et al. 2013). In order to prevent an exploitative frame in crowd work this
section of my dissertation is the first that addresses a comprehensive view on underlying
ethical criteria. This is essential because crowd work develops rapidly with new features
of web 2.0 legislators, whose objective is protection of workers, as citizens (Busarovs
2013). Furthermore, I have found design aspects to be a major issue in coping with
ethical problems. My review shows that there are several design approaches in crowd
work context, but only few addressing the individual crowd worker and its benefits. In
context of ethical privacy concerns, privacy protection is a system requirement that must
be treated like any other functional requirement (Koops, Hoepman et al. 2013).
Therefore, approaches like “privacy by design” refers to the underlying philosophy of
protecting privacy in the early design stage of technological development (Koops,
Hoepman et al. 2013) and must be used to prevent the individual crowd workers’
privacy.
Beyond, the risks of inaccurate or malicious crowd workers need to be minimized. I
believe that a higher accuracy is not only useful to crowdsourcers but a potential for
reciprocal benefits between crowd workers and intermediary or crowdsourcer. In this
context, using appropriate systems, machine intelligence can help to make the crowd
more efficient, skilled, and accurate (Kittur, Nickerson et al. 2013). Furthermore,
research should focus on accessibility as an ethical issue to be guaranteed for any crowd
worker. Even back in 1986 access to IS has been a relevant issue in ethics and still today
has not lost its importance. In research on gender and computer ethics, Adam (2001) has
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examined inequalities in participation and access between the genders in relation to
aspects of the use of computers. This section shows how accessibility is connected with
equality and adapted into crowd work, a wide field of application opens up. Just by the
diversity and heterogeneity of the crowd, a fundamental understanding of accessibility
to ethical crowd work is essential.

5.5.2 Practical Implications
The present literature review has significant practical implications. First, concerning
data accessibility, Brynjolfsson and McAfee (2013) note that there is a need to plan and
to enact legislation for what we do about this in the future. Therefore, we have to
consider about an underlying framework like PAPA to ensure new ethical forms of
crowd work. We need to prevent a possible scenario that includes a disparity in
economic power, in which the owners of data and algorithms have and add all of the
economic value, and the rest of the workforce adds little or none (Brynjolfsson and
McAfee 2013). In this context, practical issues of accessibility include net neutrality,
software ergonomic or equality in pursuing crowd work. The ethical issue of privacy
relates to legislative activities. These legal concerns with privacy are typically expressed
in data protection legislation, e.g., the European Directive 95/46/EC, which obliges all
EU Member States to legislate strict data protection (Stahl 2012). Some of those legal
activities are then reflected in mainstream IS work and thus affect crowd workers.
With regard to accuracy in crowd work, the architecture of “Mobile Works”, a platform
intermediary, reassigned those crowd workers whose overall accuracy was below a
certain level to training tasks until their accuracy improved (Kulkarni, Gutheim et al.
2012). I recommend this to be a good example how to cope with ethical issues regarding
the individual crowd worker and enhance further development of infrastructures and
designs to foster accuracy in crowd work.
My findings illustrate that basically the same kind of ethical issues that have been
relevant for decades in IS research (i.e., PAPA), still have significant impact in modern
crowd work contexts. To be more precisely, the identified ethical issues affect crowd
workers’ privacy, relationship to crowdsourcers and work autonomy.
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5.6 Conclusion
My dissertation seeks to identify ethical issues in crowd work, especially with focus on
the crowd workers’ perspective. For each of the three agents in crowd work ethical
aspects are essential. Nevertheless, after analyzing the relevant literature I conclude, that
ethical issues are addressed only occasionally within top IS research. While ethical
topics of PAPA can be found, the research focus is not on individual level. Although,
the crowd workers are the performing party within crowd work initiatives, their
perspective concerning ethical issues has been neglected. Hence, the theoretical
contribution of the literature review includes the identification of this research gap.
Furthermore, I received an overview of ethical topics in crowd work and gain first
insights based on the PAPA concept.
The practical implication of this review aims to raise the awareness of ethical issues in
crowd work, concerning all participating agents with focus on the individual crowd
worker. However, it is essential not only to be aware of ethical issues but use them as
an underlying pattern of ethical crowd work design. By adapting the PAPA concept into
crowd work context, I introduced a new framework for further research. Following
studies should use these insights as a basis to foster ethical issues in crowd work research
with a certain focus on the individual crowd worker. Although it affects the individual
crowd worker, the distinction between fairness and ethics shows that the concept of
PAPA has a more general claim to validity. Once Kittur et al. (2013) have asked: “Can
we foresee a future crowd workplace in which we would want our children to
participate?”. I am convinced that the answer can be given easier when you think of
PAPA.
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6 How Individual Workers Restructure Their Own Crowd18
In the next five sections (section 6 to section 10), the crowd workers and their experience
of crowd work are the research focus. Thus, RQ2 addresses the individuals’ perception
as well as the effects:
How does crowd work itself affect the well-being of the crowd workers?
In general, section 6 to section 8 will focus on external crowd workers and their work.
Drawing on the basic definition and conceptualizations created in RQ1, the perception
of external crowd workers and the effects on well-being will be in research focus of
RQ2a:
How does external crowd work affect the well-being of crowd workers?
In in this section 6, I first examine the existing structures and contextual factors of
external crowd work and their effects on the individuals. Therefore, I conduct semistructured interviews and qualitative content analysis following the well-established
approach by Gioia et al. (2013). Subsequently, RQ3a will be addressed as well in this
section, since concrete implications for better working conditions of external crowd
workers are derived:
What implications of the individuals’ perception can be identified in external
crowd work?

The insights presented in this section are partly based on a paper that addresses this topic (Durward,
D. and I. Blohm (2017). The Rise of Crowd Aggregators - How Individual Workers Restructure Their
Own Crowd. 13th International Conference on Wirtschaftsinformatik. St. Gallen, Switzerland: 395409.) and has been presented at the 13th International Conference on Wirtschaftsinformatik in St.
Gallen. In this context, I thank my collaborators, the review team, the associate editor and attendees of
the conference for the valuable feedback on my work.
18
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6.1 Introduction
In the last few decades the nature of work and employment relations has been changed
sustainably on various levels, particularly caused by the restructuring of value chains
(Lehdonvirta, Hjorth et al. 2015). As a result, the relationships are becoming unstable
and the number of self-employed people is increasing in many industries (Hollister
2011). With the rise of new ICT as well as the internet, value chain restructuring relates
to digitally mediated services. Nowadays, these services increasingly take place on
online labor markets where labor is exchanged for money via the internet (Horton 2010).
However, in course of the online labor markets a new form of digital work has emerged,
i.e. crowd work.
Although few studies have been conducted to address the individual worker, there is a
gap in understanding experiences and perceptions of crowd workers (Deng and Joshi
2013), in particular regarding the structure of work. Most research focused on the
intermediaries and the processes of work aggregation on online labor markets (Bederson
and Quinn 2010; Quinn and Bederson 2011). However, besides the ongoing value chain
restructuring and its potentials, new hierarchies can be observed in online labor markets
that apparently need to be analyzed out of an individual’s view in order to gain a better
understanding (Lehdonvirta, Hjorth et al. 2015).
Thus, I examine aspects of restructuring and aggregation in crowd work context out of
a crowd worker’s perspective. For practice, it is essential to understand the continuous
reshaping in crowd work to anticipate effects on the workforce. Furthermore, I
contribute to the research fields of crowd work as well as online labor markets by
describing more precisely the relationships between the involved parties and the
prevailing conditions in the crowd-based value chain.
Therefore, I intend to fill the outlined research gaps concerning the perception of crowd
work and examine how external crowd workers perceive the nature of crowd work
regarding structure and aggregation.

6.2 Conceptual Background
6.2.1 Traditional Roles and Mediation in Crowd Work
In crowd work contexts, the ensuing interaction process unfolds over IT-based
platforms. These platforms are provided by crowd work intermediaries that assure the
connection between the crowd work companies (i.e. the crowdsourcers) and the crowd
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workers. Since these intermediaries provide platforms on which supply and demand of
labor meet, they represent online labor markets as well as a new approach of work
organization (Durward, Blohm et al. 2016). Figure 8 illustrates the traditional crowd
work context including the three mentioned parties.

Figure 8:

Roles and Mediation in Crowd Work Initiatives
Source: Zogaj, Bretschneider et al. (2014)

6.2.2 Value Chain Restructuring
In business studies literature, the value chain is an old-established concept that has been
predominantly used by Porter (1985) and describes a sequence of productive (i.e., valueadded) activities leading to the delivery, consumption and maintenance of goods and
services (Sturgeon 2001). The term value chain is also used to emphasize the power
relations, the vertical ties as well as sequential stages of production as well as service
provision processes (Flecker and Meil 2010). In this context, value chains are seen as
dynamic and reconfigured on an ongoing basis (Sturgeon 2001). However, online labor
markets seem to be at the cutting edge of this new era of service chain value restructuring
since they bring together buyers and sellers of digitally mediated service work
(Lehdonvirta, Hjorth et al. 2015).
Against this backdrop, crowd work is performed on online labor markets as crowd
workers sell their skills and labor to crowdsourcers in order to generate various services
that are mediated by the platform intermediary. In the last few decades, this service value
chain restructuring has shaped the nature of work and employment sustainably (Flecker
and Meil 2010). In particular, the pattern of reintermediation has been shown to be a
profound change in online labor markets since it refers to the disappearance of direct
connections between clients and workers (Lehdonvirta, Hjorth et al. 2015). Hence,
emerging structures, new forms of intermediation or aggregation in crowd work as a
novel digital gainful employment need to be analyzed more precisely.
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6.2.3 Work Aggregation
In general, aggregation is defined as the collecting of units or parts into a mass or whole
(Hackmann 2001). This definition can apply to various contexts, including work and
labor markets, on which work aggregators are able to break more complex projects into
micro tasks, distribute them to thousands of workers and subsequently aggregate the
subtasks to a final solution (Zogaj, Bretschneider et al. 2014). A similar notion refers to
online labor markets, in which work aggregators provide a managed service and
platform usually as a layer on top of an intermediary’s platform (Lehdonvirta and
Ernkvist 2011).
In crowd work context, there is an ideal-typical process of projects. Initially, the general
task gets decomposed, described in detail and distributed to the crowd (Durward, Blohm
et al. 2016). Breaking down tasks into subtasks can be provided either by the
intermediary or the crowdsourcer itself. There are specific task modularization
mechanism that provide functionalities that enable crowdsourcers to divide tasks into
fine-grained subtasks (Zogaj and Bretschneider 2014). Afterwards, the actual processing
of the tasks takes place, before the solutions get selected and aggregated. Thus, this task
decomposition and the reintegration are accomplished by the crowdsourcer in
collaboration with the intermediary (Zogaj and Bretschneider 2014). Hence, the
analysis-synthesis concept comprises the decomposition of the main task into subtasks
delegable to people and further the synthesis of subtasks results in order to reach the
goal of the whole organization (Buettner 2015). In previous research on crowd work
(e.g., Schenk and Guittard 2009; Geiger, Seedorf et al. 2011; Zogaj and Bretschneider
2014), work aggregation has mainly focused on the intermediaries or on the
organizations as crowdsourcers.
However, the perceptions and roles of the individual crowd workers regarding
aggregation have been widely neglected. I assume that there are specific forms of
aggregation within crowd work due to the predominant heterogeneity of potential
contributors, the varying complexity of tasks and the asymmetric relationships between
involved actors.
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6.3 Research Context and Data Collection
In order to develop my theoretical model, I analyzed the work context and perception of
crowd workers on two crowd working platforms – i.e., Elance.com 19 and
Freelancer.com. 20 With the aim of preventing elite bias (Myers and Newman 2007), I
have chosen these platforms to overcome biases resulting from a single intermediary
and due to the diversity of offered tasks as well as the various types of crowd workers.
The primary data source contains of 12 semi-structured interviews since this kind of
interviews are well suited in exploring attitudes, values, beliefs as well as the views of
a person towards a phenomenon of interest (Kvale 1996). Hence, I decided to conduct
semi-structural interviews to understand the socio-technological context of crowd work
out of workers’ perspective and extract their individual views regarding the nature of
work.
In developing the interview protocol, I therefore used Kvale’s (1996) framework of
conversational, qualitative interviewing as a template to ensure that my semi-structured
interview elicit information relevant to my research question. Based on these guidelines,
I designed an open-ended interview protocol that focused on the work environment and
the perception of work by using the well-established constructs of the work design
questionnaire (WDQ) (Morgeson and Humphrey 2006). In IS research it is essential to
provide an explicit framework for guiding the participants throughout the interview to
articulate and interpret their experiences (Schultze and Avital 2011). Since the key
topics of the interviews derived from the WDQ as my framework, I had to modify the
wordings of the questions and adjust them to the study context of crowd work. The
interviews took place between December 2015 and January 2016. Every single
interview lasted between 60 and 90 minutes and was conducted with voice over IP
(VoIP) communication via Skype. Since a respondent and an interviewer might be less
engrossed in an interview conducted by telephone than in person (Rogers 1976) and
anonymity is assured, I therefore aimed to prevent interviewer bias as well as social
desirability and thus generating accurate information (Nederhof 1985). Subsequently,
the interviews have been transcribed, coded and analyzed by using the analysis software
package ATLAS.ti.
Since I aim to provide an unbiased data basis, numerous and knowledgeable respondents
who view the focal phenomena from diverse perspectives, have been interviewed. Thus,
19
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I select respondents who differ regarding the duration of platform membership and
performed jobs, (e.g., designing, or coding). As the evaluation of perception and
behavior could differ concerning their previous experience, I interviewed more and less
experienced crowd workers. Furthermore, I also analyzed their personal data that was
available on their publicly visible user profiles. It has been found that the duration of
membership (i.e., the time registered on the given platform), the number of clients, the
number of performed jobs and the average hourly rate of the crowd workers are reliable
indicators of experience (Table 7). I interviewed six crowd workers per intermediary.
Crowd
Worker
CW1
CW2
CW3
CW4
CW5
CW6
CW7
CW8
CW9
CW10
CW11
CW12

Table 7:

Membership
Nov 11
Nov 11
Aug 13
Nov 14
Dec 12
Jan 14
Nov 07
Jan 15
Feb 14
Apr 11
May 14
Aug 03

Category
Writing
Writing
Translation
Programming
Administration
Programming
Translation
Writing
Translation
Writing
Programming
Programming

Jobs
64
21
53
11
16
7
272
17
18
31
24
16

Average Hourly
Rate
$ 15
$ 27
$ 30
$ 11
$ 14
$ 15
$ 30
$ 25
$ 20
$ 30
$ 18
$ 80

Clients
37
15
35
6
12
5
196
16
12
28
21
13

Selection of Crowd Workers
Source: Durward and Blohm (2017)

I want to find out how crowd workers behave and how they organize their work on
crowd working platforms. Thus, according to several researchers (e.g., Mantere, Schildt
et al. 2012), I apply the approach of Gioia, et al. (2013) (illustrated in detail in section
3.2) to analyze my qualitative data.

6.4 Results
In a first step, I therefore provide the essential groundwork for theory-building by
developing the data structure. My data structure includes 1st-order concepts that are
significant to the crowd workers and 2nd-order themes that are extracted overarching
themes. Finally, both iterations enabled me to assemble the aggregated dimensions.

6.4.1 Constitutive Elements of a Theoretical Model
Relocation of Value Creation
My findings provide information about several aspects of activities abroad the
intermediary’s platform. First, certain crowd workers increasingly acquire more tasks
on the platform than they can perform by their own. This is an intended action since
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they subsequently forward parts of the initial job to other crowd workers or even to an
own platform external workforce. These persons are usually acquaintances, friends or
even family members. I found evidence that certain tasks are given to siblings, partners
or the own children by crowd workers: “I’m looking for someone in order to handle the
workload. I’m looking for an editor as good as I am. And my son just had started. At
least I can rely on him.” (CW7).
Furthermore, these persons are to be entrusted with certain tasks regularly and thus
represent a standing pool of external human resources. Identified motives for this
relocation of value creation parts are trust-related aspects, reliability and more efficient
interaction between the crowd workers and well-known external persons. Thus, the
composition of the crowd changes since external contributors get either hired by crowd
workers or acquired as part of the existing crowd without necessarily register on the
crowd working platform.
Second, I observed that existing boundaries between the platform-based crowd work
and external activities become blurred. I found that some crowd workers use the crowd
working platform only as an acquisition tool for attracting new crowdsourcers. Once the
crowd workers have made the initial contact and completed first tasks, the follow-up
business will be subsequently realized off-platform via different channels. In this
context an interviewee stated: “I would say that most of the business takes place offside
the platform […] Most people finally use the platform in order to acquire clients.”
(CW3).
In fact, the crowd workers proactive use various communication technologies like VoIP,
E-mail, phone or virtual workplaces to interact bilaterally with the crowdsourcers
instead of using the provided infrastructure of the platform intermediary. A major part
of tasks and jobs are consciously processed beyond the platform sphere. In addition, all
so-called after sales activities (e.g., customer service) for the crowdsourcers are
independently managed by the crowd workers aside the platform. The aim is to develop
long-term relationships to the crowdsourcers and simultaneously to save platform fees
for both parties. Thus, the original idea of giving problems or tasks into the crowd and
all steps of this service value creation will take place on platforms, must be critically
questioned. I observed a contrary trend, in which particularly further business
relationships develop beyond the platforms. Communication and information exchange
as well as the actual task performance with the crowdsourcers take place in external
settings of the crowd workers.
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In sum, I identified two forms of value chain restructuring in crowd work. On the one
hand, I observe an additional step in the crowd-based value creation since single crowd
workers acquire tasks and further redistribute these tasks to external persons. One the
other hand, the crowd workers are cutting out intermediation by interacting more
directly with crowdsourcers and ignore the provided platform infrastructures as well as
terms and conditions. This increase of disintermediation is originated from the crowd
workers itself and reconfigures the existing service value chains. Hence, the value chain
restructuring in crowd work is primarily based on the external relocation of certain value
creation steps beyond the platform.
Emergence of New Hierarchy
In general, the decision-making process in crowd work is mutual. The crowdsourcers
and the crowd workers are in certain negotiating situations, in which they exert
bargaining power on each other through the platform. I observe this to be different when
certain crowd workers undertake fundamental functions of the platform such as the
management of tasks. My analyses show that single crowd workers acquire larger tasks
from the platform, decompose them into smaller subtasks and distribute these to other
crowd workers. In this context, the single crowd worker takes over the governance and
management of the subtasks. Furthermore, this mediating crowd worker predefines the
conditions of the subtasks like payment, milestones and deadlines, based on the earlier
agreements with the crowdsourcer. The other crowd workers, who perform the subtasks,
do not have that much space to negotiate in this context since the general conditions
have been set already. Thus, decisions are no longer being made bilaterally but by the
mediating crowd worker. ”Then I realized that he himself was just a first intermediate
step from another client.” (CW8), a hired crowd worker reported. In particular,
unexperienced crowd workers who have not yet performed a lot of tasks, are implicitly
dependent on these forwarded subtasks. They rely on information and specific input of
the mediating crowd worker.
Furthermore, the conventional relationships between crowd workers and crowdsourcers
depend on the scope and the type of tasks and thus vary considerably in crowd work.
Nevertheless, I observe the relationships between the mentioned mediating crowd
workers and the hired crowd workers, to be more long term oriented. The crowd workers
who distribute the subtasks aim to develop long-term business relations to the taskperforming crowd workers irrespective of the scope or type of task. One reason for this
is a certain level of quality assurance since this closer business relationship permits a
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better control out of the mediating perspective. In the view of the performing crowd
workers, this relation might be advantageous as well since they get tasks on a regular
basis and thus a more secure income. “They want to hire you more often and can save
the fees for Elance.” (CW7), an interviewee said.
The division of labor is an essential characteristic of crowd work that varies regarding
the different nature of tasks. Nevertheless, my analyses indicate that the mediating
crowd worker acquires large projects and tasks on the platform, then decompose them
and subsequently again broadcast the subtasks to the crowd. For example, the translation
of a book chapter in English to French and German does not usually involve any division
of labor. The crowd worker acting as an intermediary, however, acquires as well as
decomposes the actual task of translation into several subtasks and then distributes them
to other crowd workers he will hire. One crowd worker actually translates the text to
French, while a second crowd worker will do the same in German. A third crowd worker
subsequently proofread the translations before the mediating crowd worker will
aggregate the subtasks into a final solution, submit it on the platform and thereby present
it to the crowdsourcer. Since this trend is observable in various types of tasks, I can state
that the division of labor tends to increase when those mediating crowd workers are
present.
Therefore, with the rise of the introduced mediating actor, an additional element of the
service value chain has emerged. Since dependencies between crowd workers shift and
coordination as well as interaction becomes unilateral, I observed recent developments
in crowd work towards more hierarchical structures.
Formation of Specialized Sub-Crowds
The single crowd workers who manage own tasks and projects apart the platform
intermediary act as new intermediaries in crowd work contexts themselves. Thus they
need their own standing workforce to expand and gain even more jobs. In order to
achieve a competitive advantage, these mediating crowd workers, thus acquire their own
specialized crowd. They proactively contacting other crowd workers based on their
experience and skills to work for them. One interviewee stated: “There are always many
tasks you need certain specialists for and those are forwarded […] so when you are
chef, you say that the cutting of onions is taken over by the assistant.” (CW12). The aim
is to develop an own pool of expertise that is committed in the long-term by regularly
forwarded tasks. Thus, these selections of workers represent sub-crowds that partially
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use the infrastructure of the platform but are managed by single mediating crowd
workers.
Furthermore, these sub-crowds extend the own portfolio of the mediating crowd worker
since new services, based on the crowd workers’ skills, can be offered on the platform.
Against this backdrop, the single mediating crowd worker wants his sub-crowd to be
highly diverse concerning their capabilities. For example, a single crowd worker who
offers the development of application programming interfaces (API) on the platform by
itself begins to build up his own sub-crowd in the area of software development. Thus,
the single crowd worker hires a specialist for agile software development methods and
another backend developer who is proficient in different programming languages.
Finally, a third crowd worker who is an engineer for the design of software products
will be hired. The new intermediary manages all activities, subsequently consolidates
and aggregates the single subtasks to a final solution. From a marketing point of view,
the mediating crowd worker extended its own portfolio by forms of horizontal and
vertical diversification.
Once the mediating crowd workers have built up their own workforce, some of them
actually invest in their sub-crowds. They provide equipment (e.g., professional software
to translate texts) and even share their own expertise and knowledge (e.g., by providing
good own design templates). In line with this, one worker mentioned: “So I bought him
the transcription software F4 […] and he would not been able to afford the 50 Euros
himself.” (CW7). Thus, the mediating workers act as some kind of mentor and develop
their sub-crowds.
In sum, I outline my data structure in Figure 9 which illustrates the 2nd-order themes on
which I built my model of crowd work aggregators. These insights enabled me to
develop a theoretical model of structures and concepts that emerged from the data.
Hence, Figure 9 represents first building blocks of a theory that have to be aligned and
set in relation to each other in the next section.
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Figure 9:
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Data Structure
Source: Durward and Blohm (2017)

6.4.2 The Role of Crowd Aggregators as New Elements of Value Creation
Although the data structure is essential, it is nonetheless the static picture of a dynamic
phenomenon of interrelations (Gioia, Corley et al. 2013). Thus, I develop an inductive
model that is grounded in the data of the crowd workers and captures the nature of crowd
work in theoretical terms. Therefore, my model shows the dynamic relations amongst
the emergent 2nd-order concepts which describe restructuring and reintermediation
processes caused by new players in crowd work – i.e., the crowd aggregators.
The identified inclusion of external persons in existing service value creation processes
changes the nature of crowd work sustainably. In particular, well-known persons of
actual crowd workers are actively involved: “Well, I have also invited friends and kind
of activated them as a freelancer. They were previously no freelancers. And I knew what
they are capable of and that they will work for that salary.” (CW4). In addition, the
interactions between crowdsourcers and crowd workers increasingly take place not only
via the platforms but using various channels aside. Hence, I propose that single crowd
workers are responsible for this shift away from the actual platform-based crowd work
towards a hybrid non-platform-based shape with external elements.
Proposition 1: Crowd aggregators consciously relocate parts of the value creation in
crowd work.
Furthermore, certain crowd workers build up their own workforce by delegating prior
decomposed subtasks to other crowd workers. In particular, unexperienced crowd
workers are dependent on these tasks in order to gain reputation on the platform. Since
the mediating worker usually unwinds repetitive tasks with the same crowd workers,
this situation resembles an employer-employee-like relationship. Thus, a long-term
relationship between the mediating crowd worker and the task-performing workers
easily evolves. A mediating worker noted: “In the end, I manage so to speak […] I
develop myself towards project management and have my own sub-agency.” (CW7).
Since the mediating crowd workers delegate and govern the work processes, I assume
power asymmetries and dependencies to arise in these relationships. Hence,
Proposition 2: Crowd aggregators establish hierarchical structures in crowd work.
In addition, the aggregating crowd workers assemble a pool of other workers based on
their capabilities and experiences. These hired crowd workers further extent the own
portfolio of the aggregator and thus represents a flexible workforce: “I cannot program
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software. This is beyond my expertise. So, I hired another freelancer who is familiar
with the technical details.” (CW3). Although the performing crowd workers are
supervised, I found evidence indicating that the mediating crowd worker support its subcrowd. On the one hand, the sub-crowd benefits from knowledge transfer with the
aggregator and further its expertise. On the other hand, the mediating worker provides
technical equipment if necessary and thus invest in the own specialized sub-crowd in
order to gain reputation and generate more business itself on the crowd working
platform.
Proposition 3: Crowd aggregators proactively develop own specialized sub-crowds.
This crowd aggregator represents a novel business idea in which the crowd is the core
instrument of the service value chain. The aggregator can shape its own sub-crowd and
act as a digital niche provider that guarantees efficient performances based on the
specific composition of the sub-crowd. It exploits the provided infrastructure of the
platform intermediary and reintermediates more specific services to the crowdsourcers.
While the majority of the platform intermediaries focus solely on the pure mediation of
tasks, the crowd aggregator supports the crowdsourcer during the entire procedure,
particularly in larger and more complex projects. Out of the crowdsourcers view, the
core competences of the crowd aggregator are coordination, decomposition and
refinement of tasks as well as the final quality control of the single subtasks. Thus, the
main assets of the crowd aggregator contain an efficient task assignment and successful
management. In sum, I therefore denote a crowd aggregator as: (1) An individual or a
group of individuals that (2) act(s) as a novel intermediary and (3) use(s) existing
platform infrastructure to build up its own specified sub-crowd.
Figure 10 represents the core of my research results and outlines the data-to-theory
connections. It illustrates the propositions (i.e., P 1-3) and their relations since it shows
the two spheres (i.e., non- and platform-based), the composition as well as the involved
parties of service value creation in crowd work. In addition, the model highlights the
role and interrelations of crowd aggregators within crowd work context.
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Figure 10:

Model of Crowd Aggregators in Crowd Work
Source: Durward and Blohm (2017)

6.5 Discussion
I analyzed the nature of crowd work out of an individual’s perspective. Thus, I address
significant methodological shortcomings since I did not exclusively rely on online data
about workers and their behavior (Lehdonvirta, Hjorth et al. 2015). In addition, my
research contributes to literature on reintermediation that already takes place in online
labor markets (e.g., Flecker and Meil 2010), since I found evidence that the crowd
aggregator represents more than an additional step in existing structures by illustrating
their impact on structural as well as organizational levels (Lehdonvirta, Hjorth et al.
2015). Previous research examined that crowd work describes a new system for the
coordination of work that can be classified as ranking between the established forms of
the two organizational principles of market and hierarchy (Durward, Blohm et al. 2016).
My findings indicate that crowd work redevelops towards hierarchical structures due to
the rise of crowd aggregators. The unilateral decision-making processes, the long-term
relationships between aggregator and its workers as well as the higher level of division
of labor rather describe crowd work as more hierarchical. Furthermore, my findings can
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be explained by a lack of automated coordination mechanisms (Malone 1987) in this
crowd work context, since the crowd workers orchestrate the tasks themselves. Due to
the missing of a higher-order coordination that provides the matching between the crowd
and the offered tasks (Buettner 2015), crowd aggregators emerge as new coordinating
elements. My results are in line with the analysis-synthesis concept (Buettner 2015)
since I illustrate that there is a need of certain decomposition and aggregation in crowd
work.
For practice, platform intermediaries should closely monitor this development since the
relocation of value creation aside the platform by the crowd aggregators may cause
losses in control and income. In addition, my findings provide essential insights for the
ongoing discussion about fair work conditions in the crowd. On the one hand, crowd
aggregators exercise certain power over the crowd workers who are dependent on them.
On the other hand, work conditions might be less precarious due to the rather long-term
relationships, the constant supply of tasks and the enhanced provision of information.
Nevertheless, the study has several limitations which constrain the generalizability of
my results, since I developed my model gathering data from only two intermediaries.
Further studies may overcome these limitations by evaluating the provided dimensions
in subsequent empirical studies.

6.6 Conclusion
Given the lack of research on the individual in crowd work, my primary objective was
to achieve a better understanding of the nature of work in the crowd. I followed a wellestablished methodology to conduct a qualitatively rigorous inductive study and
developed a theoretical model of crowd aggregators. My results illustrate that these
crowd aggregators represent new players that restructure the workflows in crowd work
on different levels and have impact on the behavior and relationships of the crowd
workers. The crowd aggregators relocate activities off the platforms, reintermediate
existing processes and build up an own sub-crowd. As a result, with their rise, crowd
work evolves into a more hierarchical form of labor.
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7 How Signaling Behavior Causes a Power Shift in Crowd
Work 21
Again, this section contributes to answer the RQ2a since the individuals’ perspective
and its effects of well-being will be the research focus:
How does external crowd work affect the well-being of crowd workers?
Following the approach of Gioia et al. (2013), I provide insights on how bargaining
power is formed and manifested within external crowd work settings. Thereby, I address
the RQ3a as well, since concrete implications for the design of decent crowd work are
provided:
What implications of the individuals’ perception can be identified in external
crowd work?

The insights presented in this section are partly based on a paper that addresses this topic (Durward,
D., I. Blohm, et al. (2016). Rags to Riches - How Signaling Behaviour Causes a Power Shift in
Crowdsourcing Markets. 24th European Conference on Information Systems (ECIS). Istanbul, Turkey.)
and has been presented at the 24th European Conference on Information Systems in İstanbul. In this
context, I thank my collaborators, the review team, the associate editor and attendees of the conference
for the valuable feedback on my work.
21
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7.1 Introduction
As I mentioned above, it will be essential to address the individual level since the spread
of crowd work will gain momentum. From an economical perspective, the World Bank
estimates the total crowd work market to be $4.8 billion in 2016 and medium-term
models predict a gross service revenue in the range of $15 billion to $25 billion in 2020
(Kuek, Paradi-Guilford et al. 2015). This implicates an increasing number of people who
work in the crowd and generate income on a full- or part-time basis. And if crowd work
continues to develop and grow, one needs to understand these social environments and
examine design practices and workers’ experiences in these systems (Silberman, Irani
et al. 2010).
Against this backdrop, there have neither been systematic analyses concerning the
situation of crowd workers nor a compilation of behavior regarding their work. Within
crowd work settings, the crowdsourcer broadcasts tasks on crowd work markets and the
crowd worker enters into a business relationship that can be described as an agency
relationship (Harris and Raviv 1979) in which the cooperating parties have different
goals and thus information asymmetries occur (Ross 1973). Since a crowdsourcer and a
crowd worker interact, both can exert power on each other in a mutual way (Saam 2007)
whereby dependencies arise. In particular, the business interactions are characterized by
a new form of negotiation. Hence, the bargaining power is an essential aspect out of an
individual’s perspective that has been largely neglected in previous crowd work studies.
To my best knowledge, a theory of crowd work addressing these shortcomings, does not
yet exist and thus has to be developed for further research. Therefore, I intend to fill the
outlined research gaps by examining the impact the crowd worker’s behavior has on its
relationship with crowdsourcers?
The remainder of this part is structured as follows: In section two, I first provide the
theoretical background by introducing related work. In section three, I outline the
applied methodology. Afterwards, I present the results of the study. Finally, I discuss
my results and draw implications for research as well as for practice.
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7.2 Theoretical Background
7.2.1 Signaling Theory
Crowdsourcing can be seen as an agency problem, in which information imperfections
and asymmetries of information are pervasive. The crowdsourcer as principal does not
possess per se all information about the crowd worker as an agent. In general, the
competences of any individual crowd worker to complete a given task are not entirely
accessible. Although the crowdsourcer can choose between various crowd workers, it is
hard to estimate in advance which skills a crowd worker possesses to perform the job
satisfactorily. In this section, I draw on the information asymmetry about latent and
unobserved quality of crowd workers, which constitutes the majority of management
studies that explicitly invoke signaling theory (Connelly, Certo et al. 2011).
Signaling has been proposed as a well-recognized mechanism to reduce these
information asymmetries between two parties (Spence 2002). The signaling theory
describes implications of asymmetric information and its consequences in various
markets (Riley 2001; Stiglitz 2002). In crowd work, as online labor markets, signaling
theory has been examined in quite a few quantitative studies (e.g., Gefen and Carmel
2008; Hong, Pavlou et al. 2013). Nevertheless, the research focus has been on the
crowdsourcers’ behavior and decisions acting as buyer or employer. Against this
backdrop, I extend existing quantitative research by analyzing crowd work settings out
of the crowd workers’ perspective and introduce quality signals as an effective
mechanism to rebalance the existing information asymmetries. I refer on the notion of
Connelly et al. (2011) in which quality denotes the underlying, unobservable ability of
the agent (i.e., crowd worker) to fulfil the needs or demands of a principal (i.e.,
crowdsourcer) observing the signal. In a crowd work context, the crowd worker can be
seen as an agent who obtains information about his own person, platform characteristics
or task specifications that are not visible in its entirety for the crowdsourcer as the
principal. Therefore, the crowd worker aims to convey positive quality signals in order
to persuade the crowdsourcer to hire him. The crowdsourcer in turn occurs as receiver
of the signals and wants to compensate the lack of information.
Furthermore, these quality signals can be differentiated more specifically into two types
of signals – i.e. activating signals and pointing signals (Connelly, Certo et al. 2011). The
activating signals indicate a characteristic that separates the agent from competitors and
is also essential for activating the quality in the agent (Hasson 1997). Concerning crowd
work, an activating signal of a crowd worker could be a specific aspect related to its
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person with which he stands out from the crowd. Thus, for instance, the proactive
communication of mastering a wide range of programming languages in software
development can be seen as an activating signal. These signals are inherently and
personally related to the quality of the single crowd worker. In contrast, pointing signals
indicate a characteristic, apart from the signal, that separates the agent from competitors
(Connelly, Certo et al. 2011), e.g. obtained awards or certifications of a crowd worker.
For example, the presence of good references in software development could be
considered a pointing signal of certain experience. Although these signals are not
directly linked to the signals of the crowd worker, they are liable indicators of work
experience.

7.2.2 Bargaining Power
Within a setting of information asymmetries, the principal intends to change the
behavior of the agent if the agent is likely to behave in an opportunistic way that harms
the principal (Saam 2007). In general, this form of power refers to an individual’s
relative ability to control others’ outcomes, experiences or behaviors (Keltner,
Gruenfeld et al. 2003). The crowd work scenarios outline a specific form of power
within human social interaction which is characterized by negotiations and bargaining
between the crowdsourcer and the crowd worker. Researchers studying bargaining and
those investigating resource dependence have each identified a source of bargaining
power (Yan and Gray 1994). In general, the bargaining power can be defined as a
bargainer’s ability to favorably change the bargaining set (Lax 1987); to win
accommodations from the other party (Dwyer and Walker Jr 1981); or to influence the
specific outcome of a negotiation (Schelling 1956).
In this context, Saam (2007) analyzed agency problems and showed which bases of
power are available to principal and agent. In sum, all situations in which an agency
problem exists, the principal possesses quantitatively more bases of power than the
agent. Hence, agency theory assumes implicitly a power asymmetry in favor of the
principal (Saam 2007). This gives new insights for re-evaluating specific principalagent-relationships and the role of power asymmetries within – e.g., crowdsourcercrowd worker relationship. Since the crowdsourcer (i.e., principal) decides which crowd
worker (i.e., agent) to hire and when to reward the outcome, the bargaining power
balance is in favor of the crowdsourcer. Due to this, the crowd worker aims to convince
the crowdsourcer to choose him and thus get the job. Previous research on crowd work
has examined that the crowdsourcer can set prices for jobs (Felstiner 2011), endure no
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or only few penalties for reneging on their agreements (Kittur, Nickerson et al. 2013),
use its own evaluation software for jobs or even reject completed tasks without sufficient
justification (Silberman, Irani et al. 2010). Thus, the crowd workers’ power is limited
(Kittur, Nickerson et al. 2013), since the crowdsourcer possesses a superior bargaining
position. In this case, the crowd worker needs solution mechanisms to reduce these
power asymmetries.

7.3 Research Context and Data Collection
To develop my theoretical model, I investigated crowd worker on two crowd work
platforms – i.e., Elance.com and Freelancer.com. I have chosen these platforms to
overcome biases resulting from a single intermediary and due to the diversity of offered
tasks and the various types of crowd workers. Elance.com provides more than 3.6
million crowd worker who have earned over 1.4 billion US dollar since launch of the
platform 22. In this online labor marketplace, crowdsourcers can post jobs, which are then
performed by a very heterogeneous crowd consisting, inter alia, of programmers, mobile
developers, designers, writers and marketers. The Australian intermediary
Freelancer.com was founded in 2009 and since then has built up a size of 15 million
registered crowd worker who worked on over 7.5 million projects 23. The crowd worker
on Freelance.com can be assigned, amongst others, to the fields of design, websites, IT
& software, business, accounting and legal. Observed patterns of signaling, bargaining
power and certain behavior were highly consistent across the two platforms.
The primary data source reflects 12 semi-structured interviews with crowd workers of
the two crowd working platforms. The general aim of interviewing is not to be
representative, but to understand how individuals experience their environments and
make sense of their own lives by considering the meanings people attribute to their lives
and the processes which operate in particular social contexts (Valentine 1997). Semistructured interviews are well suited in exploring attitudes, values, beliefs as well as the
views of a person towards a phenomenon of interest (Kvale 1996). This interview form
provides in-depth information by understanding the respondent’s point of view rather
than make generalizations about behavior (Tashakkori and Teddlie 2010). Although,
each respondent is asked the same key questions, there is flexibility in how they are
asked what permits questions to arise in response to the dialog (Kvale 1996). Hence, I
decided to conduct semi-structural interviews to understand the socio-technological
22
23

https://www.elance.com/trends/talent-available.
https://www.freelancer.com.
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context of crowd work out of crowd workers’ perspectives and extract their views
toward working in online labor markets. In developing the interview protocol, I
therefore used Kvale’s (1996) framework of conversational, qualitative interviewing as
a template to ensure that my semi-structured interview elicits information relevant to
my research question. Based on these guidelines, I designed an open-ended interview
protocol (Grant, Berg et al. 2013) that focused on the work environment and the
behavior of crowd workers. The interviews took place between December 2014 and
January 2015 and each lasted between 60 and 90 minutes. Subsequently, I have
transcribed the recorded interviews, before coding and analyzing the transcripts with the
aid of the qualitative analysis software package ATLAS.ti.
In order to provide an unbiased data collection, I use numerous and knowledgeable
respondents who view the focal phenomena from diverse perspectives. Hence, I
included respondents who differ regarding the duration of platform membership and
performed type of crowd work jobs. As the evaluation of behavior could differ
concerning their previous experience, I interviewed more and less experienced crowd
workers. Thus, I also relied on their personal data that was available on their publicly
visible user profiles on the platform. It has been found that the duration of membership
(i.e., the time registered on the given platform), the number of clients, the number of
performed jobs and the average hourly rate of the crowd workers are reliable indicators
of experience (Table 8). I interviewed six crowd workers per intermediary.
Crowd Worker
CW1
CW2
CW3
CW4
CW5
CW6
CW7
CW8
CW9
CW10
CW11
CW12

Table 8:
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Membership
Nov 11
Nov 11
Aug 13
Nov 14
Dec 12
Jan 14
Nov 07
Jan 15
Feb 14
Apr 11
May 14
Aug 03

Category
Writing
Writing
Translation
Programming
Administration
Programming
Translation
Writing
Translation
Writing
Programming
Programming

Selection of Crowd Workers
Source: Durward, Blohm et al. (2016)

Jobs
64
21
53
11
16
7
272
17
18
31
24
16

Average Hourly Rate
$ 15
$ 27
$ 30
$ 11
$ 14
$ 15
$ 30
$ 25
$ 20
$ 30
$ 18
$ 80

Clients
37
15
35
6
12
5
196
16
12
28
21
13

In sum, I want to find out how crowd workers behave and what factors contribute to
their actions. Hence, in line with several researchers (e.g. Mantere, Schildt et al. 2012;
Stigliani and Ravasi 2012), I follow the approach of Gioia, et al. (2013) to analyze my
data (illustrated in detail in section 3.2).

7.4 Results
7.4.1 Constitutive Elements of a Theoretical Model
In a first step, I therefore provide the essential groundwork for theory-building by
developing the data structure. My data structure includes 1st-order concepts that are
meaningful to the crowd workers and 2nd-order themes that are extracted overarching
themes. Both iterations finally enabled me to assemble the aggregated dimensions.
Sending Pointing Signals
My findings provide information about several components that can be used to improve
crowd workers’ position. In particular, pointing signals that are not directly related to
the individual person, but yet separate the crowd worker from its competition. In
general, pointing signals serve as a kind of metadata of the own competences of the
crowd worker that are generated by others. First, an instrument that gives insights on
work history of a person, are references. I observed references, in particular of large and
well-known clients, to be valuable awards for the single crowd worker. In addition, the
crowd workers described the interaction and cooperation with large companies that
crowdsource certain tasks, to be very professional and instructive. On the one hand,
important references seem to be useful opportunities to learn new ways how to deal
efficiently with crowdsourcers. On the other hand, references serve as flagships to
promote the own abilities and differentiate from other crowd workers. Thus, references
can be seen as advertisements.
Second, I could observe that not only the existence of reviews matters, but also the
absolute number of reviews has been found to be important in the behavior of the crowd
workers. In terms of jobs on crowd work platforms, I assume the absolute number of
reviews of a crowd worker to influence its self-confidence. The amount of reviews has
impact on the appearance of the crowd worker as a potential agent to the crowdsourcers
and thus serves as an additional pointing signal.
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Third, another concept has been examined which is used by the crowd workers to
promote themselves – i.e., the emphasizing of the review quality. I found evidence that
the content and the scope of reviews are a highly credible source of information on the
crowd workers’ performance. The review quality in terms of substance is so crucial for
future jobs that crowd workers would rather renounce remuneration to prevent negative
reviews. In contrast, emphasizing excellent reviews can sustainably stimulate further
business due to their signaling effect.
Sending Activating Signals
In this context, there is a second type of quality signals which is strongly associated with
the crowd worker as a person and also differentiates the individual from the crowd - i.e.,
activating signals. In general, these signals express personal information that is given by
the crowd worker itself. First, the individual track record of a crowd worker on the
platform serves as an indicator of status and seems to be related to the type and manner
of getting new jobs. The crowd workers described mechanisms that can be characterized
as listing systems. By visualizing the own track record as a crowd worker on the
platform, it is easier to be found by crowdsourcers. In contrast, somehow losing an
achieved level, rank or status is associated with very negative consequences, such as a
declining number of jobs and less chance to prevail over competitors.
Second, since the crowdsourcers know little about the quality of crowd workers as job
candidates, the obtained education of the crowd workers could be a powerful activating
signal to reduce this lack of information. Hence, crowd workers utilize their educational
background to demonstrate expertise and quality. They specify academic degrees as well
as specific technical education that empower them to do certain jobs in high quality and
better than its competitors. Some crowdsourcers offer tasks only to certain groups of
crowd workers by so called “Invite-only-Jobs” depending on the educational
background.
Third, the promotion of specific skills of crowd workers is used as an activating quality
signal that is strongly associated with the individual person. Within crowd work settings,
the crowd workers consciously use their skills (e.g., concerning IT: PHP, Software
Architecture, MySQL or Javascript) to present themselves as experts in their specific
fields. Furthermore, the crowd workers can use exams or trainings on the crowd work
platforms to test their skills and to quantify them in order to compare directly with the
rest of the crowd.
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Dependence
I observed bargaining power to be an expression of dependence which is determined by
the crowd workers’ own alternatives. The interviewed crowd workers described
situations in which the crowdsourcers reject almost any submitted job application.
Further the crowdsourcers set the conditions and contents of the tasks without any codetermination by the crowd worker. At the beginning of their career, crowd workers get
badly paid. In this situation, the crowd workers have no bargaining power and are highly
dependent on the crowdsourcers. Nevertheless, at some point on the crowd work
platforms this situation changes, and the crowd workers are able to participate in
negotiations of task conditions. Since then, the crowd workers give instructions and
requirements of the task processing to the crowdsourcers instead. In this position, the
crowd workers reach a critical amount of bargaining power and are therefore almost
independent of the crowdsourcers as requesters. In sum, there is evidence that a crowd
worker experience different stages of bargaining power and is able to reach a critical
value with which its individual situation changes.
Affecting Own Future Success
In general, higher proposed remunerations of the crowd workers increase the likelihood
that these offers will be rejected by the crowdsourcers. That means, crowd workers with
relatively high wage expectations hardly get job offers from crowdsourcers, particularly
without any justification for a higher price. More experienced crowd workers seem to
be more self-reflective and thus can better assess the appropriate remuneration for their
work. They argue very precisely by means of their improved performance over time and
their acquired competences whereby they increase the amount of job offers. Beyond,
experienced crowd workers not only get a higher number of job offers, but particularly
more sophisticated and demanding ones. Hence, I observed the amount and quality of
job offers to be indicators of more self-determined and successful crowd workers. It is
a position of “cherry picking” in which these crowd workers can select the best job
offers.
Besides, crowd workers strive for high incomes, such as employees on any other labor
markets. Nevertheless, I found a great gap between minimum and maximum payments
for the same tasks in almost every observed form of crowd work. This wide range of
remuneration can be up to several hundred US Dollars in these online marketplaces.
Furthermore, I observed the crowd workers’ income to change during their membership
on the platform. The respondents described an exponential process that starts with
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almost marginal income and increases rapidly in the course of time. These findings
indicate that the crowd workers behave differently over time and develop the ability to
set their own prices.
In sum, I outline my data structure in Figure 11, based on the distilled terms and concepts
of my interviews that have been condensed to aggregate dimensions. These insights
enabled me to develop a theoretical framework of crowd workers’ behavior which links
the various concepts that emerged from the data.
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Figure 11:

Data Structure
Source: Durward, Blohm et al. (2016)
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7.4.2 A Theory of Critical Bargaining Power in Crowd Work
According to Gioia et al. (2013), although the data structure is very important, it is
nonetheless the static picture of a dynamic phenomenon. Hence, I develop an inductive
model that is grounded in the data of the crowd workers and captures their behavior in
theoretical terms. Therefore, my theoretical model shows the dynamic relations amongst
the emergent concepts which describe effective behavior in crowd work.
The identified quality signals of crowd workers indicate a nexus to the actual ability to
control the crowdsourcers’ behavior. In context of pointing signals, references seem to
have a positive effect on bargaining power since they enhance the potential of positive
word-of-mouth and thus enable the crowd workers to negotiate better job conditions: “I
always need to revise and to incorporate some reputation in my website. For example,
customer name, etc. and continue to rename references.” (CW7).
Furthermore, the number of reviews is an indicator of past achievements and thus a
pointing signal of experience in crowd work. A certain amount of reviews facilitates a
higher listing of the crowd worker on the platform. Since the amount of reviews seems
to be an influencing factor in this ranking system, I assume this factor to improve the
individual negotiation position: “If you don’t have one single review and no single job,
then people are first cautious. But the more good reviews you have and the more wellpaid jobs, the more jobs you get afterwards. Then it is a self-perpetuating process.”
(CW2).
In addition to the total number of feedbacks, the quality of these reviews is crucial. I
found evidence that the explicit content of reviews regarding scope, expression and
richness is a strong pointing signal to potential employing crowdsourcers. Against this
backdrop, I believe the quality of reviews to strengthen the position of the crowd
workers due to its sustainable advertising impact.
Hence, I propose that the promotion of own references as well as emphasizing the
amount and the quality of the received reviews are very useful to improve the own
bargaining situation as a crowd worker.
Proposition 1: The sending of pointing signals positively affects a crowd worker’s
bargaining power.
In terms of activating signals, which are related to the crowd worker’s person, the
personal track record is an obvious distinguishing feature. It describes an activating
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signal that determines the crowd worker’s visibility on platforms. A well visualized
track record is easier to be found by crowdsourcers due to the higher listing in search
results. If crowd workers are at the top of the list, they usually get a lot of requests from
crowdsourcers. The composition as well as the representation of track records can vary
between different crowd work platforms (e.g. track records can be composed of ranks,
levels or badges). Nevertheless, high listed crowd workers are appreciated as experts
and thus do have a strong bargaining position. The outstanding signaling effect as well
as the great impact on further jobs of individual track record have been highlighted by
all respondents: “And since it may just happen that I will be displayed. Especially when
it is about medical writing. Then I am listed very often, because I got a pretty high, I
think it is called “Elance-Level”. That’s why I will appear frequently and get
contacted.” (CW3).
In addition, I observed crowd workers’ education to be utilized as a quality feature. Most
respondents stated that they provide all academic or professional achievements on their
profile to signal crowdsourcers a high level of expertise: “So the clients know that I got
an academic background and of course I have text examples on my profile to proof my
skills.” (CW1). The crowd workers seek to provide evidence for its own quality to be
perceived as specialists. Hence, I assume that the promotion of education is considered
a strong activating signal of the crowd workers’ quality and thus strengthen its position
in relation to crowdsourcers.
Furthermore, the crowd workers emphasize their specific skills on the profiles. The
respondents stated that providing a variety of skills is very beneficial regarding the
interactions with crowdsourcers. If a crowd worker has specific skills in a particular
field, he can easily justify certain conditions of jobs: “You can enter various skills at
Elance and then Elance proposes a freelancer. And specifically invite people for this
job. And then it can happen that I'll appear.” (CW3).
Hence, crowd workers promoting a wider range of skills are more likely to determine
bargaining outcomes than others. Against this backdrop, I assume the track record, the
education and the specific skills of crowd workers to serve as activating signals that
improve the options within negotiations.
Proposition 2: The sending of activating signals positively affects a crowd worker’s
bargaining power.
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The bargaining power as a major indicator of dependence within crowd work settings
illustrates the relationship between crowdsourcer and crowd worker regarding their
individual scope of action in this dyad. At the beginning of a crowd worker’s career, this
bargaining power manifests in low-paid jobs and almost no participation in the
negotiating situation with crowdsourcers. At that stage, the crowd workers have to
accept almost any job, even to inferior conditions. They receive payments below 5 $ per
hour, got very tough deadlines and had to be available at any time for the crowdsourcers.
However, with increasing bargaining power, due to more influence regarding the terms
of a job over the time, the crowd workers improve their negotiating position. Although,
I observed large differences and extreme opposing positions of crowd workers’
bargaining power, there is a time at which a fundamental change in the structure of the
initiation of business takes place. In particular, powerful crowd workers, who have
surpassed the turning point, do not have to search and apply for any jobs, they rather get
invited. Hence, the amount of job offers increases significantly, wherein the majority is
then even rejected from the crowd workers. Furthermore, with rising bargaining power
the crowd workers get a wider range of jobs regarding scope, complexity and duration.
In general, these jobs are related to significantly higher remuneration as well as more
flexible milestones. Due to its higher bargaining power the crowd workers are able to
accept demanding tasks according to their preferences. They can choose what kind of
jobs as well as how many jobs they want to accept and when they want to start. The
interviews showed that some crowd workers have obviously reached a critical
bargaining power which gives them a stronger position than others: “I reject 20 jobs per
week and just say "no, because I'm not interested." But if you of course emanate from
the average of 99% or 95% on the platform, then it’s "take it or leave it.” (CW4).
Since CW4 works as a programmer, comparatively few jobs have been sufficient for
achieving a strong bargaining position. In comparison to other job categories, there is
less competition among highly qualified programmers and single jobs are extensive and
of large financial volume. Therefore, a small number of good references or reviews can
quickly improve the own position. Nevertheless, this crowd worker points out that the
majority of the crowd is in a less favorable position and thus do not have the critical
bargaining power towards the crowdsourcers. Consequently, I found evidence that,
especially at the beginning of a crowd workers’ career, bargaining power is low since
the dependence of employing crowdsourcers is very high. In this context, I assume
critical bargaining power to be a central mechanism in crowd work settings that
increases the individual job offers of a crowd worker.
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Proposition 3: Achieving critical bargaining power will positively affect a crowd
worker’s ability to select the best job offers.
In most labor markets, including crowd work, successful behavior is often accompanied
by a certain income and the ability to make own decisions. In contrast, highly dependent
crowd workers with little bargaining power in relation to the crowdsourcers, earn very
little money at the beginning of their career: “So for any person that starts working on
those platforms, the first two months are like working for free, I must admit.” (CW4).
Nevertheless, I found evidence that crowd workers who are less dependent to
crowdsourcers and thus have a critical bargaining power in negotiation, generate more
income than their competitors. Although they perform the same tasks (i.e., translation,
programming, editing, designing), there are large discrepancies in their income
structures. For example, in the specific field of writing the monthly income has been
stated between 300 $ and up to 3.000 $ for similar jobs. In addition, the information on
the profiles of the crowd workers substantiate these findings by indicating the average
hourly rate of minimum 15 $ and maximum 30 $ for writing tasks. One explanation is
rooted in the willingness to pay of the crowdsourcers which seems to increase, in case
there are significant signals of quality regarding the crowd worker. That is an indicator
that there must be a turning point in the relationship between crowd worker and
crowdsourcer at which a critical amount of bargaining power is reached and this power
shifts in favor of the crowd worker. Hence, crowd workers who provide strong quality
signals and thereby achieve a critical bargaining power can increase their earnings and
further choose which job conditions they accept or even determine the prices. The crowd
workers evolve from price takers to price setters. Thus, I assume the strong bargaining
position, after overcoming that power shift, to be the major indicator of the crowd
workers’ ability to set prices:
Proposition 4: Achieving critical bargaining power will positively affect a crowd
worker’s ability to set its own prices.
In sum, my theoretical model describes a phenomenon of a fundamental shift in crowd
worker-crowdsourcer relationship. In the beginning, crowd workers do not have a strong
position in relation to the crowdsourcer and thus are very dependent. But based on strong
quality signals, which serves as a tool to reach a critical bargaining power, I assume that
a turning point can be reached. At that point the power and thus the dependence shift in
favor of the individual crowd worker. As a consequence, critical bargaining power
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seems to be related to a more self-determined and thus successful behavior of the crowd
worker within crowd work settings.
I outline the data-to-theory connections in order to make the theory comprehensible. In
Figure 12, the model of critical bargaining power in crowd work represents the core of
my research results.

Figure 12:

Model of Critical Bargaining Power in Crowd Work
Source: Durward, Blohm et al. (2016)

7.5 Discussion
7.5.1 Theoretical Implications
Within crowd work literature, the individual crowd worker as processing agent of the
tasks has been largely neglected. Hence, I address this research gap by developing a
theory, emerged from interviews with those affected, that describes crowd workers’
position in this new online labor marketplace. I focus on the individual crowd worker
and its dependencies to crowdsourcers which can be characterized by different balance
of bargaining power. This bargaining power decisively affects the behavior of crowd
workers. Although, previous research on crowd work stated that the bargaining power
is a feature of the crowdsourcer (e.g. Silberman, Irani et al. 2010; Felstiner 2011; Kittur,
Nickerson et al. 2013), I found evidence that this may change over time. The distribution
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of bargaining power between crowdsourcer and crowd worker is no permanent condition
but of dynamic nature. Thus, the crowd worker can, due to its signaling behavior, cause
a power shift at which the critical bargaining power is reached and the dependence
switches in favor of the individual crowd worker. In general, I observed this shift to be
related with the success of the crowd worker. Hence, I extend previous research by
illustrating that crowd workers can hold strong bargaining positions in which the
crowdsourcers are the dependent ones.
Previous research examined technological infrastructures (e.g. Irani and Silberman
2013) or system intelligence (e.g. Kittur, Nickerson et al. 2013) that can help crowd
workers to be more efficient and skilled. The developed theory is, to my knowledge, the
first that exclusively focus on the individual perspective of the crowd workers. In
particular, the behavior of the crowd workers has been a black box in recent studies.
Thus, my theoretical model discovers segments of this black box by identifying both,
nascent concepts (e.g. critical bargaining power, affecting own future success) and
established concepts (e.g. quality signals, dependence) that have a significant relevance
for individuals. My findings give insight on how efficient and successful crowd workers
behave and thus extends the existing theories.

7.5.2 Practical Implications
The present study provides a first approach to describe crowd work markets as well as
the relationship between crowdsourcer and crowd worker out of an individual’s
perspective and serves as a basis for further discussions. According to my model of
critical bargaining power, the crowd workers are sensitized for their relationship to
crowdsourcers and its antecedents of behaving successful in crowd work platforms. At
the beginning of their career, when they have little bargaining power in crowd work
settings and thus are very dependent on the crowdsourcers, the crowd workers should
focus on their individual quality signals. Since pointing signals can hardly be amplified
in an early stage and serve as instrument to climb the platform listings, the crowd
workers should primarily focus on its activating signals. These activating signals are
more appropriate to differentiate itself form competition and thus to highlight the own
unique selling proposition because they are inherently linked to the individual crowd
worker. In contrast, more experienced crowd workers should focus primarily on their
pointing signals. At this stage, promoting excellent references as well as a large number
of high-quality reviews differentiate crowd workers to their competitors and thus
increase their bargaining power.
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7.5.3 Limitation and Future Research
While my study provides some significant contributions with respect to crowd workers’
behavior, I also recognize that my research has several limitations which constrain the
generalizability of my results. First, I developed my model using data from crowd
workers of only two crowd work platforms. It can be assumed that bargaining power
and its effects are assessed differently in collaboration-based forms of crowd work
(Afuah and Tucci 2012). Further studies may overcome these limitations. Second,
within my theoretical model I exclusively consider power in the crowd workercrowdsourcer dyad. Nevertheless, it can be assumed that other environmental factors
(e.g.., simultaneous relations to crowdsourcers, interaction and support with the
platforms as well as relations to other crowd workers) open up more complex power
structures. Hence, further research may address the antecedence and effects of critical
bargaining power across crowd work as a multiple dyadic relationship (Anderson, John
et al. 2012).

7.6 Conclusion
Given the lack of research on the individual in crowd work, my primary objective was
to achieve a better understanding of the factors that determine crowd workers’ behavior.
I followed a well-established methodology to conduct a qualitatively rigorous inductive
study and developed a theory of critical bargaining power in crowd work. My results
illustrate that crowd workers have different stages of bargaining power towards the
crowdsourcers. Furthermore, bargaining power is no permanent condition but rather of
dynamic nature and can be increased by the crowd worker’s activating and pointing
signals. Due to the signaling behavior, the crowd worker is then able to reach a turning
point of critical bargaining power at which the distribution of power shifts in his favor.
Beyond this point of power shift, the crowd workers behave differently since they have
significantly more success. My findings have several implications. Theoretically, this
study expands existing theories on bargaining power, introduces specific quality signals
and their impact on bargaining and power shifts in crowd work settings. Practically, my
study contributes guidelines for crowd workers especially in the field of improving
quality signals. In conclusion, my study considered crowd work to be a new form of
digital gainful employment that deserves future theoretical and practical attention with
focus on the individual crowd workers as the executing agents.
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8 Analyzing the Perception of External Crowd Workers 24
In this section, I aim to answer the RQ2a since the individuals’ perspective and its effects
of well-being will still be the research focus:
How does external crowd work affect the well-being of crowd workers?
However, besides the explorative analysis of the qualitative interviews, I will conduct a
survey to examine motivational mechanisms in external crowd work. Therefore, in this
section, I focus on the empirical testing of a theoretical model (Muller, Judd et al. 2005;
Preacher, Rucker et al. 2007; Hayes 2013), using quantitative data based on an online
survey (illustrated in detail in section 3.3). The aim is to examine motivational effects
of specific crowd work characteristics on outcomes of individual well-being in external
crowd work. Based on these findings and SDT (illustrated in detail in section 2.2), I will
be able to derive certain implications that address the design of decent working
conditions in external crowd work by answering RQ3a as well:
What implications of the individuals’ perception can be identified in external
crowd work?

The insights presented in this section are partly based on a very early draft that was presented at 25th
European Conference on Information Systems in Guimarães (Durward, D. and I. Blohm (2017). I Am a
Crowd Worker-How Individuals Identify with a New Form of Digital Work. 25th European Conference
on Information Systems (ECIS). Guimarães, Portugal: 3025-3035.) and another paper that is accepted
for publication at the Journal of Management Information Systems and address this topic (Durward, D.,
I. Blohm, et al. (2019). "The Nature of Crowd Work and Its Effects on Individuals' Work Perception."
Journal of Management Information Systems (JMIS) Accepted for Publication. In this context, I thank
my collaborators, the review teams, the associate editor, the editor-in-chief and attendees of the
conference for the valuable feedback on my work.
24
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8.1 Introduction
In order to deepen our understanding of crowd work as new type of digital work, I need
to elaborate on the characteristics of the tasks being executed in crowd work (Morgeson
and Humphrey 2006; Parker, Morgeson et al. 2017). Task design is a key antecedent of
work satisfaction (Knippenberg and Schie 2000) and the superordinate construct of
work identification (Ashforth and Mael 1989; Ma and Agarwal 2007). Work satisfaction
and work identification are two of the most important attitudes associated with favorable
working conditions. Since both attitudes reflect important parts in our working lives and
essential determinants of professional well-being (Renee Baptiste 2008), their analysis
in crowd work is indispensable. This is particularly true when I consider crowd work as
gainful employment and also take financial compensation into account. Prior research
has well understood how, when, and why increasing financial compensation impacts the
working behavior and performance of crowd workers (Rogstadius, Kostakos et al. 2011;
Chandler and Kapelner 2013; Gilchrist, Luca et al. 2016; Ma, Khansa et al. 2018).
However, the way in which financial compensation interacts with the intrinsic
motivation grounded in perceiving the tasks being completed has hardly been addressed
(Frey, Lüthje et al. 2011; Zheng, Li et al. 2011). Nonetheless, when considering crowd
work as a new type of gainful employment, this question becomes very important
because I need to understand the underlying mechanisms that influence the professional
well-being of the crowd.
To answer this question, I draw on SDT and survey 434 crowd workers from 23 different
German crowd working platforms. SDT allows for developing an integrated view on
how financial compensation as extrinsic motivation and the perception of task
characteristics as intrinsic motivation jointly affect the professional well-being of
crowd-workers (Gagné and Deci 2005; Deci, Olafsen et al. 2017). More specifically, I
apply SDT in order to examine how and why the perceptions of four central
characteristics of crowd working tasks – i.e., autonomy, task variety, task identity, and
feedback – as well as financial compensation foster perceived satisfaction with crowd
work that in turn acts as the generative mechanism for identification with crowd work.
I conduct a moderated mediation analysis and show that perceived satisfaction mediates
the effect of the perceived task characteristics on identification with crowd work.
Further, I find that financial compensation moderates the mediated effects of perceived
task identity, perceived autonomy and perceived feedback on identification with crowd
work; I note that these effects are only significant for higher levels of financial
compensation. My results contribute to our understanding of crowd work by explaining
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how and why crowd workers develop satisfaction and identification with crowd work.
They develop a strong emotional bond with this innovative type of work when working
conditions are perceived as being favorable.
This section proceeds as follows. In part 8.2 and three, I discuss the conceptual and
theoretical backgrounds. In part 8.3, I outline my research model and hypotheses. I
present the methodology in part 8.4 and section 8.5 explains my main results. Finally, I
discuss my results and draw implications for research as well as for practice in section
8.6.

8.2 Theoretical Background
When studying the perception of task characteristics in crowd work, I need to
differentiate between the concepts of task, job, and work. A task reflects a set of assigned
goals to be achieved and/or instructions to be performed (Hackman and Oldham 1976).
By contrast, a job reflects the aggregation of tasks assigned to a worker, while the term
work captures a broader perspective including the content and organization of one’s
tasks and responsibilities (Hackman and Oldham 1976; Parker, Morgeson et al. 2017).
Following these conceptualizations, perceived task characteristics describe the
worker’s perception of accomplishing work as well as the nature of the associated tasks
(Morgeson and Humphrey 2006). There is extant research focusing on the effects of
different task characteristics such as task identity, autonomy, and feedback (Oldham and
Fried 2016). How these task characteristics are perceived has been found to be
associated – to varying degrees and with different levels of consistency – with
satisfaction and identification (Hackman and Oldham 1976). The perception of task
characteristics is recognized as a key antecedent of most of the major dependent
variables – such as satisfaction with work (Morgeson and Humphrey 2006) and
identification with work (Parker, Morgeson et al. 2017) – in the fields of management,
organizational behavior, and psychology. Further, researchers have explored how
incorporating different contextual factors might influence relations between task
characteristics and workers’ satisfaction and identification (Oldham and Fried 2016).
For example, the career stage or the sense of uncertainty (Wall, Cordery et al. 2002)
have been found to significantly affect the task characteristics-work outcome
relationship.
Current studies propose that new work arrangements fundamentally change the
employees’ perception of work (Oldham and Fried 2016). As a context factor that is yet
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under-researched but gaining greater prominence in new work settings, task
decomposition affects the nature of work as well as its experience (Zhou 2013). The
decomposition of larger tasks into the smaller units performed in crowd work is different
from task decomposition in traditional work settings (Kittur, Nickerson et al. 2013;
Durward, Blohm et al. 2016; Blohm, Zogaj et al. 2018). Thus, crowd work calls into
question traditional assumptions regarding the constituting elements of work manifest
in research domains such as organizational behavior and psychology (Parker, Morgeson
et al. 2017). Therefore, crowd work is an excellent research context for investigating the
boundary conditions of existing task design theories in digital working contexts
(Brawley and Pury 2016; Parker, Morgeson et al. 2017).

8.3 Hypothesis Development
Drawing on SDT, I investigate how perceived task characteristics – i.e., perceived
autonomy, task variety, task identity, and feedback – affect an individual’s satisfaction
and identification with crowd work (Figure 13). I expect satisfaction to be a mediator
between task characteristics and identification and financial compensation to moderate
these relationships.

Figure 13:

Research Model
Source: Durward, Blohm et al. (2019)

8.3.1 The Effect of Perceived Satisfaction on Identification with Crowd
Work
In work settings, satisfaction is conceptualized as an individual’s feeling, attitude, or
preference related to the work itself (Chen 2008). I define perceived satisfaction with
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crowd work as the degree to which a crowd worker’s experiences with crowd work
meets her or his expectations (2016). Thus, perceived satisfaction with crowd work
reflects a cost-benefit calculation-based attitude. Identification refers to the perception
of belongingness to an entity (1989). Thus, I define identification with crowd work as
an enduring psychological state that describes an individual’s cognitive and emotional
attachment to crowd work (Miscenko and Day 2016).
Perceived satisfaction with crowd work is the positive result of an emotional or cognitive
cost-benefit evaluation during an individual’s crowd working activities. If crowd
workers’ expectations are constantly met, the repeated positive evaluation of crowd
work should be strengthened such that crowd workers may develop a strong
psychological bond with their crowd work like identification (Knippenberg and Schie
2000). Consequently, perceived satisfaction should precede identification with crowd
work (De Moura, Abrams et al. 2009) and the execution of more satisfying tasks should
contribute to a crowd worker’s identification as the result of repeated positive evaluation
(De Moura, Abrams et al. 2009). Several studies found that perceived satisfaction is
positively related to identification with one’s work in various work settings (Ma and
Agarwal 2007; De Moura, Abrams et al. 2009). Hence, higher levels of perceived
satisfaction with crowd work should result in higher levels of identification with crowd
work. Therefore, I hypothesize the following:
Hypothesis 1. A crowd worker’s perceived satisfaction with crowd work positively
influences her or his perceived identification with crowd work.

8.3.2 The Effect of Task Characteristics on Perceived Satisfaction with
Crowd Work
Intrinsic motivation is grounded in the perception of task characteristics (Hackman and
Oldham 1976; Deci, Olafsen et al. 2017) and promotes positive work outcomes (Gagné
and Deci 2005). I hypothesize that task characteristics (i.e., perceived autonomy, task
variety, task identity, and feedback) are each positively associated with satisfaction and
identification with crowd work.
Perceived Autonomy
Autonomy is defined as the amount of freedom an individual has when carrying out her
or his tasks (Hackman and Oldham 1976). The autonomy of work is related to perceived
satisfaction since workers can act in a more self-determined manner (Fried and Ferris
1987). A certain amount of autonomy among workers provides them the freedom and
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the flexibility to manage their own workload (Ahuja and Thatcher 2005) and influences
their perception of digital work settings (Ang and Slaughter 2001). In crowd work, this
need for autonomy seems to be augmented because it can be performed at any time from
any location on various platforms. Thus, crowd work implies certain autonomy for
participating individuals in terms of working time, workload, or the actual process of
work. Deng et al. (2016) show that autonomy is one of the most salient values held by
crowd workers and one of the main motivators for participation. Hence, crowd workers
with high levels of perceived autonomy should see one of their basic expectations of
why they have engaged in crowd work as being fulfilled. Higher perceptions of
autonomy should result in higher levels of satisfaction. Since autonomy is an integral
characteristic of crowd work – crowd workers can decide when they want to work, with
whom they want to work, and how they want to work for each task – these feelings of
satisfaction should be strengthened and reinforce their identification with crowd work.
Therefore, I hypothesize the following:
Hypothesis 2a. The positive effect of perceived autonomy on perceived identification
with crowd work is mediated by perceived satisfaction with crowd work.
Perceived Task Variety
Task variety refers to the degree to which a job requires workers to perform a wide range
of tasks (Morgeson and Humphrey 2006). Workers want their work to offer them some
variety in order to make it more motivating and less monotonous (Lambert, Hogan et al.
2001). This finding can be confirmed in digital work settings; increased levels of task
variety have positive effects on perceived satisfaction (Thatcher, Stepina et al. 2002).
By contrast, task repetition can lead to feelings of boredom (Kass, Vodanovich et al.
2001), which is described as a negative dissatisfying emotional state; this risk is
augmented in crowd work. Although there are many different crowd working platforms
that offer various tasks (Brabham 2012), crowd workers frequently have to deal with
long series of almost identical and highly decomposed tasks. Task decomposition is not
only salient in micro tasking (Kittur, Nickerson et al. 2013), but is also widely applied
for more complex tasks (e.g., software development). Consequently, at a given point of
time, crowd workers frequently face the situation in which they only have access to
similar tasks of low variety. Given the fact that crowd workers participate voluntarily,
and individuals generally want a certain degree of task variety from their work, I assume
that crowd workers who take on tasks of greater variety are more satisfied. Thus, higher
levels of perceived task variety should result in higher degrees of perceived satisfaction
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with crowd work, that should then increase identification with crowd work. Therefore,
I propose:
Hypothesis 2b. The positive effect of perceived task variety on perceived identification
with crowd work is mediated by perceived satisfaction with crowd work.
Perceived Task Identity
Task identity reflects the degree to which workers can clearly identify the result of their
work effort (Sims, Szilagyi et al. 1976). It is related to the extent to which a task enables
individuals to complete an entire piece of work from the beginning to the end (Ang and
Slaughter 2001). Tasks that result in a self-contained and independent solution increase
job satisfaction (Ilgen and Hollenbeck 1991). For instance, workers who usually only
perform software programming tasks in large development projects and do not have the
opportunity to see the results of their work after the system’s deployment have reported
low levels of perceived task identity, that in turn resulted in low satisfaction (Ang and
Slaughter 2001). Although task decomposition is widely used in crowd work (Afuah
and Tucci 2012), a large spectrum of tasks identity can be found. One end of this
spectrum is associated with micro tasks whose results need to be aggregated to form an
overarching solution. Thus, crowd workers performing such tasks should perceive these
tasks as having a low task identity. The other end of this spectrum consists of complex
tasks, for example, solving scientific problems, in which crowd workers usually have to
contribute a self-contained solution that constitutes a whole piece of work, leading to
high levels of perceived task identity. Given that seeing the results of one’s work is a
basic prerequisite of crowd workers for perceived satisfaction, I assume that higher
levels of perceived task identity should lead to higher levels of perceived satisfaction
with crowd work. Extending this argument, it is reasonable to assume that increased
levels of perceived satisfaction that are grounded in completing tasks of high perceived
task identity should also lead to higher levels of identification with crowd work.
Therefore, I assume:
Hypothesis 2c. The positive effect of perceived task identity on perceived identification
with crowd work is mediated by perceived satisfaction with crowd work.
Perceived Feedback
Feedback reflects the degree to which tasks provide direct information about the
effectiveness of task performance (Hackman and Oldham 1976). Feedback has a strong
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relationship with work satisfaction because obtaining information about the
appropriateness of one’s working efforts is a basic expectation of individuals in work
settings (Fried and Ferris 1987; Morris and Venkatesh 2010). In crowd work, substantial
parts of the value creation take place on IT-facilitated platforms that determine the way
crowd workers obtain feedback (Durward, Blohm et al. 2016). Generally, direct
feedback is an integral part of crowd work because the acceptance of crowd workers’
results by crowdsourcers is a necessary condition for remuneration. However, feedback
may include pure notifications of acceptance, ratings of work quality, as well as
individual feedback from crowdsourcers. Because obtaining feedback can also be
regarded as a basic desire of crowd workers, I assume that crowd workers who obtain
important information about the appropriateness of their work are more likely to develop
high levels of perceived satisfaction, that should in turn increase their identification with
crowd work. I therefore hypothesize:
Hypothesis 2d. The positive effect of perceived feedback on perceived identification
with crowd work is mediated by perceived satisfaction with crowd work.

8.3.3 The Moderating Effects of Financial Compensation
On most crowd working platforms, access to more interesting and better paid tasks
requires a positive track record of having successfully completed tasks in the past.
Positive track records are associated with increased bargaining power that enables crowd
workers to obtain higher financial compensation for their work efforts (Durward, Blohm
et al. 2016). Thus, high financial compensation is likely to be associated with feelings
of competence and may be an integral part of the autonomous motivation of crowd
workers (Deci, Olafsen et al. 2017). Extending this line of reasoning, I believe that the
different autonomous motivations of crowd workers, i.e., intrinsic motivation that is
grounded in the perceived characteristics of the performed tasks and internalized
extrinsic motivation, such as financial compensation for these tasks, are likely to
interact. Thus, I assume that the effects of perceived task characteristics on perceived
identification, mediated by perceived satisfaction, are moderated by financial
compensation.
Financial Compensation and Perceived Autonomy
The perceived autonomy of crowd workers may lead to higher levels of perceived
satisfaction with crowd work, that should in turn positively influence identification with
crowd work. I believe that the crowd workers’ financial compensation influences the
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mediation effect of perceived satisfaction. The mediation effect of perceived satisfaction
should be weaker for crowd workers that can realize only low levels of financial
compensation because it is likely that crowd workers will strive for maximizing their
earnings in this condition. In search for the highest financial incentives, crowd workers
may not complete tasks that best suit their autonomous motivation. 25 For different
reasons, some crowd workers are not able to choose well-paid tasks and thus must accept
almost any job, even in inferior conditions. Instead, these crowd workers are driven by
controlled motivation 26 so that they are more likely to accept the external regulations of
crowdsourcers. Consequently, their expectations of autonomy would be realized to a
lesser extent such that the effect of perceived autonomy on perceived satisfaction with
crowd work should be comparably weak.
By contrast, crowd workers that can obtain high levels of financial compensation for
their tasks may exhibit higher degrees of autonomous motivation. For these crowd
workers, financial compensation may serve as a signal that their competence qualifies
them to complete tasks that best suits their autonomous motivation. Thus, crowd
workers obtaining high financial compensation should be better able to satisfy their
expectations such that perceived autonomy should have a comparably strong effect on
perceived satisfaction in the high compensation condition. In summary, I assume that
increasing levels of financial compensation should lead to a stronger effect of perceived
autonomy on perceived satisfaction, that in turns strengthens the effect on identification
with crowd work. Therefore, I hypothesize the following:
Hypothesis 3a. Financial compensation moderates the indirect effect of perceived
autonomy on perceived identification with crowd work through perceived satisfaction
with crowd work; the higher the financial compensation, the stronger the mediation
effect of perceived satisfaction.
Financial Compensation and Perceived Task Variety
Similarly, there is a mediation effect of perceived task variety on identification with
crowd work through perceived satisfaction. It can be assumed that tasks associated with
In contrast to perceived autonomy as a task characteristic, autonomous motivation reflects an
individual’s engagement in an activity with a full sense of willingness, volition, and choice Deci, E. L.,
A. H. Olafsen, et al. (2017). "Self-Determination Theory in Work Organizations: The State of a
Science." Annual Review of Organizational Psychology and Organizational Behavior 4(1): 19-43.
26
When motivation is controlled, either through power dynamics or contingent rewards, the extrinsic
focus that arise can limit the range of workers’ efforts as well as evoke short-term gains on targeted
outcomes ibid.
25
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lower financial compensation are more simplistic and repetitive – with micro tasks being
the extreme (Irani and Silberman 2013; Kittur, Nickerson et al. 2013). Thus, crowd
workers who can only realize low financial compensation may face higher search costs
for finding tasks that suit their autonomous motivation (Kittur, Nickerson et al. 2013).
Therefore, such crowd workers have higher controlled motivation that makes them more
likely to accept simplistic and repetitive tasks. To be more specific, crowd workers who
earn low compensation that is usually associated with performing simple tasks are more
likely to be motivated by external regulations. Consequently, their desire regarding the
processing of high variety are less likely to be fulfilled such that the effect of perceived
task variety on identification might be comparably weak.
On the flipside, crowd workers that are able to realize higher levels of financial
compensation should be less dependent on processing such tasks and may be guided by
their autonomous motivation to a higher extent. Higher levels of financial compensation
enable crowd workers to take on a potentially more diverse set of tasks. Hence, the
expectations of high task variety are more likely to be fulfilled for crowd workers that
obtain high levels of financial compensation. As a result, the effect of perceived task
variety on perceived satisfaction and its indirect effect on the identification with crowd
work should become more salient. Therefore, I propose the following:
Hypothesis 3b. Financial compensation moderates the indirect effect of perceived task
variety on perceived identification through perceived satisfaction with crowd work; the
higher the financial compensation, the stronger the mediation effect of perceived
satisfaction.
Financial Compensation and Perceived Task Identity
Comparable effects can also be assumed for the perceived task identity and financial
compensation interaction because the completion of an entire piece of work may become
more important with increasing levels of financial compensation. Crowd workers
obtaining low financial compensation are likely to show higher levels of controlled
motivation such that perceived task identity might be less important for them. In this
context of controlled motivation, through financial compensation, the extrinsic focus
that results can undermine the intrinsic desire of performing overarching, coherent tasks.
However, for crowd workers that receive high levels of financial compensation, task
identity might be a central concept of their autonomous motivation such that individual
expectations might focus on aspects of the work itself – such as being able to inspect the
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results of their work. Hence, their expectations regarding perceived task identity are
more likely to be fulfilled. Thus, I assume that financial compensation increases the
indirect effect between the perceived task identity and the identification with crowd
work since the provision of whole solutions rather than of individual parts becomes more
important for well-paid workers. Therefore, I purpose the following:
Hypothesis 3c. Financial compensation moderates the indirect effect of perceived task
identity on perceived identification through perceived satisfaction with crowd work; the
higher the financial compensation, the stronger the mediation effect of perceived
satisfaction.
Financial Compensation and Perceived Feedback
Finally, I assume that the ‘perceived feedback – perceived satisfaction’ link is moderated
by financial compensation. For crowd workers who can only realize low levels of
financial compensation, it is likely that payment will be the most important form of
recognition of their performance. For crowd workers attaining high levels of
remuneration, however, an elevated autonomous motivation may render the work itself
into an essential source of feedback. Thus, the feedback from tasks as constant
information about the appropriateness of working performance occupies an important
role. As a result, financial compensation becomes less relevant as a main source of
feedback and might be replaced by other forms.
Consequently, the expectation of receiving feedback is more likely to be fulfilled for
crowd workers with high financial compensation as compared with crowd workers that
receive only low financial compensation. Thus, I assume that higher financial
compensation reinforces the effect of perceived feedback on satisfaction with crowd
work such that the strength of the overarching mediation increases. Hence, I believe:
Hypothesis 3d. Financial compensation moderates the indirect effect of perceived
feedback on perceived identification through perceived satisfaction with crowd work;
the higher the financial compensation, the stronger the mediation effect of perceived
satisfaction.
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8.4 Methodology
8.4.1 Research Context and Data Collection
I collected data from 447 crowd workers on 23 crowd working platforms in Germany. I
excluded records from respondents that did not work on paid crowd working platforms
or whose responses indicated inappropriate response behaviour, e.g., having spent too
little time for completion or unrealistic socio-demographic data. Ultimately, I used 434
responses for my analysis. In line with prior research (Deng and Joshi 2016; Deng, Joshi
et al. 2016), I paid crowd workers for participation. The survey was online from May to
July 2015 and focused on German-speaking crowd workers. The perception of task
characteristics may vary in terms of the actual tasks performed. Assuming that crowd
working platforms offer a set of specific tasks in a more or less similar fashion, I
followed the well-established typology by Brabham (2012) and made sure that my data
collection approach covered the four main types of crowd working platforms:
Knowledge Discovery and Management, Broadcast Search, Peer-Vetted Creative
Production, and Distributed Human Intelligence Tasking. Since I collected data from all
basic types of platforms and basically covered the entire German crowd working market,
my survey can be considered to be representative for Germany.

8.4.2 Variables
Perceived Task Characteristics
I measured perceived autonomy, perceived task variety, perceived task identity, and
perceived feedback using well-established scales (Morgeson and Humphrey 2006). I
modified the wordings of some items to adjust them to my research context.
Perceived Satisfaction and Perceived Identification with Crowd Work
I adapted well-established scales for measuring perceived satisfaction (van Dick and
Wagner 2002) and perceived identification (Doosje, Ellemers et al. 1995) to my survey
context.
Financial Compensation
I calculated financial compensation of crowd workers by dividing their self-reported
monthly average income exclusively from crowd work (i.e., the average of the last three
months) by their self-reported monthly average number of hours worked on crowd
working platforms. I applied single item measures because such measures are most
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appropriate when respondents can easily develop a clear mental picture of the entity
being measured and its attributes (Bergkvist and Rossiter 2007). I considered this
condition as being met for both measures – income and hours.
Controls
I controlled for socio-demographic differences in the predictor, mediator, and outcome
variables and included the crowd workers’ age, gender, education level, and
employment status (Rogstadius, Kostakos et al. 2011; Zheng, Li et al. 2011; Gilchrist,
Luca et al. 2016). Also, I accounted for the crowd workers’ total income, the share of
crowd work from total income, as well as the period they have been active on the crowd
working platform (Kaufmann and Schulze 2011; Zheng, Li et al. 2011). Finally, I
included dummy variables that reflected the type of crowd working platform on which
crowd workers primarily perform work (Brabham 2012). In so doing, I am able to
control for the type of crowd work performed by my respondents.

8.4.3 Participants
I follow Compeau et al. (2012) in discussing the appropriateness of my data sample. I
define individuals performing tasks on crowd working platforms as the target
population. Prior studies have shown that these crowd workers tend to be genderbalanced and well-educated (Kaufmann and Schulze 2011). The “average crowd
worker” is in her or his early thirties, earns about USD 7.50 per hour and has been active
on a platform for 14 months (Deng and Joshi 2016; Deng, Joshi et al. 2016). My
participants are between 14 and 71 years old, with an average age of 30. Almost half of
the participants are female (ca. 48%). Average financial compensation is EUR 9.48 per
hour, which is about 7% higher than the minimum wage in Germany. The majority of
participants (ca. 86%) have finished high school and some 44% of them have a
Bachelor’s or Master’s degree. On average, respondents have been working for about
13 months on her or his preferred platform. In short, my sample mirrors the sociodemographic profile of crowd workers from previous studies. Thus, the surveyed crowd
workers are appropriate subjects for my study (Compeau, Marcolin et al. 2012).

8.5 Results
I assume a moderated mediation effect that describes when and under what conditions
an effect occurs, i.e., the strength of a mediation effect is based on a moderator
(Preacher, Rucker et al. 2007). In general, a variable is a mediator when it represents
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the generative mechanism through which one variable influences another. According to
prior studies (Baron and Kenny 1986; Shrout and Bolger 2002), a focal independent
variable influences the mediator, which in turn, impacts a dependent variable in a causal
fashion. By contrast, a moderator influences the strength and direction of a relationship
between two variables. Therefore, moderated mediation models reflect mediation
models in which one or several relationships are moderated (Preacher, Rucker et al.
2007; Hayes 2013).
I applied ordinary least squares (OLS) regression with a nonparametric bootstrapping
approach to compute bias-corrected confidence intervals to test my hypotheses.
Mediation occurs when the magnitude of a direct effect between an independent and a
dependent variable is weakened when a mediator variable is introduced into that
relationship. I applied a direct bootstrapping-based mediation test that controls for
significances between the strength of the direct effect between an independent and a
dependent variable as well as the indirect effect between the two variables, which is
controlled by the mediator. The bootstrapping procedure provides two advantages. First,
it illustrates low type-I errors and demonstrates high power in assessing moderated
mediation effects (Preacher, Rucker et al. 2007). Second, bootstrapping has a higher
predictive validity than its alternatives such as the causal steps (Baron and Kenny 1986)
or the product of coefficients approach, i.e., the Sobel test, for testing mediation (Shrout
and Bolger 2002).

8.5.1 Construct Validation
I applied exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis using SPSS and R to confirm the
validity and reliability of my measures (Table 9). The measure of sampling adequacy is
0.88, indicating excellent applicability of exploratory factor analysis. I extracted six
clearly interpretable factors. Cronbach’s alphas and individual item reliabilities suggest
a good reliability of factors. Each factor’s composite reliability (CR) and average
variance explained (AVE) surpasses the thresholds of 0.5. Thus, convergent validity can
be assumed (Bagozzi and Yi 1988). To test for discriminant validity, I used the FornellLarcker criterion, which claims that the square root of one factor’s AVE should be
higher than its correlations with every other factor (Fornell and Larcker 1981). Table 10
shows that discriminant validity can be assumed and gives descriptive statistics.
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Factors
Perceived
Perceived Perceived
Perceived
Perceived Satisfaction
Label
Task
Task
Autonomy
Feedback with Crowd
Variety Identity
Work
au1 0.799
0.076
0.036
0.063
-0.014
au2 0.692
0.054
0.055
0.001
0.104
au3 0.789
0.102
0.065
0.080
0.141
tv1
0.058
0.082
0.095
0.041
0.856
tv2
0.086
0.081
0.040
0.148
0.760
tv3
0.116
0.107
0.112
0.029
0.847
tv4
0.054
0.115
0.083
0.149
0.840
ti1
0.037
0.099
0.113
0.004
0.847
ti2
0.092
0.138
0.108
0.071
0.857
ti3
-0.01
0.103
0.115
0.046
0.821
ti4
0.078
0.039
0.123
0.136
0.797
fe1
0.005
0.135
0.093
0.129
0.812
fe2
0.045
0.037
0.143
0.021
0.860
fe3
0.119
0.132
0.217
0.080
0.754
sa1
0.167
0.138
0.113
0.173
0.706
sa2
0.116
0.177
0.124
0.153
0.618
sa3
0.041
0.070
0.029
-0.031
0.885
id1
0.128
0.098
0.012
0.113
0.153
id 2 0.031
0.083
0.118
0.153
-0.003
id3
0.066
0.102
0.105
0.142
0.359
id4
0.033
0.162
0.118
0.082
0.176
Eigen
1.82
2.93
2.91
2.16
2.02
value
n=434; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05

Perceived
Identification
with Crowd
Work
0.135
0.030
0.026
0.105
0.030
0.137
0.151
0.074
0.081
0.059
0.104
0.106
0.141
0.175
0.305
0.258
0.066
0.852
0.840
0.760
0.843

Individual
Item
Reliability
0.761**
0.727**
0.846**
0.839**
0.823**
0.862**
0.890**
0.810**
0.890**
0.827**
0.874**
0.850**
0.826**
0.865**
0.896**
0.855**
0.681**
0.874**
0.813**
0.882**
0.886**

CR

AVE

α

0.823 0.608 0.655

0.916 0.730 0.878

0.914 0.724 0.877

0.885 0.717 0.800
0.860 0.666 0.748

0.923 0.767 0.887

3.00

Measure of Sampling Adequacy= 0.860; Bartlett’s test of specificity: χ² = 3772.26, p = 0.000; principal component analysis;
varimax rotation; bold values indicate the attribution of the variables to one of the six factors.
a

CR = Composite Reliability; AVE = Average Variance Extracted, α = Cronbach’s Alpha; au = perceived autonomy; tv =
perceived task variety; ti = perceived task identity; fe = perceived feedback; sa= perceived satisfaction with crowd work; id
= perceived identification with crowd work

Table 9:

Exploratory and Confirmatory Factor Analysis
Source: Own Presentation
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Variable

Min

Max

Mean

SD

1.00

5.00

2.73

1.06

1.00

5.00

3.75

0.81

0.449**

1.67

5.00

4.12

0.77

0.207**

0.245**

(4) Perceived Task
1.00
Variety

5.00

3.67

0.84

0.297**

0.330**

0.201**

(5) Perceived Task
1.00
Identity

5.00

3.70

1.00

0.237**

0.233**

0.164** 0.261**

(6) Perceived
Feedback

1.00

5.00

3.66

0.93

0.301**

0.237**

0.127** 0.240**

0.297**

(7) Financial
Compensation

0.00

373.33

9.48

27.94

-0.025

-0.056

0.003

-0.058

0.047

0.027

(8) Total Income

0.00

5,000

801.99

956.73

0.078

-0.036

0.056

0.073

0.186**

0.175**

0.132**

(9) Share of
Crowd Work in
Total Income

0.00

100.00

31.96

34.78

0.089

0.116*

0.061

0.072

0.073

-0.030

-0.048

-0.317**

(10) Gender

1.00

2.00

1.48

0.50

0.033

-0.091

0.037

0.021

0.034

0.060

0.051

0.295**

-0.054

(11) Age

14.00

71.00

30.41

11.60

0.186**

0.129**

0.012

0.110*

0.121*

0.046

0.045

0.297**

-0.090

-0.031

(12) Education
Level

1.00

10.00

7.38

1.54

-0.206**

-0.059

-0.025

-0.085

-0.057

-0.031

-0.090

-0.064

0.045

-0.088

-0.181**

(13) Employment
Status

1.00

10.00

5.41

2.07

-0.166**

-0.073

-0.096*

-0.208**

-0.163**

-0.179**

-0.087

-0.379**

0.051

-0.116*

-0.035**

0.095

(14) Activity on
Platform

0.00

140.00

12.51

15.37

0.043

0.091

0.051

0.075

0.049

0.063

0.033

0.171**

0.063

0.027

0.361**

0.018

-0.226**

0.00

1.00

0.08

0.27

-0.009

-0.020

-0.011

0.062

0.108*

0.138**

0.136** 0.083

0.052

0.031

0.009

0.006

-0.062

-0.001

0.00

1.00

0.10

0.30

0.151**

0.109*

-0.014

0.012

-0.069

0.071

-0.038

0.120*

-0.056

0.023

0.250**

-0.233**

-0.084

0.035

-0.097*

0.00

1.00

0.33

0.47

0.138**

0.086

0.086

0.113*

0.177**

0.026

0.028

0.216**

0.085

0.111*

0.381**

-0.123*

-0.407**

0.270**

-0.203**

-0231**

-0.070

-0.139**

-0.515**

0.252**

0.471**

-0.277**

-0.288**

-0.327**

(1) Perceived
Identification with
Crowd Work
(2) Perceived
Satisfaction with
Crowd Work
(3) Perceived
Autonomy

(15) Peer-Vetted
Creative
Production
(16) Knowledge
Discovery and
Management
(17) Broadcast
Search

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(18) Distributed
Human
0.00
1.00
0.49
0.50
-0.224** -0.142** -0.072
-0.154** -0.185**
-0.144** -0.077
-0.324
Intelligence
Tasking
n=434; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05; Bold values indicate the squared average variance explained (AVE) for each factor for assessing discriminant validity.

Table 10:
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Descriptive Statistics and Correlations
Source: Own Presentation

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

-0.688**

8.5.2 Common Method Variance
As all variables were measured by a survey, I carefully designed my questionnaire to
prevent common method bias (CMB) (Podsakoff, MacKenzie et al. 2003). I provided a
cover story in which I emphasized that the independent and dependent variables were
unconnected. I also pointed out that all answers are anonymous, and that no connection
between answers and individuals would be established. Further, I structured my survey
questions as simply as possible and avoided ambiguous terms.
To check the extent of CMB, I applied two well-established statistical tests: Harman’s
single factor test (Podsakoff, MacKenzie et al. 2003; Liang, Saraf et al. 2007; Chin,
Thatcher et al. 2012; Söllner, Hoffmann et al. 2016) and the unmeasured latent marker
construct (ULMC) technique (Liang, Saraf et al. 2007; Chin, Thatcher et al. 2012;
Söllner, Hoffmann et al. 2016). Following Harman’s single factor test, I applied an
exploratory factor analysis and extracted one single factor, which accounted for 31.2%
of the variance. As this is below the threshold of 50%, this test suggests that CMB is not
a serious concern (Söllner, Hoffmann et al. 2016). Subsequently, I applied the ULMC
approach (Liang, Saraf et al. 2007) which specifies factor loadings from a “method
factor” to all other items in the model (Chin, Thatcher et al. 2012). This procedure
consists of four steps (Chin, Thatcher et al. 2012). First, I created single indicator
constructs from all indicators used in my study. Second, I linked the original constructs
to their respective single indicator constructs. Third, I introduced a method construct
that consists of all indicators used in the study and then linked it to all the single indicator
constructs. Fourth, I estimated the model using bootstrapping. The results of the ULMC
analysis (Table 11) show that the average variance explained by my constructs is 0.706,
while the average method-based variance is 0.004. In addition, most method factor
loadings are not significant. These results also support the absence of CMB in my study.
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Substantive Factor
Method Factor
R1²
R2²
Loading (R1)
Loading (R2)
au1
0.758***
0.575
0.009n.s
0.000
Perceived Autonomy
au2
0.753***
0.567
-0.039n.s
0.002
au3
0.827***
0.683
0.026n.s
0.001
tv1
0.888***
0..788
-0.041n.s
0.002
tv2
0.835***
0.698
-0.044n.s
0.002
Perceived Task Variety
tv3
0.868***
0.754
0.017n.s
0.000
tv4
0.834***
0.696
0.063n.s.
0.004
ti1
0.860***
0.739
-0.028n.s.
0.001
ti2
0.869***
0.755
0.030n.s.
0.001
Perceived Task Identity
ti3
0.854***
0.729
-0.030n.s
0.001
ti4
0.832***
0.692
0.025n.s.
0.001
fe1
0.837***
0.700
-0.013n.s.
0.000
Perceived Feedback
fe2
0.910***
0.827
-0.065*
0.004
fe3
0.801***
0.642
0.087*
0.008
sa1
0.813***
0.661
0.009n.s.
0.000
Perceived Satisfaction
sa2
0.791***
0.626
0.063n.s.
0.004
with Crowd Work
sa3
0.855***
0.731
0.193***
0.037
id1
0.928***
0.862
-0.068n.s.
0.005
id2
0.884***
0.782
-0.060n.s.
0.004
Identification with
Crowd Work
id3
0.776***
0.603
0.106*
0.011
id4
0.874***
0.764
0.019n.s.
0.000
Average
0.840
0.706
0.012
0.004
n=434; ***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05; n.s.: not significant
au = perceived autonomy; tv = perceived task variety; ti = perceived task identity; fe = perceived feedback;
sa= perceived satisfaction with crowd work; id = perceived identification with crowd work
Variable

Table 11:

Label

Results of the UMLC technique
Source: Own Presentation

8.5.3 Endogeneity Analysis
The analysis may suffer from endogeneity in two ways. First, crowd working platforms
are likely to determine certain task characteristics systematically rather than randomly.
Thus, my four independent variables (i.e., perceived autonomy, perceived task variety,
perceived task identity and perceived feedback from tasks) might be endogenous,
requiring an assessment of selection bias as well as reciprocal causality (Tiwana 2015).
Endogeneity would imply that a predictor’s value is not given but rather deliberately
chosen based on the purposes of the crowd working platforms. Second, the effect of
satisfaction on identification may also be endogenous because crowd workers with high
levels of identification may have self-selected themselves to participate in my survey.
In both instances, I tested for endogeneity using Garen’s (1984) two-step regression
approach (illustrated in detail in section 3.3).
First, I tested for potential endogeneity in my independent variables. Based on prior
literature (Hackman and Oldham 1976; Morgeson and Humphrey 2006; Parker,
Morgeson et al. 2017), I identified five theoretically well-established instrumental
variables that affect task characteristics: complexity, specialization, interaction with the
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crowd working platform, cognitive demand of the processed tasks, and equipment use.
I used these constructs since they represent common antecedents of satisfaction and
identification in work settings. In step one of Garen’s approach, I estimated the effects
of these instrumental variables on each independent variable. Results show that there
are no systematic significant effects. This gives a first hint for the absence of
endogeneity. In step two, I tested the effect of the independent variables on perceived
satisfaction and identification while controlling for the residuals of the first step’s
regressions (i.e., the η terms) (Tiwana 2015). The non-significant values (highlighted
with Ψ) of the η terms indicate the absence of endogeneity (Tiwana 2015; Tiwana and
Kim 2016). Thus, I can consider my four independent variables as being exogenous.
Results are reported in Table 12.
Second, I tested for endogeneity of perceived satisfaction with crowd work. I drew on
four instrumental variables that may influence identification with crowd (2016): task
significance, problem solving, context factors, and meaningfulness. I chose these
constructs since research has shown their effects on identification in various work
settings (Hackman and Oldham 1976; van Dick and Wagner 2002). Table 13 shows that
I estimated identification as the endogenous variable first and subsequently found a nonsignificant value for the η-term. Thus, the effect of perceived satisfaction on
identification with crowd work is not affected by endogeneity or reverse causality.
Although there might be further reasons for endogeneity, I am able to rule out two major
sources of endogeneity caused by task characteristics as well as self-selection of
respondents with high levels of identification.
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Step One:
Potentially Endogenous Variables
Variables

Perceived
Autonomy

Perceived
Task Variety

Perceived
Task
Identity

Complexity
-. 01(-.20) -.08(-1.26**) -.08(-1.28)
Specialization
.07(.92)
.04(.57)
.11(1.50)
Interaction with Platform
-.08(-1.30) .07(1.34)
.09(1.60)
Cognitive Demands
.04(.67)
.09(1.59)
.14(2.61**)
Equipment Use
.00(-.01)
.16(2.67**)
.02(.04)
η_Perceived Autonomy Ψ
η_Perceived Task Variety Ψ
η_Perceived Task Identity Ψ
η_Perceived Feedback Ψ
Perceived Autonomy
Perceived Task Variety
Perceived Task Identity
Perceived Feedback
Constant
(12.00**) (8.99**)
(7.00**)
n=434; Ψ Nonsignificant ηs for the four predictors indicate the absence of
endogeneity; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05; β(t-value)

Table 12:

Perceived
Feedback
-.01(-.21)
.18(2.48)
.10(1.85)
.14(2.50**)
.01 (.19)

(10.23**)

Step Two:
Check for Endogeneity in
the Model’s four Predictors
Perceived
Perceived
Satisfaction
Identification
with Crowd
with Crowd
Work
Work

.09(1.43)
.22(.58)
-1.60(-1.897)
1.58(2.23)
.10(1.397)
.01(.01
1.81(2.02*)
-1.54(-2.05*)
(5.34**)

.02(.31)
-.20(-.54)
-.23(-.27)
.10(.15)
.18(2.63**)
.35(.91)
.29(.33)
.05(.07)
(-1.80)

Two Steps of the Econometric Procedure to Evaluate Endogeneity in Task
Characteristics
Source: Own Presentation

Step Two:
Effects of Perceived
Identification on Perceived
Variables
Satisfaction while Accounting
for Endogeneity
Perceived Identification with
Perceived Satisfaction with
Crowd Work
Crowd Work
Task Significance
.05(1.47)
.18(2.63**)
Problem Solving
-.01(-.17)
.35(.91)
Context Factors
.16(4.77**)
.29(.33)
Meaningfulness
.69(18.35**)
.05(.07)
η_Perceived Identification with Crowd Work Ψ
.08(1.78)
Perceived Autonomy
.14(2.79**)
Perceived Task Variety
.24(4.98**)
Perceived Task Identity
.01(1.98*)
Perceived Feedback
.11(2.19*)
Constant
(-.517)
(7.29**)
n=434; Ψ Nonsignificant ηs for the Identification as predictors indicate the absence of endogeneity;
**p < 0.01; *p < 0.05; β(t-value)
Step One:
Potentially Endogenous
Variables

Table 13:

Two Steps of the Econometric Procedure to Evaluate Endogeneity in Perceived
Satisfaction with Crowd Work
Source: Own Presentation

8.5.4 Regression and Bootstrapping Analysis
Interaction effects that include moderation and mediation may come in many different
forms. Hence, I used an approach that allowed me to investigate my research model
while ruling out alternative models. I followed Muller et al. (2005) and tested moderated
mediation with a series of OLS regressions. Furthermore, I applied bootstrapping with
10,000 resamples to assess the significance of the moderated mediation effect (Hayes
2013). I used z-standardized factors for the four task characteristics and financial
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compensation. The dependent variables were not z-standardized. I estimated the
following regression equations:
(1) Perceived Identification with Crowd Work
= α + β1 Perceived Autonomy + β2 Perceived Task Variety
+ β3 Perceived Task Identity + β4 Perceived Feedback + β5 Financial
Compensation
+ β6 Perceived Autonomy x Financial Compensation
+ β7 Perceived Task Variety x Financial Compensation
+ β8 Perceived Task Identity x Financial Compensation
+ β9 Perceived Feedback x Financial Compensation + r;
(2) Perceived Satisfaction with Crowd Work
= α + β1 Perceived Autonomy + β2 Perceived Task Variety
+ β3 Perceived Task Identity + β4 Perceived Feedback + β5 Financial
Compensation
+ β6 Perceived Autonomy x Financial Compensation
+ β7 Perceived Task Variety x Financial Compensation
+ β8 Perceived Task Identity x Financial Compensation
+ β9 Perceived Feedback x Financial Compensation + r;
(3) Perceived Identification with Crowd Work
= α + β1 Perceived Autonomy + β2 Perceived Task Variety
+ β3 Perceived Task Identity
+ β4 Perceived Feedback + β5 Financial Compensation
+ β6 Perceived Autonomy x Financial Compensation
+ β7 Perceived Task Variety x Financial Compensation
+ β8 Perceived Task Identity x Financial Compensation
+ β9 Perceived Feedback x Financial Compensation
+ β10 Perceived Satisfaction + β11 Perceived Satisfaction x Financial
Compensation + r.
Equation (1) establishes a direct effect of the independent variables on perceived
identification with crowd work including financial compensation as moderator.
Equation (2) reflects the same regression equation but with perceived satisfaction with
crowd work as the dependent variable. Equation (3) tests the effect of my independent
variables on perceived identification while controlling for perceived satisfaction as a
mediator as well as taking into account the effects of the moderator (i.e., financial
compensation). Based on these equations, the bootstrapping procedure applies a direct
test for moderated mediation, indicating whether satisfaction is the generative
mechanism through which the perceived task characteristics influence identification
with crowd work. I report the regression results in Table 14, and the bootstrapping
results in Table 15.
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Testing equation (1), I find that all task characteristics directly affect perceived
identification with crowd work. Perceived autonomy (ß=0.14*; p<0.05), perceived task
variety (ß=0.21**; p<0.01), perceived task identity (ß=0.12*; p<0.05), and perceived
feedback (ß=0.20**; p<0.01) have a positive direct effect on identification with crowd
work. Furthermore, financial compensation (ß=1.26*; p<0.05) has a direct positive
effect on identification. Analyzing equation (2), I discover similarly significant and
positive direct effects of the perceived task characteristics variables on satisfaction with
crowd work. However, I find no direct effect or indirect effect of financial compensation
on perceived satisfaction. Equation (3) suggests that perceived satisfaction with crowd
work is significantly and positively associated with the crowd workers’ identification
(ß=0.41**; p<0.01). Thus, I find support for H1. Comparing the results from equation
(1) and (3) also gives a first indication of the hypothesized mediation effects. When
controlling for perceived satisfaction as mediator, regression coefficients seem to be
smaller and less significant for the perceived task characteristics variables.
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Tested Effect
IV

Equation 1
DV: Perceived
Identification with
Crowd Work

Equation 2
DV: Perceived
Satisfaction with
Crowd Work

Equation 3
DV: Perceived
Identification with
Crowd Work

Perceived Autonomy
Perceived Task Variety
Perceived Task Identity
Perceived Feedback

0.14*
0.21**
0.12*
0.20**

0.16**
0.22**
0.10*
0.13**

0.08
0.12
0.07
0.16**

Financial Compensation

1.26*

-0.26

1.38*

Perceived Autonomy x
Financial Compensation
Perceived Task Variety x
Financial Compensation
Perceived Task Identity x
Financial Compensation
Perceived Feedback x
Financial Compensation

-0.02

-0.03

-0.01

0.06

0.09

-0.01

0.06

0.07

-0.03

-0.46**

-0.04

-041*

Independent Variable (IV)

Moderator (MO)
IV x MO

Mediator (ME)
ME x MO
Controls

Perceived Satisfaction with Crowd
Work

0.41**

Perceived Satisfaction with Crowd
Work x Financial Compensation

0.04

Total Income
Share of Crowd Work in Total
Income
Gender
Age
Education Level
Employment Status
Activity on Platform
Peer-Vetted Creative Production
Knowledge Discovery and
Management
Broadcast Search
Distributed Human Intelligence
Tasking

-0.01
0.01

0.01
0.01

0.01
0.01

-0.02
0.01*
-0.09**
-0.01
-0.01
-0.18

-0.18*
0.01
-0.01
0.02
0.01
-0.14

0.05
0.01
-0.09**
-0.01
-0.06
-0.12

0.35

0.30*

0.23

0.10

0.06

0.08

0.16

0.15

0.13

0.255**
0.235**
R²
n=434; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05; IV = Independent Variable, DV = Dependent Variable

Table 14:

0.332**

Regression Results for Perceived Identification with Crowd Work
Source: Own Presentation

In order to further investigate my moderated mediation hypotheses, I apply
bootstrapping whose results indicate the strength of the mediation effect for different
percentiles of financial compensation. Bootstrapping suggests that all mediation effects
differ significantly from zero. In line with my regression results, I find support for
hypotheses H2a, H2b, H2c and H2d. When I consider financial compensation as
moderator, my results show that the effect of perceived task identity through perceived
satisfaction on perceived identification with crowd work is only significant for moderate
to high levels of financial compensation. This indicates a strong moderated mediation
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effect. Thus, I find support for H3c. For perceived autonomy and perceived feedback,
the mediation effects are significant for any level of financial compensation beyond the
10th percentile. Hence, I can confirm H3a and H3d. Regarding perceived task variety,
the mediation effects are significant for any level of financial compensation, such that I
cannot detect a moderated mediation effect and reject H3b.
Independent
Variable

10th

25th

Percentiles
50th

75th

90th

Perceived
Autonomy

0.0613
[-0.0003;0.1359]

0.0630
[0.0027;0.1367]

0.0663
[0.0085;0.1399]

0.0714
[0.0166;0.1474]

0.0810
[0.0252;0.1790]

Perceived Task
Variety

0.0792
[0.0230;0.1523]

0.0816
[0.0271;.0.1541]

0.0862
[0.0349;0.1591]

0.0932
[0.0429;0.1749]

0.1066
[0.0442;0.2066]

Perceived Task
Identity

0.0312
[-0.0219;0.0803]

0.0333
[-0.0169;0.0819]

0.0373
[-0.0071;0.0871]

0.0433
[0.0017;0.1020]

0.0550
[0.0037;0.1235]

Perceived
Feedback

0.0482
[-0.0017;0.01139]

0.0495
[0.0016;0.1130]

0.0520
[0.0066;0.1148]

0.0559
[0.0114;0.1182]

0.0633
[0.0105;0.1339]

n=434; Bold values indicate confidence intervals that do not contain 0. These indicate conditions in which satisfaction
mediates the effect of the perceived task characteristics on the perceived identification of the crowd workers with p < 0.01.

Table 15:

Bootstrapping Results for Moderated Mediation Effects
Source: Own Presentation

8.6 Discussion
8.6.1 Theoretical Implications
I offer three important contributions that improve our understanding of crowd work.
Multi-Platform Perspective on Perceived Working Conditions in Crowd Work
I enlarge existing research on crowd work by studying the perceptions of individual
crowd workers (Silberman, Irani et al. 2010; Kittur, Nickerson et al. 2013). Although a
few studies have already examined the experiences, perceptions, and behaviors of crowd
workers (Irani and Silberman 2013; Kittur, Nickerson et al. 2013; Deng and Joshi 2016;
Deng, Joshi et al. 2016; Ma, Khansa et al. 2018), they focus on one specific type of
crowd work on one specific platform – micro tasking on AMT. In contrast, I analyze
data collected on 23 different platforms and including various crowd working tasks, e.g.,
micro tasking, knowledge, innovation, and design tasks. Thus, the multi-platform
perspective of my study contributes to existing research that considers platforms as labor
markets by helping to overcome selection biases in prior research. My results are also
noteworthy since they are based on data from survey respondents in a highly developed
country (Germany) with a comparably high level of wages.
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Interacting Effects of Perceived Task Characteristics and Financial Compensation
I extend research on motivational factors and task design in crowd work and their
influence on psychological work outcomes such as satisfaction and identification with
one’s work (Chandler and Kapelner 2013; LaToza and van der Hoek 2016). Applying
SDT as a theoretical framework, I show how the interaction of intrinsic (i.e., perception
of task characteristics) and extrinsic (i.e., financial compensation) motivation jointly
shape the perceived satisfaction and perceived identification with crowd work. While
there is abundant research on motivation (Malone, Laubacher et al. 2010; Kaufmann
and Schulze 2011) and task design in the fields of crowd work, these studies focus on
effects on work performance (Frey, Lüthje et al. 2011; Rogstadius, Kostakos et al. 2011;
Bayus 2012; Chandler and Kapelner 2013; Gilchrist, Luca et al. 2016) or cognitive and
emotional short-term evaluations such as participation (Leimeister, Huber et al. 2009;
Zheng, Li et al. 2011; Brawley and Pury 2016). I extend this research in two important
ways.
First, I abandon the prevalent organizational focus of these studies and put the working
perceptions of individual crowd workers at the heart of my study (Leimeister, Huber et
al. 2009; Malone, Laubacher et al. 2010; Afuah and Tucci 2012; Brabham 2012;
Brawley and Pury 2016; LaToza and van der Hoek 2016; Blohm, Zogaj et al. 2018).
Thus, my results explain how and why crowd workers develop a strong emotional bond
with this innovative type of labor – even in highly-developed countries such as
Germany. Satisfying working conditions are not only grounded in appropriate financial
compensation but also in sufficient task autonomy and identity as well as receiving
feedback. These results help me to better understand when and under what conditions
crowd work can be regarded as a fulfilling type of digital labor. This is important
because these findings contribute to better understand the nature of work that is
performed on crowd working platforms. I go beyond prior qualitative research on crowd
workers’ perception (Deng and Joshi 2016; Deng, Joshi et al. 2016) and show – by
means of large quantitative survey – how satisfaction reflects the generative mechanisms
through which perceived task characteristics and financial mediation facilitate the
emergence of identification.
Second, I provide a better understanding of the role of financial compensation in these
processes. My results suggest that financial compensation has no direct effect on
satisfaction that reflects a crowd worker’s short-term evaluation of the completed tasks.
By contrast, I find that financial compensation has a direct and indirect effect on
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identification with crowd work that can be regarded as the result of a magnitude of such
short-term evaluations over time (De Moura, Abrams et al. 2009). Drawing on prior
SDT research (Deci and Ryan 2000; Deci, Olafsen et al. 2017), my results suggest an
alternative interpretation of the effects of increasing financial compensation. While
existing research reported on certain effects that undermine intrinsic motivation of
crowd workers (Rogstadius, Kostakos et al. 2011), my research suggests that high
financial compensation is perceived as an informational cue. My results suggest that
financial compensation reflects a well-internalized extrinsic motivation and serves as an
indication of appreciation and competence that crowd workers have built up on crowd
working platforms. Thus, increasing financial motivation reduces the controlled
motivation of crowd workers such that the effects of perceived task characteristics as
intrinsic motivation on perceived satisfaction and identification with crowd work
become more salient. Thus, I not only extend existing research dealing with the effects
of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation in the domain of crowd work, but I also contribute
to SDT research that calls for additional studies examining how financial compensation
affects the internalization of external regulations (Deci, Olafsen et al. 2017).
Limits of Task Decomposition
My results exhibit the interrelated nature of perceived task characteristics and financial
compensation in crowd work. However, since decomposing and aggregating tasks is a
main feature of crowd work, the effect of task identity stands out. In line with prior
research on new work arrangements, I identified task decomposition as a contextual
element that affects the design as well as the perception of work (Zhou 2013; Oldham
and Fried 2016; Parker, Morgeson et al. 2017). I offer a better understanding of the
effects of division of labor on crowd working platforms. In general, my results suggest
that higher levels of perceived task identity, i.e., lower degrees of task decomposition,
lead to higher perceived satisfaction that in turns positively affect identification with
crowd work. Thus, my results suggest that the potential of task decomposition is limited
when I also consider the perspective of crowd workers; overly decomposed tasks may
hinder the creation of satisfaction and identification with one’s work. However, this
mechanism is contingent on a crowd worker’s level of financial compensation. My
results suggest that perceived task identity only has an effect on identification for crowd
workers with high financial compensation. By contrast, for crowd workers with low
financial compensation, perceived task identity has no effect on identification with
crowd work. These results not only support the role of financial compensation as a
hygiene factor in crowd work, but contrast existing research on task decomposition with
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research on crowd work that has predominantly considered task decomposition as
beneficiary in terms of quality control, automation, and quality of obtained results
(Afuah and Tucci 2012; Kittur, Nickerson et al. 2013; Zhou 2013; Dissanayake, Zhang
et al. 2015; Blohm, Zogaj et al. 2018).

8.6.2 Practical Implications
For Crowd Working Platforms
Crowd working platforms should consider my results because identification is essential
to retain crowd workers. Today, most platforms do not design tasks on their own.
Instead, they provide the infrastructure with which crowdsourcers can broadcast tasks.
Besides developing incentive schemes that ensure sufficient remuneration to crowd
workers, platforms should develop governance mechanisms (Blohm, Zogaj et al. 2018)
that encourage crowdsourcers to create tasks that allow for autonomy, variety, and
identity as well as ensure that crowdsourcers provide constructive feedback. Task
identity seems to be particularly important in this regard. My work suggests that making
too much use of task decomposition, particularly in combination with a low financial
remuneration, hinders crowd workers in developing a strong psychological bond with
crowd work. This finding is important because crowd workers usually start with simple
and highly decomposed tasks for little remuneration. Thus, platforms following this
well-established scheme may lose potential crowd workers at the beginning of their
crowd working career such that platforms must constantly invest in renewing their labor
pool.
For Crowdsourcers
Since crowd work provides on-demand access to labor, crowdsourcer – crowd worker
exchanges are likely to be one-time interactions. Therefore, crowdsourcers should focus
on satisfying crowd worker preferences regarding the tasks at hand. I show that
perceived task characteristics have a more important influence on perceived satisfaction
than financial compensation. Thus, crowdsourcers can contribute to favorable working
conditions by offering tasks that allow for a high degree of autonomy, variety, and
identity. For instance, a crowdsourcer could compile a work assignment that is
composed of several different subtasks, whose results add up to an overarching solution;
this assignment is then allocated to a single crowd worker. Also, providing constructive
feedback to crowd workers regarding their work performance is beneficial, i.e., by
properly using the review systems.
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8.6.3 Limitations and Future Research
The study is not without limitations. First, I did not examine the influence of perceived
task characteristics on satisfaction and identification over time. There might be timevariant effects that are caused by changing perceptions of task characteristics or the work
environment. A longitudinal study might help develop a more dynamic understanding
of the phenomenon.
Second, I did not observe any effects on actual task performance; this may be a potential
avenue for future research. Prior studies found that task characteristics as well as
financial compensation may positively affect task performance (Ang and Slaughter
2001; Rogstadius, Kostakos et al. 2011; Chandler and Kapelner 2013). My findings
illustrate how task characteristics and financial compensation affect psychological work
outcomes. Thus, further research should examine potential interrelations between work
performance and psychological work outcomes. These analyses would provide
important insights on how crowd working platforms as well as crowdsourcers might
influence the performance of their crowd workers via more effective task design.

8.7 Conclusion
Based on a survey of 434 crowd workers on 23 platforms, I illustrate that perceived
satisfaction with crowd work mediates the effect of perceived task characteristics on
perceived identification with crowd work. I find that this mediation is moderated by
financial compensation. The moderation effect is particularly strong where perceived
task identity is concerned and slight for the other task characteristics (i.e., perceived
autonomy and perceived feedback). These results are important for better understanding
how crowd workers perceive crowd work.
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9 Internal Crowd Work as a Source of Empowerment 27
In this section of the dissertation, I analyze the perception of internal crowd workers
(i.e., the employees) in different organizations. The research focus is on the effects of
crowd work itself on the employees’ well-being and thereby I address the RQ2b:
How does internal crowd work affect the well-being of crowd workers?
In particular, this section focusses on the formation and mechanism of empowerment in
internal crowd work settings. Thus, I will conduct another in-depth interview series to
gather and analyze qualitative data. Based on the findings, I will identify and illustrate
how internal crowd work may be arranged to ensure employees’ well-being, particularly
empowering structures. In sum, I therefore simultaneously address RQ3b in this section:
What implications of the individuals’ perception can be identified in internal
crowd work?

The insights presented in this section are partly based on a paper that addresses this topic (Durward,
D., B. Simmert, et al. (2019). How to Empower the Workforce-Analyzing Internal Crowd Work as a
Neo-Socio-Technical System. 52nd Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences (HICSS).
Hawaii, USA: 4523-4532.) and has been presented at the 52nd Hawaii International Conference on
System Sciences on Maui. In this context, I thank my collaborators, the review team, the associate editor
and attendees of the conference for the valuable feedback on my work.
27
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9.1 Introduction
Digitization combines the activities of our society and enables a profound change in
working structures. As a result, value creation increasingly takes place in dynamic
environmental contexts (Sirmon, Hitt et al. 2007), whereby new digital forms of work
emerge that radically reshape workflows and processes (Brynjolfsson and McAfee
2014). Moreover, organizations invest more and more in collaboration technologies to
leverage the intellectual resources embedded in their employees and form respective
working groups (Maruping and Magni 2015). A well-known example of these
collaborative teams refers to Hackathons which describe events where people, who are
not normally collocated converge for a few days to write code together (Trainer,
Kalyanasundaram et al. 2016). However, in recent years, companies are increasingly
using IT platforms to engage employees, accelerate collaboration, and encourage ideas
within the company (Dery, Sebastian et al. 2017). As a new form of work and
collaboration, crowd work reflects digital gainful employment based on the crowd work
principle, in which an undefined mass of people processes digital goods via an open call
on IT-based platforms in return for payment (Durward, Blohm et al. 2016).
While crowd work has its roots in external application, the mechanisms of crowd work
are increasingly being used within the boundaries of the company. This internal form of
crowd work relates to an IT-based group activity that is based on an open call for
participation within a company (Zuchowski, Posegga et al. 2016). In such internal
settings, the own employees (alias internal crowd worker) act as an internal crowd and
process tasks, ideas, and projects on an IT-based platform. Thereby, any participation is
paid indirectly via the employees’ regular employment contract (Durward, Blohm et al.
2016). Thus, internal crowd work describes a special case of social-technical systems
that produces informational products and/or services for internal or external customers
by harnessing the potential of crowds (Geiger and Schader 2014).
Several well-known enterprises, including Google, AT&T, Deloitte, and IBM, applied
internal crowd work. Besides solving several types of decision support problems by
crowd intelligence approaches, design activities (Zuchowski, Posegga et al. 2016), or
software testing (Jette, Breck et al. 2015), companies pursue the goal of becoming more
agile with the help of internal crowd work. However, the successful application and
execution of internal crowd work depends on efficient work structures and an
empowered workforce (Vom Brocke, Maaß et al. 2018). Therefore, the crowd worker
as the processing agent of tasks and projects must be analyzed comprehensively.
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However, few studies have been conducted to address the individuals working in the
crowd, their experiences, and perceptions (Deng and Joshi 2016; Deng, Joshi et al.
2016). One well-established construct that is associated with the individuals’ perception
of work is empowerment. Prior IS research examined the emergence of empowerment
among employees and further found it to enhance organizational performance and work
satisfaction (Liden, Wayne et al. 2000). In this regard, a systematic empowerment can
be considered as an important factor for the efficient use of internal crowd work (Vom
Brocke, Maaß et al. 2018). Internal crowd work differs from traditional work settings in
work execution via IT-based platforms including decomposition and aggregation of
tasks. Since internal crowd work has unique characteristics that distinguish it from
hierarchical work (Zuchowski, Posegga et al. 2016), I address the indicated gap by
analyzing the perception of internal crowd work from an individual’s perspective. More
specifically, I focus on empowerment as a form of an employee’s perception and explain
structural characteristics that influence empowerment. Thus, this qualitative study
addresses the employees’ perception of internal crowd work.

9.2 Theoretical Background
As a well-established theoretical lens, the underlying idea of socio-technical systems
(STS) presumes that an organization or a work unit is a combination of social and
technical elements (Appelbaum 1997). Prior IS research builds on the STS approach by
jointly optimizing the technology and related aspects with a focus on the overall user
conditions within organizations (Mumford 2006; Winter, Berente et al. 2014). In this
context, Bostrom and Heinen (1977) introduced an analytical framework consisting of
four interacting components. While two pertain to the social elements (“structure” and
“people”), the other two describe the technical elements (“technology” and “tasks”).
According to Lyytinen and Newman (2008), tasks, actors, structure, and technology
interact with each other and are embedded in the organizational environment that is
driving and influencing change.
With the rise of digitization, work is no longer tied to one single organization acting as
a container, in which both the work that is done and the infrastructure used to do it is
encapsulated (Winter, Berente et al. 2014). New technologies facilitate the emergence
of novel work arrangements that increasingly take place outside organizational
boundaries. Therefore, in recent IS research Winter et al. (2014) provide an updated neosocio-technical system (Neo-STS) approach that acts as a conceptual basis for IS
scholars addressing emerging work trends and phenomena like internal crowd work.
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The traditional analytical framework is extended by four additional components (“multiencapsulation”; “complex interrelation of socio-technical elements”; “multi-directional
inheritance”; “continual negotiation”). First, multi-encapsulation refers to the trend that
work systems are necessarily encapsulated within one or more STS (Winter, Berente et
al. 2014). As a result, socio-technical elements can span multiple containers. These
containers, in turn, consider the people, resources, activities, goals, information, and
technical artefacts that comprise the work system but simultaneously exist in various
social systems (Winter, Berente et al. 2014). Second, complex interrelation of sociotechnical elements describes the fact that work systems have interrelated, redundant,
competing, or conflicting social and technical elements that may co-exist without ever
being fully reconciled (Winter, Berente et al. 2014). Therefore, one can observe a more
complex interrelation of socio-technical elements as dynamic mutually reinforcing
components or as redundant substitutes (Winter, Berente et al. 2014). Third, due to
multi-directional inheritance, work systems can derive purpose, meaning, and structure
from the multiple contexts in which elements are embedded. Further, they may pass on
purpose, meaning, and structure to the socio-technical systems that emerge around them
as well (Winter, Berente et al. 2014). Fourth, the continual negotiation includes the fact
that creation and continued existence of work systems involve simultaneous support for
both work performance and ongoing negotiation of goals, and values (Winter, Berente
et al. 2014).
In IS research, internal crowd work describes a particular Neo-STS that produces
informational products and/or services, based on IT-enabled group activities, for internal
or external customers by harnessing the potential of internal crowds (Winter, Berente et
al. 2014). Internal crowd work takes place in trans-organizational information
infrastructures throughout the whole group (Jette, Breck et al. 2015) and includes
complex interrelations between various people, activities, and IT (Rohrbeck, Thom et
al. 2015). Based on the idea of multi-directional inheritance, internal crowd work
initiatives are formed by different groups, locations, or departments and in turn
positively affect the overall knowledge quality in the whole enterprise (Bharati, Zhang
et al. 2015). Furthermore, internal crowd work evolves constantly due to continual
negotiation of the participants and thereby facilitates internal organizational learning
(Rohrbeck, Thom et al. 2015).
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9.3 Research Context and Data Collection
Although internal crowd work always needs a case-specific analysis since it occurs in
various facets, in my study it describes the voluntary participation in internal projects
besides regular workload. Therefore, to develop my theoretical model, I investigated
internal crowd workers in three different global organizations. The first is a multinational automotive corporation that has introduced internal crowd work initiatives
since 2016 with the aim to be more agile. The second case describes the project of a
globally-operating software developer. In this context, the overarching aim of the
implementation has been the optimization of existing business processes. The third
organization is another global player within the automotive industry and applied internal
crowd work to improve knowledge exchange in the organization. Although there are
slightly different reasons for the implementation, all cases have the constitutive
characteristics of internal crowd work. All three cases describe settings in which
employees perform an IT-enabled activity based on an open call for participation in an
enterprise (Durward, Blohm et al. 2016; Zuchowski, Posegga et al. 2016). With the aim
of preventing elite bias (Myers and Newman 2007), I have chosen these three different
organizations to overcome biases resulting from a single case and to address the
diversity of internal crowd work initiatives.
The primary data source consists of 16 semi-structured interviews. These kinds of
interviews are well suited for exploring attitudes, values, beliefs, and the views of a
person towards a phenomenon of interest (Schultze and Avital 2011). I designed an
open-ended interview protocol that focuses on the socio-technical elements as well as
the perception of internal crowd work. The interviews took place between May and
November 2017. Every single interview lasted between 30 and 90 minutes and was
either conducted via telephone or Skype or even in face-to-face meetings. Subsequently,
the interviews have been transcribed, coded, and analyzed by using the analysis software
ATLAS.ti.
Since I aim to provide an unbiased data basis, I constructed a maximum variation sample
that allows to identify essential features of a phenomenon (i.e., internal crowd work) as
experienced by diverse stakeholders among varied contexts (i.e., employees of three
organizations) (Suri 2011). Hence, I selected employees who differ regarding their
function, position, age, and length of service (Table 16).
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Organization
(Type of Project)

Crowd Worker
CW1
CW2
CW3
CW4
CW5
CW6
CW7
CW8
CW9
CW10
CW11
CW12
CW13
CW14
CW15
CW16

Table 16:

Alpha
(IT-platform for collaborative problem
solving of everyday problems)

Beta
(IT-platform for cross-functional ideation
and innovation)
Gamma
(IT-platform for complex cross-functional
projects)

Age
(Gender)
52 (f)
56 (m)
42 (f)
48 (f)
58 (m)
53 (m)
35 (m)
39 (f)
46 (f)
35 (m)
45 (f)
30 (m)
37 (m)
37 (m)
43 (f)
51 (f)

Department
Sales
IT
Supply Chain
After Sales
After Sales
Supply Chain
Marketing
HR
Sales
IT
Development
Accounting
IT
Management
Admin
Work Council

Selection of Crowd Worker
Source: Durward, Simmert et al. (2019)

In line with the existing body of knowledge (Rerup and Feldman 2011), I apply the wellestablished approach of Gioia et al. (2013) to analyze my qualitative data (illustrated in
detail in section 3.2).

9.4 Results
9.4.1 Constitutive Elements of a Theoretical Model
As mentioned above, I provide the essential groundwork for theory-building by
developing my data structure (Figure 14). It includes 1st-order concepts that are
meaningful to the employees as internal crowd workers and 2nd-order themes that are
extracted overarching themes. Both iterations finally enabled me to assemble the
aggregated dimensions.
Multi-Encapsulation
My findings provide information about several locations where traditional boundaries
erode. I observed an ongoing encapsulation of multiple units, departments, and even
organizations within the whole group in consequence of implementing internal crowd
work projects. Since the employees interact via an IT-facilitated platform, they can
easily form own globally distributed teams without using the whole group infrastructure
for this formation process. By doing so, a new inter-organizational network as a separate
work system emerges that consists of several existing social subsystems (e.g., units,
divisions, departments). As mentioned: “We process, forward and even delegate global
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problems via that new network.” (CW7). This reconfiguration of work contexts brings
together employees of different hierarchies, responsibilities as well as skills and,
thereby, makes existing solutions and best practices accessible for the whole group.
Furthermore, the companies integrate external service providers like SAP, IBM, and TSystems in their internal crowd work project initiative. On the one hand, they provide
the required IT-infrastructure (i.e., platform, software, interfaces). On the other hand,
these providers are essential external partners who supply the internal crowd work
initiative with an additional pool of external experts and equipment. However, this
removal of organizational containers and boundaries also bears risks since the existing
work processes can be very different among the collaborating units. For example, the
process of purchasing varies widely from one subsidiary to another, which leads to
additional expenses of coordination to jointly optimize the purchasing software via the
internal crowd.
Complex Interrelation of Socio-Technical Elements
Since the internal crowd consists of different cultures, languages, habits, and working
methods, additional workload regarding coordination, communication and allocation
emerges. In fact, further capacities are needed to select the internal crowd workers,
decompose and subsequently aggregate the tasks, and finally implement the solutions.
Hereby, the final solutions must address several demands of various stakeholders within
the internal crowd. In this context, the solutions might be congruent or contradictory,
which implies a certain coordination process across different organizational units.
Therefore, the common IT-facilitated platform serves as a technical mediator to
distribute tasks, share information, and consolidate partial solutions. “Although the
internal system structures all processes, there are many different features and
applications to be considered.” (CW10).
Nevertheless, internal crowd work technically opens new possibilities for hitherto
unknown work arrangements. For example, employees participate in an internal
software development project via the platform besides their regular tasks. Internal crowd
work multiplies the potential for globally distributed collaboration, joint performance of
tasks, and independent allocation of resources. The employees, as internal crowd
workers, can freely decide when, how, and with whom to perform certain tasks. As a
result, the technical possibilities (e.g., platform functions, interfaces, and software) get
even more deeply interwoven with human resources into a complex network of sociotechnical elements.
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Multi-Directional Inheritance
Another effect of this new diverse pool of internal labor describes the fact that all
involved employees, based on their personal and professional backgrounds, form the
internal crowd work initiative. By posting tasks, collaborating, and providing separate
solutions via the platform, the employees themselves primarily shape the working
conditions as well as the work contents. As one mentioned: “The implementation of
projects as well as the processes change which is why the internal tool is constantly
adjusted each new release.” (CW1). Thus, the embedding of new work context is
influenced by the individual elements of the internal crowd, rather than the inherent
purpose and structures from traditional hierarchies.
However, one can observe a reversed effect since the overarching internal crowd work
initiative, in turn, directly and indirectly reshapes the work within the single
organizational units of the employees. On the one hand, since any employee invests time
for participating, they need to adjust their own time and resource management.
Activities within internal crowd work might be closely aligned with the original tasks
and duties of the organizational unit. On the other hand, internal crowd work indirectly
influences the previous work habits of the employees. As part of their participation, the
employees gather impressions of different working methods, processes, and even tools
of other teams, units, or organizations. These experiences, in turn, affect the previous
work of the employees since they may adopt certain habits or procedures. In addition,
the platform itself sets out a framework for action with its functionalities, interfaces, and
process guidelines that affects daily work. For example, within an internal software
testing initiative, the participating employees are called to always submit their bug
reports in a specific format until Wednesday afternoon. Thereby, the internal crowd
work initiative determines work within its socio-technical sub-systems.
Continual Negotiation
Since internal crowd work allows for a group-wide inter-organizational collaboration, it
is also applied as a decision-making tool. In this context, internal crowd work is used to
collectively evaluate or vote certain tasks, practices as well as solutions. For example,
all involved employees within a software roll-out project are asked for their consent via
the crowd work platform before the next steps are done. The internal crowd work
initiative constitutes a democratic tool whereby decision-makers can legitimize their
decision based on employees’ assessments. Thus, a participant described: “Somehow
the platform is also used as a veto-tool for certain decisions. We can vote and decide
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general issues with the platform.” (CW2). In some cases, the collaborative decisionmaking processes are divided on a regional basis with respect to the scope and relevance
of the single tasks and solutions. Hence, decisions are first made on a local level (within
one organization of the group) before being passed on a regional level (organizations
within a specific region, e.g., Europe) and are finally made on a global level (groupwide). Thus, internal crowd work takes various goals, standards, and values of
heterogeneous employees into account.
Further, the dynamic nature of internal crowd work evokes continual optimization and
progress. The purpose of internal crowd work is to collaboratively solve certain tasks of
general importance to improve the organization. In fact, the employees involved strive
for ongoing optimization of products, structures, or processes based on mutual
agreements in the internal crowd. For example, within an initiative on a realignment of
the company’s overall market strategy, the participating employees, executives and even
the board negotiate changes and next steps via the internal platform.
Perception of Work
The participation in internal crowd work initiatives affects the employees’ perception of
work in general. Due to internal crowd work, the employees feel much more selfdetermination regarding their work routine. They can freely decide when and how much
tasks to perform in the internal crowd. Thus, the participating employees determine the
working time, the number of tasks, and their chosen procedure.
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Figure 14:

Data Structure
Source: Durward, Simmert et al. (2019)

As a result, they perceive a new sense of freedom that enables them to reorganize the
daily business by their own. “Everybody has access to it, everybody has a look into the
tool whenever he wants to, and everybody can give their comments to problems and
participate voluntarily.” (CW5). an employee reported.
Furthermore, through internal crowd work, employers can detect untapped talents and
give them a chance to prove themselves. Hence, employees who previously received
less attention can show their competence in various internal crowd work tasks according
to their skills and abilities.
In addition, these employees can choose tasks that are consistent with their individual
goals, values, and interests. Besides the daily routines, the employees thus experience
tasks of specific meaning. Another sense of control due to internal crowd work is the
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possibility to participate in overarching tasks that are partially of group-wide relevance.
Thereby, the employees feel that they can influence certain activities and outcomes in
their organization.
Affecting Working Conditions
In sum, the implementation of crowd work changes the individual experience of work
from an employee’s perspective and further affects their working conditions. However,
one can observe contrary effects of internal crowd work on the work environment.
Employees develop some sense of team spirit, a common bond. Employees who
regularly work in the internal crowd and collaboratively perform tasks are likely to feel
a certain bond and further see themselves as a unit. Thus, one interviewee stated: “Sure,
one gets to know each other much more easily and even socialize across all divisions
via the platform.” (CW15). This may be due to the voluntary nature of internal crowd
work and the possibility to choose tasks based on personal interests. Further, it enables
free development of an employee-friendly work environment. The employee’s mindset
might change and their individual readiness for a change in the organization or group
might rise. Due to the implementation of internal crowd work as a new form of work
organization, the participating employees experience a positive attitude towards future
amendments.
However, I observed contrary effects of internal crowd work on the work environment.
The employees’ workload rises by performing internal crowd work tasks. The
employees need to reorganize their time and resource management regarding these
additional tasks. As a result, their daily workload changes and certain peaks might occur.
“Sometime the whole coordination process of tasks falls on the shoulders of two or three
persons. That could be very stressful.” (CW2).
Further, internal crowd workers are in constant competition to perform the most
interesting or important tasks. A special form of internal competition emerges in which
employees strive for recognition by colleagues and executives.

9.4.2 A Model of Internal Crowd Work as Source of Empowerment
According to Gioia et al. (2013), although the data structure is very important, it is
nonetheless the static picture of a dynamic phenomenon. Hence, I develop an inductive
model that is grounded in the data of the internal crowd workers and captures their
perception in theoretical terms. My theoretical model shows the dynamic relations
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amongst the emergent concepts which describe the emergence of empowerment in
internal crowd work settings (Figure 15).
The identified structural environment indicates a nexus to the actual perception of
internal crowd workers. One can observe an enhanced collaboration of employees across
organizational boundaries. This seems to have a positive effect on the psychological
empowerment. By opening traditional barriers and structures, employees thereby
organize their own work in a more self-determined manner. “What we do not do via this
platform, is connecting people with many small problems, but rather big issues that have
been already experienced or even solved by another one.” (CW3).
Further, I believe that the integration of external experts into the internal initiatives
broadens the employees’ horizon and even their scope of action. “Sometimes we get
very good solutions from IBM who is the IT partner who knows most about changes and
sometimes we get really rubbish ones.” (CW4). Hence, employees acting in multiencapsulated contexts like internal crowd work are more likely to act more selfdetermined than others. Thus, I assume:
Proposition 1: An ongoing multi-encapsulation positively affects an employee’s
psychological empowerment.
Moreover, I observed that the usage of a common IT-facilitated platform leads to more
interaction within the internal crowd compared to traditional work settings. By sharing
resources and information as well as coordinating work via this platform, single
employees feel more autonomous in planning and scheduling work. Their actions within
the internal crowd must be compatible with one another to find valuable solutions for
the whole group. “Goals and subtasks are specified for every participant and finally
linked to an overarching task via this tool.” (CW11).
In addition, the amount of potential work and participation rises due to internal crowd
work whereby employees can prove themselves in joint tasks. In sum, I assume that due
to this increase in complexity between humans and technology the work of employees
gains in meaning. For example, internal crowd workers reported that mastering the new
functions and possibilities of the IT-platforms had shown them a certain importance of
their work. Thus, employees feel more capable to perform demanding tasks. Hence, I
believe:
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Proposition 2: The complex interrelations of socio-technical elements positively affect
an employee’s psychological empowerment.
Regarding certain effects on daily work, I observed that participants adjust their
routines, although to differing degrees, depending on whether their superior sets special
basic conditions or whether they are entirely free to plan task performance within the
crowd. The employees must define specific periods and modify their usual workflow
either way. For example, some employees have deliberately set Wednesday afternoon
as a slot to perform internal crowd work. Therefore, internal crowd work initiatives
shape daily work routines within the single work units. In contrast, the employees
themselves as well as their work routines and habits form the internal crowd work, as
some report: “Due to various cultures, languages and own manners, problems are
discussed in different ways in this collaboration.” (CW1).
Thus, I believe that internal crowd work derives purpose, goals, and structure from its
social subsystems, but simultaneously shapes them as an overarching scaffold. The
ability to reorganize certain parts of their own work routine and proactively design the
internal crowd work enables employees to feel more self-determined. Employees find
themselves in a novel overarching work setting that includes more freedom and creative
self-expression. Hence, I assume:
Proposition 3: The multi-directional inheritance positively affects an employee’s
psychological empowerment.
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Figure 15:

Model of Psychological Empowerment in Internal Crowd Work
Source: Durward, Simmert et al. (2019)

With the implementation of internal crowd work, the employer provides a technical
infrastructure that enables its employees to proactively participate. Furthermore, they
can share their opinions about new ideas and assessments of subtasks group-wide.
Additionally, internal crowd work itself is an approach that leverages the untapped
potential to improve the organization. One internal crowd worker reported: “So, if this
platform is more focused on solutions we will have like a menu of solutions. It is like a
proactive way to find your solutions.” (CW6).
Based on continual negotiation between all involved parties, internal crowd work
provides great potential to proactively participate in tasks that might lead to important
future solutions. Thereby, internal crowd work makes employees realize that they can
influence decisions, processes, and activities within the group to a certain extent. The
involved employees might see themselves as decision-makers who can change certain
things in an iterative process of mutual consultation. Hence, I assume:
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Proposition 4: The continual negotiation positively affects an employee’s
psychological empowerment.
In most work contexts, including internal crowd work, more empowered employees
experienced their environment in a different way. On the one hand, internal crowd
workers are more likely to feel as one group or team since they jointly perform tasks of
inter-organizational relevance within an own Neo-STS. In this context, one interviewee
stated: “With the implementation of this tool and this process, a network was formed.
Thereby, a global information platform with all participants, who see themselves as a
certain group, has emerged.” (CW1).
On the other hand, I assume that employees who are empowered through internal crowd
work are more willing to support fundamental changes within the group. Furthermore,
they see themselves as being able to successfully accomplish changes as well as other
opportunities to participate in a change process. Thus, I propose:
Proposition 5: The psychological empowerment positively affects an employee’s sense
of group cohesion.
However, there are also stress factors that might occur within internal crowd work.
Although the employees perform tasks voluntarily, any activity or effort within the
internal crowd leads to additional workload. One internal crowd worker stated that due
to the number of new interfaces and applications, “some sort of interdependency arises
which forces the user to work in a certain way.” (CW10). Thus, based on their newly
attained autonomy and self-determination, there might be risks of work stress and selfexploitation as well.
In addition, since any empowered employee applies for the most prestigious and
interesting tasks, internal competition among the workforce will be enhanced. In some
internal crowd work settings, the participating employees gain internal recognition that
might have positive effects on employee assessment and even promotions. Hence, I
believe:
Proposition 6: The psychological empowerment will increase an employee’s work
intensification.
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9.5 Discussion
To my knowledge, this study is one of the first to investigate the basics of internal crowd
work from an individual’s perspective. Thus, my research project provides three main
theoretical contributions. First, my expected results detail and extend the findings of
existing crowd work research (Zuchowski, Posegga et al. 2016) by addressing the
individual and examining the perception of work. Hence, according to Deng et al.
(2016), I provide an explanation of how the internal workforce might get empowered
due to the implementation of internal crowd work. Second, I expand the scope of NeoSTS (Winter, Berente et al. 2014) by illustrating concrete structural effects of its
components (e.g., multi-encapsulation) on the working conditions (increasing sense of
group cohesion) through employees’ perception of work (formation of empowerment).
At the same time, I contribute to prior research on empowerment (Spreitzer 2008) by
extending and refining structural antecedents as well as outcomes of empowerment
within internal crowd work. As my model shows, structural antecedents enhance the
formation of psychological empowerment and, thus, might increase employees’ selfdetermination, meaning, competence, and impact. Third, I generate important new
insights to work design (Morgeson and Humphrey 2006) and collaborative team
literature (Sirmon, Hitt et al. 2007; Maruping and Magni 2015) by providing valuable
insights of internal crowd work from a company’s perspective regarding the design of
digital work settings. This hopefully encourages IS researchers to focus on appropriate
design guidelines and elements that address the effects of my examined structural
antecedents in further studies. For example, the findings suggest the implementation of
an internal IT-platform that enables cross-organizational collaboration among
employees and further allows them to work on overarching projects with external
persons.
The results are expected to provide a foundation for upcoming discussions on decent
conditions in internal crowd work in companies (e.g., management and executives) and
among policy makers (e.g., politicians and unions). As a main practical contribution,
companies are enabled to adjust and reorganize their work structures regarding internal
crowd work and to improve them in the sense of an empowerment-oriented
implementation. This means that companies should consciously promote the
performance of certain tasks in these platform- and group-based as well as location- and
time-independent voluntary work settings.
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While my study provides some important contributions with respect to internal crowd
workers’ perception of work and their empowerment, I also acknowledge that my study
has limitations, especially regarding the generalizability of my results. First, I developed
my model using data from 16 interviewees in three companies that apply internal crowd
work. Since I mainly interviewed employees, the important overall business perspective
has been neglected. However, to be able to incorporate the company’s perspective,
future studies should, nevertheless, consider the views of administrators of the internal
crowd work platforms as well as the management and executives of the companies.
Thereby, one can analyze the effects on traditional business outcome variables like
productivity or customer satisfaction. Second, in my theoretical model, I entirely
consider qualitative data from my interviews. However, future studies can take up on
my results and underline them based on quantitative results. Besides well-established
work design instruments that quantitively measure the individual’s perception (e.g.,
Morgeson and Humphrey 2006), future research might analyze internal performance
data (e.g., amount of cross-functional performed tasks, time on platform per person,
additional working time due to internal crowd work tasks) to derive insights of how
employees are empowered by internal crowd work initiatives.
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10 Analyzing the Perception of Employees 28
This section of my dissertation addresses the analyzes of employees’ perception in
internal crowd work settings. In particular, I will complement the prior qualitative
findings from section 9 by conducting a quantitative online survey (illustrated in detail
in section 3.3). I examine antecedents and effects of employees’ empowerment in
internal crowd work by empirically testing a theoretical model (Muller, Judd et al. 2005;
Preacher, Rucker et al. 2007; Hayes 2013). Hence, I answer RQ2b:
How does internal crowd work affect the well-being of crowd workers?
Moreover, this section will assess the findings of my survey and further derive
implications for decent working conditions within the internal crowd. Thereby, RQ3b
will be addressed as well:
What implications of the individuals’ perception can be identified in internal
crowd work?

The insights presented in this section are partly based on a very early draft that was presented at the
14th International Conference on Wirtschaftsinformatik in Siegen (Durward, D., B. Simmert, et al.
(2019). Internal Crowd Work as a Source of Empowerment - An Empirical Analysis of the Perception
of Employees in a Crowdtesting Project. 14th International Conference on Wirtschaftsinformatik.
Siegen, Germany.) and another paper that will be soon submitted to another peer-reviewed leading ISjournal and addresses this topic (Durward, D., B. Simmert, et al. (2019). "Does It Really Empower
Employees? – Analyzing Internal Crowd Work Between More Freedom and Additional Workload." to
be submitted.) In this context, I thank my collaborators, the review teams, the associate editor, the
editor-in-chief and attendees of the conference for the valuable feedback on my work.
28
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10.1 Introduction
In recent years, the digital transformation enabled fundamental changes to work and
organizational processes within enterprises. The companies increasingly use ITplatforms to reach out to employees, speed up collaborative work and support ideation
within the organization (Dery, Sebastian et al. 2017). As a new form of collaboration,
internal crowd work reflects an IT-enabled group activity based on an open call for
participation in an enterprise (Zuchowski, Posegga et al. 2016). However, from the
perspective of employees – the individuals who act as internal crowd workers – it may
be a double-edged sword. On the one hand, employees have the opportunity to
participate in a more open and democratic work model (in terms of rewards,
transparency, decision-making) than in hierarchy-based work (Zuchowski, Posegga et
al. 2016; Malhotra, Majchrzak et al. 2017). On the other hand, internal crowd work
might cause additional workload (Simula and Vuori 2012), increase competition, and
even serve as an instrument to control and monitor employees (Majchrzak, Cherbakov
et al. 2009). Therefore, it is essential to better understand internal crowd work as a new
type of digital work out of an employee’s perspective (Kittur, Nickerson et al. 2013;
Deng and Joshi 2016).
While prior studies focus on efficiency and performance dimensions, systematic
analysis regarding the intended or unintended ethical consequences of these new work
structures have been largely absent (Deng, Joshi et al. 2016). One well-established
construct that is associated with the individuals’ perception of work is empowerment.
Kirkman et al. (2004) point out the high relevance of empowerment in virtual settings
where team members do not have face-to-face interactions and thus must work
independently. Prior IS research examined the emergence of empowerment and control
among employees and further found it to enhance organizational performance, work
satisfaction, and even identification with work (e.g., Liden, Wayne et al. 2000).
Nevertheless, despite this extensive foundational literature, history, and use within
organizations, many questions still surround the antecedents and outcomes associated
with empowerment (Maynard, Gilson et al. 2012), especially regarding internal crowd
work settings. As a novel way to organize work, internal crowd work differs from
traditional work settings, since it takes place on internal IT-platforms and includes the
decomposition and subsequent aggregation of tasks. Thus, internal crowd work has
unique characteristics that makes it distinct from both external crowd work and
hierarchy-based work (Zuchowski, Posegga et al. 2016). Therefore, I address this gap
by analyzing the perception of internal crowd work characteristics from an individual
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perspective and focus on the psychological mechanisms that cause empowerment and
further evoke identification with this novel form of digital work.
I apply SDT to examine how and why the interacting effects of perceived task
characteristics in internal crowd work (i.e., task variety, feedback from task and problem
solving, as well as the perceived cognitive demand) are fostering psychological
empowerment that in turn acts as the generative mechanism for identification with
internal crowd work. I have chosen psychological empowerment (Spreitzer 1995) and
the superordinate construct of work identification (Ashforth and Mael 1989; Ma and
Agarwal 2007) as focal constructs, because they reflect two of the most important facets
for the individual perception of favorable working conditions and, thus, serve as
essential determinants of well-being in our working lives (Renee Baptiste 2008).
Surveying 112 employees from a Swiss Bank, acting as internal crowd, I conduct a
moderated mediation analysis and show that psychological empowerment mediates the
effect of task variety, feedback from task as well as problem solving on identification
with crowd work. I find that cognitive demand moderates the mediated effect of all three
task characteristics on identification with crowd work, which is only significant for low
and moderate levels of cognitive demand. My results contribute to a better
understanding of internal crowd work by explaining how and why employees develop
psychological empowerment due to their participation in a self-determined way of
working.
This section proceeds as follows. Section 10.2 provides the related literature, while I
outline my research model and develop the hypotheses in section 10.3. Afterwards, I
present the applied methodology in section 10.4. Section 10.5 illustrates my main
results. Finally, I discuss my results and draw implications for research as well as for
practice in section 10.6.

10.2 Conceptual and Theoretical Background
In internal crowd work settings, the company’s internal workforce acts as a crowd.
Hence, every employee of the organization taking over responsibilities on corporate
crowdsourcing platforms can be described as crowd worker. In this context, the own
staff serves as crowd and thus any participation is paid indirectly via the employees’
regular salary (Durward, Blohm et al. 2016). The use of internal crowd work in
enterprises has increased in recent years (Zuchowski, Posegga et al. 2016). Thereby,
more and more companies apply internal crowd work in different business units and
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invite their own employees to perform various tasks. Besides the development of new
product ideas or even the design and implementation of strategic planning processes
(Zuchowski, Posegga et al. 2016), organizations increasingly apply their internal
workforce as a crowd to test certain subjects using their own platform. This form of
crowd work is called crowdtesting and refers to the outsourcing of software testing
activities to a large network of internal crowd workers (Knop, Durward et al. 2017). In
this setting, the crowdsourcer, the platform and the crowd workers operate within a
common framework and are part of an organizational hierarchy at the same time
(Zuchowski, Posegga et al. 2016). In my study, I focus on this form of internal
crowdtesting out of an individual perspective.
As theoretical lens of this section, I apply the SDT that evolved from research on
intrinsic as well as extrinsic motivations and expanded to include research on work
organizations (Deci, Olafsen et al. 2017). In general, SDT suggests that both individuals’
performance and their well-being are affected by the type of motivation they have for
their job activities (Deci, Olafsen et al. 2017). The individuals are more creative when
they feel motivated primarily by interest, satisfaction, and the challenge of the work
itself (Battistella and Nonino 2012). There are several concepts of SDT that have been
extended to work design and task characteristics literature (e.g., Morgeson and
Humphrey 2006) as important aspects of individuals’ work (Deci, Olafsen et al. 2017).

10.3 Hypothesis Development
Drawing on SDT, I investigate the mechanisms of how task characteristics of crowd
work (i.e., task variety, feedback from task, and problem solving) affect an individual’s
psychological empowerment and identification with crowd work (Figure 16). I assume
psychological empowerment to be a mediator between task characteristics and
identification with crowd. Further, I expect that these relationships are moderated by
cognitive demand.
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Figure 16:

Research Model
Source: Own Illustration

10.3.1 The Effect of Psychological Empowerment on Identification with
Crowd Work
Previous research (Spreitzer 1995; Spreitzer 2008; Seibert, Wang et al. 2011; Maynard,
Gilson et al. 2012) has shown, that psychological empowerment can be regarded as
mediating variable between structural empowerment interventions (e.g., Task Variety,
Feedback from Task, Problem Solving) and attitudinal consequences of empowerment.
Regarding these attitudinal consequences of psychological empowerment, Seibert et al.
(2011) discovered in their meta-study a strong relation between psychological
empowerment and identification. According to Ashforth & Mael (1989), identification
refers to the perception of belongingness to an entity. Moreover, an individual’s
identification with work does not necessarily have to derive from the organization as a
whole but from her or his department, team or work group (Ashforth and Mael 1989).
In this study, I thus define identification with crowd work as an enduring psychological
state that describes an individual’s cognitive and emotional attachment to crowd work
(Miscenko and Day 2016). As an explanation, it can be stated that employees who feel
empowered are more likely to take an active orientation toward their work and perform
more than they are obliged to (Spreitzer 2008). In consequence, these employees
perform meaningful work over which they have individual discretion which, in turn,
fosters a sense of identification (Seibert, Wang et al. 2011). In this study, I assume
similar effects since the voluntary testing of special internal software or applications
enhance a feeling of self-determination as well as meaningfulness and thus empower the
employees. In turn, the employees might identify more closely with the internal crowd
work due to their newly acquired freedom in task performance. Hence, I assume:
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Hypothesis 1. An internal crowd worker’s psychological empowerment positively
influences her or his identification with crowd work.

10.3.2 The Effect of Task Characteristics on Psychological Empowerment
and Identification with Crowd Work
In general, task characteristics describe the nature of tasks associated with a particular
job (Morgeson and Humphrey 2006). As a form of structural empowerment, task
characteristics seem to be associated with psychological empowerment (Seibert, Wang
et al. 2011). Moreover, researchers examined the relationships between certain task
characteristics and identification (Wegge, Van Dick et al. 2006). For example, Wegge
et al. (2006) found that if task design is suboptimal, identification might be more
important in organizations. Thus, I focus on this relationship and introduce task
characteristics that seem to be highly relevant in internal crowd work, i.e. task variety,
feedback from task, problem solving.
Task Variety
First, task variety is a very important task characteristic that refers to the degree to which
a job requires workers to perform a wide range of tasks on the job (Morgeson and
Humphrey 2006). According to prior studies, jobs that provide task variety and low
levels of established routines are more likely to empower subordinates since they break
the chains of monotony (Conger and Kanungo 1988). This is because these kind of jobs,
are perceived as important, then, might lead to feelings of self-efficacy and thus
empowerment (Conger and Kanungo 1988). In addition, on an individual level, workers
appear to identify themselves more with work that allows them variety rather than
repetition (Wegge, Van Dick et al. 2006). In this study, crowdtesting represents a form
of quality assurance that encompasses a wide spectrum of different activities (Leicht,
Rhyn et al. 2016). The employees choose between various testing tasks (e.g., integration
tests, interface tests, or security tests) that increase self-determination in daily work and
thereby foster empowerment. Given the fact that the employees participate voluntarily
in this internal testing, and in general individuals expect a certain degree of task variety
from their work, I propose that internal crowd workers who can exploit the potentials of
internal crowdtesting’s task variety are more empowered. Thus, higher levels of
perceived task variety should result in higher degrees of psychological empowerment
that, in turn, increase the identification with crowd work. In sum, I assume:
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Hypothesis 2a. The positive effect of task variety on identification with crowd work is
mediated by psychological empowerment.
Feedback from Task
The second essential characteristic is the feedback from task that reflects the degree to
which jobs provide direct and clear information about the effectiveness of task
performance (Hackman and Oldham 1980). This sort of feedback provides constant
information about the appropriateness of one’s performance, and thus reduce the
individual’s sense of uncertainty (Battistelli, Montani et al. 2013). In work design
theory, this uncertainty has been identified as a key contextual variable that is related to
employees psychological empowerment (Wall, Cordery et al. 2002). Information helps
to reduce this uncertainty by providing individuals with a strong understanding of their
work environment and therefore is related to higher empowerment (Spreitzer 1995;
Spreitzer 2008). In turn, empowered employees due to constant feedback might identify
with their organization as a place where they can actually influence meaningful
outcomes (Zhu, Sosik et al. 2012). In crowd work, this constant feedback means the
extent to which carrying out the work activities provides the crowd worker with clear
information about her or his performance. In this study, the employees receive direct
feedback after the submission of their bug reports via the internal IT-platform. Thus,
they are immediately informed about their testing performance and are better able to
plan necessary next steps themselves. As a result, I suggest that employees, who get
important information about the appropriateness of their testing task performance, are
more likely to perceive certain empowerment and thus identification with crowd work
can arise:
Hypothesis 2b. The positive effect of feedback from task on identification with crowd
work is mediated by psychological empowerment.
Problem Solving
The third task characteristic is problem solving that refers to the degree to which a job
requires unique ideas or solutions and reflects the more active cognitive processing
requirements of a job (Jackson, Wall et al. 1993). According to Deci and Ryan (2000),
jobs with high problem-solving requirements provide a chance for employees to perform
in challenging, novel situations in which they are able to demonstrate and reinforce their
sense of competence on specific tasks. Since it describes a natural extension to the
information demands of a job, these employees seem to be more motivated and even
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bond to their work (Deci and Ryan 2000). Prior research found that problem solving is
positively related to critical psychological states like experienced meaningfulness
(Humphrey, Nahrgang et al. 2007), which describes a form of empowerment. In fact,
the stimulation of cognitive skills and knowledge as a part of an ongoing process of
empowerment enhance the formation of identification among employees (Humphrey,
Nahrgang et al. 2007; Zhu, Sosik et al. 2012). In early research, crowd work itself has
been identified as a general model for problem solving that empowers workers
(Brabham 2008). Regarding internal crowd work, the employees are enabled to
creatively perform various tasks that are of non-routine nature. Since internal crowd
workers solve more cognitive demanding tasks, they feel more challenged and thus
empowered. In this study, the testing tasks may vary greatly in terms of their complexity
and further require the crowd workers to have specific expertise or characteristics in
order to achieve the desired results (Leicht, Rhyn et al. 2016). The internal testers were
asked to find all kinds of bugs within the new software. Since no best solution is
specified in advance, the employees independently conduct explorative analysis
searching for bugs. This procedure gives meaning to the testing tasks and thereby
empowers the employees. As a result, solving challenging tests might further increase
employee’s identification. Thus, I assume:
Hypothesis 2c. The positive effect of problem solving on identification with crowd work
is mediated by psychological empowerment.

10.3.3 The Moderating Effect of Cognitive Demand
In work design literature, cognitive demand refers to individuals’ requirements to pay
close as well as constant attention and to diagnose as well as solve problems (Jackson,
Wall et al. 1993). In particular, this knowledge characteristic has been identified to be
related to various important work outcomes, including satisfaction (Bradford 2011) or
even empowerment (Tuckey, Bakker et al. 2012). For example, Tuckey et al. (2012)
stated that increased levels of cognitive demand seem to partially mediate the
relationship between empowering leadership and work engagement. According to
Parker et al. (Parker, Van den Broeck et al. 2017), modern information and
communications technology is increasingly being applied to complete non-routine
cognitive tasks that are typically performed in managerial and professional clerical roles.
However, prior studies in crowd work settings have found different effects of cognitive
demand on individuals’ perception and their work outcomes (Humphrey, Nahrgang et
al. 2007). On the one hand, an adequate condition of cognitive demand can facilitate the
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labeling process of crowd workers using an online rating tool (Snel, Tarasov et al. 2012).
Further, workers might feel more satisfied when they experienced some challenge in
online tasks (Bradford 2011). On the other hand, researchers found that the presence of
two separate commands at the same time increases the crowd workers cognitive
demands, and thus has a detrimental effect on the performance of their work (Finnerty,
Kucherbaev et al. 2013). In particular, when processing many submitted ideas, crowd
workers concerned with evaluation and selection are likely to experience cognitive
overload (Blohm, Leimeister et al. 2013). As a result, cognitive demand seems to be a
double-edged-sword that provides contrary effects in crowd work settings. In general,
cognitive demand can evoke positive effects on the individuals’ perception, however, if
a required amount goes beyond a threshold, it appears to negatively impact various work
outcomes (Fu, de Vreede et al. 2017). Thus, I assume that the mediation effects of task
characteristics on identification with crowd work through psychological empowerment
are moderated by the amount of cognitive demand.
Cognitive Demand and Task Variety
In general, researchers included both the characteristics of the task and the related
cognitive processes of the workers (Campbell 1988). According to Jackson & Zedeck
(1982), task variety and the performance on cognitive tasks even affect each other. In
particular, different tasks that require a certain challenge are likely to enhance selfefficacy or competence, as forms of psychological empowerment, because they provide
evidence of the degree of an individual’s mastery (Bandura 1982). I expect similar
effects in crowd work, because with increasing cognitive demand the performing of a
variety of tasks is preferred over monotonous tasks. Thus, for crowd workers who
perceive a certain cognitive demand a high level of task variety might lead to feelings
of self-determination and meaning in their work. Therefore, task variety may lead to
higher levels of psychological empowerment that should in turn positively influence
identification with crowd work. I believe that the crowd workers’ cognitive demand
influences the task variety – psychological empowerment relationship in this mediation
effect. The mediation effect should be stronger for crowd workers that perceive high
levels for cognitive demand, because it is likely that crowd workers will aim at
challenging tasks in these settings. In sum, I assume that increasing levels of cognitive
demand should lead to a stronger effect of task variety on psychological empowerment
that in turns strengthens the effect on identification with crowd work. I assume:
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Hypothesis 3a. Cognitive demand moderates the indirect effect of task variety on
identification with crowd work through psychological empowerment; the higher the
cognitive demand, the stronger the mediation effect.
Cognitive Demand and Feedback from Task
Researchers found that task feedback enhances cognitive assessments of impact by
providing information about the quality and effectiveness of performance (Liden,
Wayne et al. 2000). Similar effects are very likely to occur for the mediation effect of
perceived feedback from task on identification with crowd work through psychological
empowerment. In crowd work, it can be assumed that tasks for which lower cognitive
demand is needed, are more simplistic and repetitive with micro tasks being the
extremum (Kittur, Nickerson et al. 2013). As a result, crowd workers might focus on
other aspects to inspect the quality of their results than the provided feedback from task
itself. In contrast, by performing more demanding tasks crowd workers attach greater
importance to prompt and qualitative feedback because it constitutes a sense of
appreciation. Consequently, this might facilitate the employees’ perceived relevance of
her or his own work in the crowd, and thus the emergence of psychological
empowerment, which in turn, promotes the identification with crowd work. Hence, the
expectations of high feedback from task are more likely to be fulfilled for crowd workers
that perform tasks with a certain cognitive effort. As a result, the effect of feedback from
task on psychosocial empowerment and its indirect effect on the identification with
crowd work should become more salient. I propose:
Hypothesis 3b. Cognitive demand moderates the indirect effect of feedback from task
on identification with crowd work through psychological empowerment; the higher the
cognitive demand, the stronger the mediation effect.
Cognitive Demand and Problem Solving
Prior studies has examined various forms of cognition and discovered its effects on
problem solving (e.g., Funke and Frensch 2017). Researchers found that the more
complex the problem is, the more complex the cognitive activities for problem solving
(Funke and Frensch 2017). In this crowd work context, I also believe that there is an
interrelation between the cognitive demand and the task characteristic of problem
solving. In particular, I assume crowd workers facing low cognitive demand are
primarily motivated by other factors than the inner drive of problem solving. However,
for crowd worker that perceive high cognitive demand, aspects of the work itself such
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as being able to solve major overarching problems, might be a driving force in crowd
work. Consequently, higher levels of problem solving are likely to be positively related
to psychological empowerment and even identification with crowd work because
solving an important problem might evoke an employees’ sense of personal ownership
in the outcomes. Thus, I expect that cognitive demand increases the indirect effect
between the problem solving and the identification with crowd work. I assume:
Hypothesis 3c. Cognitive demand moderates the indirect effect of problem solving on
identification with crowd work through psychological empowerment; the higher the
cognitive demand, the stronger the mediation effect.

10.4 Methodology
10.4.1 Research Context and Data Collection
To empirically test my research model, I conducted an IT-based survey to collect data
from internal crowd workers within a Swiss bank. The bank is currently developing new
software and usually integrates its end users (i.e., own employees) in the testing of its
internal applications. The survey was online via the Intranet from May to November
2017. In general, I follow the recommendations of Compeau et al. (2012) in order to
discuss the appropriateness of my data sample. Thus, I define employees performing
tasks on the internal crowd testing platforms as the target population.
In sum, a total of 112 internal crowd workers provided a completed questionnaire
(response rate: 46.8 %). In the following, I outline some key characteristics of the
internal crowd: In the sample of the 112 crowd workers, 51.7 % were male. 78.8 % of
the respondents are employed full-time, while the majority (87.3 %) performs the
internal tests half a day. The “average internal crowd worker” of the bank is about 36
years old and has been working for the company for about 11 years.

10.4.2 Variables
Task Characteristics
Prior research has shown that workplace attributes are important predictors of
perceptions about the work (Hackman and Oldham 1980). Therefore, I used wellestablished and valid items for the measurement of task characteristics, (i.e., task variety,
feedback from task and problem solving) (Morgeson and Humphrey 2006).
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Psychological Empowerment and Identification with Crowd Work
First, I measured psychological empowerment using the scale provided by Spreitzer
(1995). In my study, psychological empowerment is a higher-order multidimensional
construct that consists of subdimensions (i.e., meaning, competence, self-determination)
each containing two items, whereby a formative operationalization is suggested
(Rodrigues, Menezes et al. 2018). Therefore, I follow the approach of Petter et al. (2007)
to properly specify psychological empowerment as formative construct. In line with
prior research (Spreitzer 1995; Liden, Wayne et al. 2000; Zhu, Sosik et al. 2012), I
averaged the three subdimensions to form an overall index of psychological
empowerment. Second, the items to measure identification were adapted from Doosje
et al. (1995).
Cognitive Demand
I followed Morgeson and Humphrey (2006) to measure the cognitive demand of the
participants and adapted the items since I examined the perception of a digital work
form.
Controls
As sociodemographic differences in the predictor and outcome variables might lead to
spurious relationships, age (years), gender (male; female) as well as the employment
form (full-time; part-time) of the internal crowd workers, were entered as controls in the
analysis. Furthermore, I added the specific modus of the testing (all day testing; half a
day testing) as covariate.

10.5 Results
I assume a moderated mediation effect 29 that describes when and under what conditions
an effect occurs, i.e., the strength of a mediation effect is based on a moderator
(Preacher, Rucker et al. 2007). On the one hand, a variable is a mediator when it
represents the generative mechanism through which one variable influences another.
According to prior research (Baron and Kenny 1986; Shrout and Bolger 2002), a focal
independent variable influences the mediator, which in turn, impacts a dependent
According to Muller, Judd et al. (2005) and Preacher, Rucker et al. (2007), moderated mediation is
when the effect of the treatment on the mediator and/or the partial effect on the dependent variable
depends in turn on a third variable; i.e., the moderator. In moderated mediation, the mediation is first
established and subsequently the analysis of moderation is conducted.
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variable in a causal fashion. On the other hand, a moderator influences the strength and
direction of a relationship between two variables. Thus, moderated mediation models
reflect mediation models in which one or several relationships are moderated (Preacher,
Rucker et al. 2007; Hayes 2013). I applied ordinary least squares (OLS) regression with
a nonparametric bootstrapping approach to compute bias-corrected confidence intervals
to test my hypotheses (Preacher, Rucker et al. 2007; Hayes 2013).
In sum, mediation occurs when the magnitude of a direct effect between an independent
and a dependent variable is weakened when a mediator variable is introduced in that
relationship. Therefore, I performed a direct bootstrapping-based mediation test that
controls for significances between the strength of the direct effect between an
independent and a dependent variable as well as the indirect effect between the two
variables, which is controlled by the mediator. This bootstrapping procedure illustrates
low type-I errors and demonstrates high power in assessing moderated mediation effects
(Preacher, Rucker et al. 2007). In addition, bootstrapping has a higher predictive validity
than its alternatives such as the causal steps (Baron and Kenny 1986) or the product of
coefficients approach (i.e., the Sobel test, for testing mediation) (Shrout and Bolger
2002).

10.5.1 Construct Validation
I applied exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis using SPSS and R to confirm the
validity and reliability of my measures (Table 17). The measure of sampling adequacy
was 0.78, indicating excellent applicability of exploratory factor analysis. I extracted six
clearly interpretable factors. Cronbach’s alphas and individual item reliabilities suggests
a good reliability of factors. The values for composite reliabilities (CR) exceeded values
of 0.5, as well as the average variance extracted (AVE) for each factor surpassed the
value of 0.5. Hence, convergent validity could be assumed (Bagozzi and Yi 1988). To
test for discriminant validity, I used the Fornell-Larcker criterion, which claims that the
square root of one factor’s AVE should be higher than its correlation with every other
factor (Fornell and Larcker 1981). Table 17 shows that discriminant validity can be
assumed and gives descriptive statistics.
As all variables were measured by a survey, I undertook various measures for mitigating
common method variance (Podsakoff, MacKenzie et al. 2003). I first provided a cover
story for my questionnaire to emphasize that the independent and dependent variables
were unconnected. Second, I developed simple structured questions and avoided
ambiguous terms. Finally, I explicitly pointed out in my cover story that all answers
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would be anonymous and no connection between answers and individuals would be
established. Also, I checked the extent of common method variance by inspecting the
correlation matrix (Table 18). Common method bias is reflected by extremely high
correlations above 0.9 or below -0.9 (Pavlou, Liang et al. 2007). However, in my study,
the highest correlations are 0.702 and -0.291. In sum, these procedural remedies and the
results from my correlation analysis give no indication of potential threats resulting from
common method bias.
Factors
Label

Task
Variety

Feedback
from Task

Problem
Solving

Identification

Empowerment
SelfMeaning Determi
-nation
0,047
0,055
0,293
-0,005
-0,005
0,07
0,058
0,01
0,086
0,115
0,048
0,059
0,026
0,115
0,015
-0,134
0,17
0,121
0,248
0,129
0,531
0,086
0,887
0,177
0,78
0,092
0,04
0,788
0,211
0,909
0,118
0,272
0,16
0,188
-0,029
0,059
0,198
-0,004

Competence

Cognitive
Demand

Individual
Item
Reliability

CR

AVE

α

tv1
0,941
0,142
0,051
0,093
0,07
0,032
.905**
.932 .869
.845
tv2
0,791
0,304
0,126
0,076
0,105
0,08
.958**
fft1
0,148
0,897
0,081
0,018
0,002
-0,102
.877**
fft2
0,061
0,898
0,066
0,109
0,125
-0,104
.902**
.929 .806
.887
fft3
0,197
0,847
-0,06
0,048
0,096
0,106
914**
ps1
-0,088
-0,026
0,882
-0,107
-0,03
0,091
.527**
ps2
0,104
0,023
0,72
0,287
-0,183
0,369
.900**
.844 .571
.735
ps3
0,393
0,154
0,672
0,133
0,075
0,039
.791**
id1
0,015
0,102
0,082
0,815
0,261
0,142
.806**
id2
0,089
0,028
0,058
0,847
0,174
0,098
.795**
.925 .803
.874
id3
0,19
0,114
0,031
0,691
0,094
0,108
.810**
eme1
0,098
0,086
0,01
0,249
0,066
0,039
.563**
eme2
0,171
0,024
0,079
0,343
0,232
0,138
.643**
esd1
0,027
0,099
-0,053
0,284
0,287
0,008
.430**
.874 .528
.835
esd2
0,011
0,092
0,091
0,025
0,153
0,056
.391**
eco1
0,079
0,068
-0,033
0,25
0,81
0,103
.558**
eco2
0,112
0,17
-0,073
0,212
0,864
0,119
.581**
cd1
-0,055
-0,054
0,161
0,12
0,113
0,889
.755**
.908 .826
.798
cd2
0,156
-0,051
0,131
0,11
0,088
0,819
.896**
EIGEN1.45
2.44
1.93
2.41
3.22
1.66
VALUE
n=112; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05
a
Measure of Sampling Adequacy = 0.783; Bartlett’s test of specificity: χ² = 1178.19, p = 0.000; principal component analysis; varimax
rotation; bold values indicate the attribution of the variables to one of the six factors.
CR = Composite Reliability; AVE = Average Variance Extracted, α = Cronbach’s Alpha; tv = task variety; fft = feedback from task; ps =
problem solving; cd = cognitive demand; id = identification with crowd work; eme = psychological empowerment – meaning; esd =
psychological empowerment – self-determination; eco = psychological empowerment - competence

Table 17:

Exploratory and Confirmatory Factor Analysis
Source: Own Presentation
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Variable
Min Max Mean SD
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(1) Task Variety
1.00 4.50 2.86
0.99
(2) Feedback from Task 1.00 5.00 2.41
0.99
0.318**
(3) Problem Solving
1.00 5.00 3.34
0.81
0.226*
0.128
(4) Identification
1.00 5.00 3.83
0.97
0.290**
0.188*
0.216*
(5) Empowerment
1.00 5.00 3.92
0.76
0.320**
0.278**
0.083
0.702**
(6) Cognitive Demand 1.00 5.00 3.68
0.67
0.201*
-0.112
0.273** 0.147
0.057
(7) Gender
1.00 2.00 1.47
0.50
0.088
0.290**
-0.038
-0.041
0.232* -0.127*
(8) Age
19
56
36.13 16.36 0.225*
0.038
0.095
0.044
0.085
0.199*
(9) Employment Form 1
2
1.47
0.42
0.072
0.051
-0.054
0.177
0.218* 0.110
(10) Testing Modus
1
2
1.56
0.48
0.092
-0.016
0.086
0.212*
0.101
0.180*
n=112; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05
Bold values indicate the squared average variance extracted (AVE) for each factor for assessing discriminant validity.

Table 18:
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Descriptive Statistics and Correlations
Source: Own Presentation

(7)

(8)

(9)

-0.140
0.274**
-0.100

-0.291**
0.013

0.141

10.5.2 Endogeneity Analysis
However, the proposed research model may suffer from endogeneity. First, crowd
working platforms are likely to determine certain task characteristics systematically
rather than randomly. Thus, the four predictors in my model might be endogenous,
requiring a special assessment of selection bias as well as reciprocal causality in the
analyses (Tiwana 2015). Endogeneity implies that a predictor’s value is not given but
rather deliberately chosen based on crowd working platforms’ purposes. Second, the
effect of psychological empowerment on identification with crowd work may also be
endogenous, because crowd workers with high levels of identification may have selfselected to participate in my survey. In both instances, I test for potential endogeneity
bias following Garen’s (1984) two-step econometric regression approach, which
describes a residual analysis technique to correct for selection bias and reverse causality
(Tiwana 2015; Saldanha, Mithas et al. 2017).
First, I tested for potential endogeneity in the independent variables (i.e., task variety,
feedback from task, and problem solving). Therefore, I identified a small set of
theoretically well-established constructs that affect task characteristics. Based on prior
literature (e.g., Venkatesh, Morris et al. 2003; Morgeson and Humphrey 2006; Beaudry
and Pinsonneault 2010), I employed computer anxiety, computer playfulness, perceived
ease of use, facilitating conditions, seeking instrumental support and equipment use as
instrumental variables for the endogeneity test. I made use of these constructs since they
represent common antecedents of empowerment and identification in various work
settings. In step one of Garen’s (1984) approach, I estimate the effects of these
instrumental variables on each independent variable. Results in Table 19 show that these
variables have almost no systematic significant effects. This gives a first hint for the
absence of endogeneity. In step two, I test the effect of the four independent variables
on psychological empowerment and identification while controlling for the residuals of
the first step’s regressions (i.e., the η terms) (Tiwana 2015). According to prior research
(e.g., Tiwana 2015; Saldanha, Mithas et al. 2017), the non-significant values
(highlighted with Ψ) of the η terms indicate the absence of endogeneity. Thus, I can
consider my three independent variables as being exogenous.
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Variables

Step One:
Potentially Endogenous Variables
Task
Variety

Feedback
form Task

Problem
Solving

Step Two:
Check for Endogeneity in the
Model’s Three Predictors
Identification
Psychological
with Crowd
Empowerment
Work

Computer Anxiety
.10(1.12)
.15(1.64)
-.07(-.75)
Computer Playfulness
-.01(-.13)
.22(2.13*)
.06(.56)
Perceived Ease of Use
-.12(-1.17) -.07(-.74)
-.04(-.40)
Facilitating Conditions
.25(2.47*)
.16(1.59)
.05(.51)
Seeking Instrumental Support
.09(.96)
.15(1.62)
.10(1.00)
Equipment Use
.19(2.04*)
.04(.43)
.38(4.12**)
η_Task Variety Ψ
-.14(-.30)
-.13(-.26)
η_Feedback from Task Ψ
-.65(-2.00)
-.43(-1.29)
η_Problem Solving Ψ
.07(.25)
.08(.27)
Task Variety
.41(.82)
.34(.66)
Feedback from Task
.78(2.26*)
.49(.1.39)
Problem Solving
-.14(-.46)
.06(.18)
Constant
(2.04*)
(-.10)
(3.36**)
(3.38**)
(1.80)
n=112; Ψ Nonsignificant ηs for the three predictors indicate the absence of endogeneity; **p < 0.01; *p <
0.05; β(t-value)

Table 19:

Variables

Two Steps of the Econometric Procedure to Evaluate Endogeneity in Task
Characteristics
Source: Own Presentation
Step One:
Potentially Endogenous
Variables

Step Two:
Effects of Identification on
Psychological Empowerment While
Accounting for Endogeneity
Psychological Empowerment
.59(7.90**)

Identification with Crowd Work
Satisfaction with Crowd Work
.66(9.69**)
η_ Identification with
.37(5.35**)
Crowd Work Ψ
Task Variety
.14(1.84)
Feedback from Task
.02(.24)
Problem Solving
-.09(-1.24)
Constant
(6.69**)
(8.97**)
n=112; Ψ Significant η for the Identification with Crowd Work as predictor indicates endogeneity; **p < 0.01;
*p < 0.05; β(t-value)

Table 20:

Two Steps of the Econometric Procedure to Evaluate Endogeneity in Psychological
Empowerment
Source: Own Presentation

Second, I tested for endogeneity of psychological empowerment. According to Kim &
Tiwana (2016), I therefore draw on one of the most prominent variables in work science
that may influence identification with crowd: satisfaction with crowd work. I chose this
construct since research has shown its effects on identification in various work settings
(e.g., Ma and Agarwal 2007). Table 20 shows that I estimated identification as the
endogenous variable as first step and subsequently found the significant value for the ηterm in the second step. As a result, the effect of psychological empowerment on
identification with crowd work might be affected by endogeneity or reverse causality.
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10.5.3 Regression and Bootstrapping Analysis
In general, interaction effects that include both moderation and mediation may come in
many different forms. In this study, I therefore apply an approach that allows me to
investigate my research model while ruling out alternative models. Hence, I follow
Muller et al. (2005) and test moderated mediation with a series of OLS regressions.
Furthermore, I used bootstrapping with 10,000 resamples to assess the significance of
the moderated mediation effect (Hayes 2013). I used z-standardized factors for the three
task characteristics and cognitive demand. The dependent variables were not zstandardized. In sum, I estimated the following regressions:
(1)

Identification with Crowd Work
= α + β1 Task Variety + β2 Feedback from Task
+ β3 Problem Solving + β4 Cognitive Demand
+ β5 Task Variety x Cognitive Demand
+ β6 Feedback from Task x Cognitive Demand
+ β7 Problem Solving x Cognitive Demand + r;

(2)

Psychological Empowerment
= α + β1 Task Variety + β2 Feedback from Task
+ β3 Problem Solving + β4 Cognitive Demand
+ β5 Task Variety x Cognitive Demand
+ β6 Feedback from Task x Cognitive Demand
+ β7 Problem Solving x Cognitive Demand + r;

(3)

Identification with Crowd Work
= α + β1 Task Variety + β2 Feedback from Task
+ β3 Problem Solving + β4 Cognitive Demand
+ β5 Task Variety x Cognitive Demand
+ β6 Feedback from Task x Cognitive Demand
+ β7 Problem Solving x Cognitive Demand + r
+ β8 Psychological Empowerment + β9 Psychological Empowerment x
Cognitive Demand + r.

Equation (1) shows no direct effect of the independent variables, (i.e., task variety,
feedback from task, and problem solving) on identification with crowd work, including
cognitive demand as moderator. Equation (2) reflects the same regression equation but
uses psychological empowerment as a dependent variable. Equation (3) tests the effect
of my independent variables on identification while controlling for psychological
empowerment as a mediator as well as considering the effects of the moderator (i.e.,
cognitive demand). Based on these equations, the following bootstrapping procedure
applies a direct test for moderated mediation, indicating whether psychological
empowerment is the generative mechanism through which the perceived task
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characteristics influence identification with crowd work. In sum, I outline the regression
results in Table 21, and the bootstrapped confidence intervals are reported in Table 22.
Testing Equation (1), I find that none of the task characteristics directly affect
identification with crowd work. Moreover, cognitive demand (ß=-0.01; p<0.05) has no
direct positive effect on identification. Analyzing Equation (2), I discover similarly nonsignificant direct effects of the perceived task characteristics variables on psychological
empowerment. Except task variety (ß=0.24*) has a positive significant effect on
psychological empowerment. As before, I find no direct effect or indirect effect of
cognitive demand on psychological empowerment. Finally, equation (3) suggests that
psychological empowerment with crowd work is significantly and positively associated
with the internal crowd workers’ identification (ß=0.67**; p<0.01). Thus, I find support
for H1.

Tested Effect

Independent Variable (IV)

IV

Moderator (MO)
IV x MO

Mediator
Controls

Equation 1
Equation 2
Equation 3
DV: Identification DV: Psychological DV: Identification
with Crowd Work Empowerment
with Crowd Work

Task Variety
Feedback from Task
Problem Solving

0.20
0.09
0.07

0.24*
0.05
-0.09

0.03
0.07
0.14*

Cognitive Demand

-0.01

0.01

-0.37

-0.04

-0.12

0.04

-0.04

-0.11

0.06

0.14

-0.08

0.13

Task Variety x Cognitive
Demand
Feedback from Task x
Cognitive Demand
Problem Solving x Cognitive
Demand
Psychological Empowerment

-.15
0.16
0.05
0.15
0.24*
0.211*
0.22*
0.15
0.193*
0.222**
R²
n=112; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05; IV = Independent Variable, DV = Dependent Variable

Table 21:

Gender
Age
Employment Form
Testing Modus

0.67**
-0.26**
-0.05
0.10
0.12
0.543**

Regression Results for Identification with Crowd Work
Source: Own Presentation

Since I aim to further investigate my moderated mediation hypotheses, I apply
bootstrapping whose results, presented in Table 22, indicate the strength of the
mediation effect for different percentiles of cognitive demand. In general, bootstrapping
suggests that all mediation effects differ significantly from zero. In line with my
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regression results, I do not find support for hypotheses H2a, H2b, and H2c. However,
when I consider cognitive demand as moderator, my results show that the effects of the
task variety and feedback from task through psychological empowerment on
identification with crowd work, are only significant for low to moderate levels of
cognitive demand indicating a strong moderation effect. Thus, I support H3a as well as
H3b. For problem solving the mediation effects are significant only for high levels of
cognitive demand. In fact, the mediation effect even turns negative for moderate and
high percentiles of cognitive demand. Thus, I find partial support for H3c.
Percentiles

Independent
Variable

10th

25th

50th

75th

90th

0.3023

0.1847

0.1259

0.0671

0.0083

[0.0473;0.5497]

[0.0574;0.3503]

[0.0018;0.2579]

[-0.1022;0.2059]

[-0.2009;0.2047]

Feedback from
Task

0.3404

0.1827

0.1038

0.0250

-0.539

[0.0263;0.6452]

[0.0203;0.3619]

[-0.0293;0.2533]

[-0.1401;0.1782]

[-0.2752;0.1522]

Problem
Solving

0.2401

0.0708

-0.0139

-0.0985

-0.1832

[-0.0832;0.4283]

[-0.0946;0.2184]

[-0.1543;0.1200]

[-0.2823;0.0239]

[-0.4391;-0.0239]

Task Variety

n=112; Bold values indicate confidence intervals that do not contain 0. These indicate conditions in which satisfaction
mediates the effect of the perceived task characteristics on the identification of the crowd workers with p < 0.05.

Table 22:

Bootstrapping Results for Moderated Mediation Effects
Source: Own Presentation

10.6 Discussion
10.6.1 Theoretical Implications
Based on my results, I offer two important contributions to research on crowd work and
our understanding of internal crowd work as a new form of digital employment
(Durward, Blohm et al. 2016). First, since the society has changed towards selfdetermined individuals that want to participate with their knowledge in modern
alternative work arrangements (Spreitzer, Cameron et al. 2017), concepts and views of
SDT seem more relevant than ever. My study enlarges existing research on SDT by
examining the individual perception of employees (Zuchowski, Posegga et al. 2016) and
thereby identify internal crowd work as an IT-based work arrangement that leverages a
self-determined work within organizations. According to Zuchowski et al. (2016), I
analyzed the contextual features of internal crowd work settings, i.e. the specific task
characteristics. In line with prior research on contextual antecedents of psychological
empowerment (Spreitzer 2008; Maynard, Gilson et al. 2012), I found task variety,
feedback from task as well as problem solving to be inherent characteristics of internal
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crowd work that empower the own employees by participation and even foster
identification.
Second, I extend research on empowerment in crowd work (Deng and Joshi 2016; Deng,
Joshi et al. 2016). While there is a lot of research on motivation and incentives in internal
crowd settings, most of these studies focus either on identifying present reward
structures (Finnerty, Kucherbaev et al. 2013) or characterizing the suitable employees
(Stieger, Matzler et al. 2012). I advance that knowledge in various ways. On the one
hand, I explain the emergence of psychological empowerment in internal crowd work.
I found evidence that the challenge of work itself (Battistella and Nonino 2012),
manifested in task variety, feedback from task and problem solving, even facilitates the
identification with crowd work through psychological empowerment. Thus, employees
can be empowered by participating in internal crowd work settings due to its constitutive
task characteristics. By performing various tasks, receiving prompt feedback, and
simultaneously solving important problems in organizations via an internal platform,
employees experience a new form of self-determined and meaningful work. Internal
crowd work serves as a source of psychological empowerment that provides the required
contextual conditions. On the other hand, these effects depend on the cognitive demand
of the task that serves as a moderator. In line with Leicht et al. (2016), I found internal
crowdtesting to be challenging and to consist of various demanding tasks. My results
show that task characteristics and cognitive demand jointly shape the psychological
empowerment and identification with crowd work. However, a feeling of empowerment
or even identification might only occur for low or medium levels of cognitive demand.
Thus, according to prior literature (Humphrey, Nahrgang et al. 2007; Tuckey, Bakker et
al. 2012), I observed that cognitive demand have two-sided effects on empowerment
and identification. Although the cognitive demand of the testing tasks moderates the
indirect effect of task characteristics on identification, if it exceeds a certain amount the
effect reverses and even negatively affects the formation of empowerment and
identification with crowd work.
My findings are highly important since they improve the overall understanding of the
nature of crowd work that is performed on internal platforms. I can explain how and
why employees get empowered and even develop a strong emotional bond with this
innovative type of labor – regardless their sociodemographic background or
employment form. Furthermore, by illustrating when and under what condition internal
crowd work is perceived as an additional burden, I extend previous research on potential
benefits and barriers (Simula and Vuori 2012).
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10.6.2 Practical Implications
This section has practical implications for organizations that apply internal crowd work
to leverage the own workforce for certain problems. The organizations should consider
the results because identification with this new work arrangement among employees is
essential for the successful application and subsequent internal crowd work initiatives.
In particular, the findings illustrate how task design serves as a source of empowerment
that facilitates the formation of identification with this new form of work arrangement.
Consequently, organizations can contribute to decent working conditions in internal
crowd work settings by offering tasks that allow for a high degree of variety. For
instance, the organizations could provide different forms, objects as well as a varying
scope of tasks. In addition, providing constructive and prompt feedback to the
employees regarding their work performance is beneficial, e.g., by implementing an
appropriate review system on the platforms. Moreover, the internal crowd work tasks
ought to have a certain aspiration since employees want to demonstrate their skills,
competence and expertise.
Furthermore, a major insight is the role of cognitive demand that moderates the
formation of identification through empowerment. Since internal crowd work is
performed besides the regular work activities of employees, organizations should ensure
that it is not perceived as an additional burden. Rather, the participation in internal crowd
work settings should empower the employees and provide an alternative chance to
collectively perform tasks. In this context, cognitive demand serves as determining
factor to regulate the formation of empowerment and even identification with internal
crowd work among the employees. More specifically, that means organizations should
consider two main constitutive attributes of internal crowd work, i.e., IT-based
phenomenon and task decomposition. First, the cognitive demand of tasks within the
internal crowd might predefined by using the features and mechanisms of modern ITplatforms. Thus, if the internal tasks are presented accompanied by additional
information on the specific requirements, the processing procedure, or the expected
results via the platform, the cognitive demand might be shaped in advance. Second,
since task decomposition is a central attribute of crowd work (Afuah and Tucci 2012),
one observes a large continuum of task granularity. One extreme of this continuum are
rather simple micro tasks whose results need to be aggregated to an overarching solution
(e.g., tagging of pictures). The other extreme of this continuum includes complex tasks,
for example, solving scientific problems, in which crowd workers usually must
contribute a self-contained solution that constitutes a whole piece of work. Thus, while
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overly decomposed tasks may hinder the creation of cognitive demand at all, too
ambitious and complex tasks may lead to a cognitive overload. Therefore, organizations
should carefully and consciously choose the degree of task decomposition of their
internal crowd work tasks to ensure the moderating effect of cognitive demand on
employees’ empowerment and identification. In sum, the organizations must be aware
that internal crowd work can be perceived as an empowering initiative but also as
negative additional workload, depending on how cognitive demanding the tasks are.

10.6.3 Limitations and Further Research
While my study makes significant contributions with respect to the perception of
internal crowd work, it also has some limitations. First, I did not examine the influences
of perceived task characteristics on psychological empowerment and identification with
crowd work over time. In fact, there might be some differences over time that are caused
by a change in the employees’ perception of tasks or the work environment within the
organization. Thus, a longitudinal study of employees’ perceptions regarding their task
characteristics should be conducted to develop a more dynamic understanding of the
internal crowd work.
Second, I did not observe any effects on actual daily work routines that may be a
potential avenue for future research. According to prior research in various work settings
(e.g., Deci, Olafsen et al. 2017) , task characteristics positively affect many different
work outcomes. Since the employees perform internal crowd work besides their core
activities, there might exist interdependencies on regular work that also affect the
employees’ overall work outcomes (e.g., job satisfaction, loyalty, organizational
commitment, work performance). In sum, these analyses would provide important
insights on how organizations that apply internal crowd work might influence the overall
work outcomes of their participating employees via task design.

10.7 Conclusion
Based on a survey of 112 employees testing software within a Swiss bank, my research
illustrates that the influence of the task characteristics on the identification with internal
crowd work is mediated by the employees’ psychological empowerment. I found
evidence that this mediation effect is moderated by cognitive demand – an effect that is
reversed for high values of the moderator. These results provide important contributions
for better understanding of the perception of internal crowd work as new type of digital
employment.
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11 Summary of Contributions and Future Research
11.1 Theoretical Implications
As mentioned in section 3.1, this dissertation applies a mixed-methods approach and
follows well-established guidelines for developing meta-inferences (Venkatesh, Brown
et al. 2013; Venkatesh, Brown et al. 2016). As theoretical statements, meta-inferences
integrate findings from qualitative and quantitative strands of mixed-methods research
to provide an holistic explanation of the phenomenon of interest (Venkatesh, Brown et
al. 2013). Therefore, I will merge the qualitative and quantitative findings by using the
bridging process (Lewis and Grimes 1999) to form meta-inferences. As I conduct
sequential mixed-methods research, bridging helps to provide an expanded view on
crowd work (Venkatesh, Brown et al. 2013). The overall aim is to develop consensus
between the qualitative and quantitative findings of my internal as well as external
crowd work studies. Thus, the following sections will present the theoretical
implications of this dissertation as process of developing meta-inferences. Thereby, I
aim to provide a more in-depth theoretical understanding of internal as well as external
crowd work out of an individual’s perspective that a single study cannot offer. In sum,
this dissertation provides three major theoretical contributions and thereby address the
prior introduced research challenges.

11.1.1 Common Understanding of Crowd Work as New Phenomenon in IS
The first overarching RQ, I want to answer in my dissertation is:
RQ1

How to describe the phenomenon of crowd work as new form of digital
work?

This RQ1 is divided into two sub-RQs that have been addressed by literature reviews.
Thus, I first aim to answer the following RQ1a in section 4
RQ1a

What are the constitutive characteristics out of an individual’s
perspective?

Since a variety of terms describing different concepts using the crowds (Bonabeau and
Meyer 2001; Benkler and Nissenbaum 2006; Chesbrough 2006; Howe 2006; Malone,
Laubacher et al. 2009), the notion of crowdsourcing is used as an umbrella term.
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Consequently, prior research on work that is based on the crowdsourcing concept lacks
a clear distinction and consensus on the meaning (Estellés-González and GonzálezLadrón-de-Guevara 2012; Ghezzi, Gabelloni et al. 2018). Thus, this dissertation fills the
gap by developing a theoretical basis including a definition of crowd work as well as a
clear distinction to other terms. On the one hand, the relation to the underlying
crowdsourcing concept is emphasized. On the other hand, crowd work is classified from
an individual crowd worker’s perspective since the objectives as well as instruments in
those digital work settings are humans (Fuchs and Sebastian 2015). Hence, I found that
the fundamental idea of crowdsourcing is the concept on which the actual work of crowd
workers is orchestrated. Therefore, I defined crowd work as digital gainful employment
that is based on the crowdsourcing concept (Durward, Blohm et al. 2016). In general,
this new form of digital labor can be distinguished from other terms by its constitutive
characteristics (Durward, Blohm et al. 2016):
1.

The contributions and achievements of the crowd workers are financially
remunerated. The intrinsic motivation to participate usually plays a minor role.

2.

To ensure the means of subsistence, crowd workers achieve a substantial
contribution to their income through crowd work on a full- or part-time basis.

Drawing on prior literature (Hoßfeld, Hirth et al. 2012; Zogaj, Bretschneider et al. 2014;
Zuchowski, Posegga et al. 2016), I further differentiate between two archetypes based
on the relationship to organizational boundaries: internal and external crowd work.
While in internal crowd work settings, the own workforce acts as a crowd, external
crowd work includes people outside the company boundaries (Durward, Blohm et al.
2016). In internal crowd work settings, organizations often maintain an internal crowd
work platform on the intranet to which all participating employees can submit solutions
and/or collaborate. In contrast, external crowd workers act as self-employed agents since
they are not employed by crowdsourcers in a regular employment relationship. Thus,
crowdsourcers usually do not pay any contributions for social security when employing
external crowd workers. Further, external crowd workers are not economically
dependent and can freely choose their working arrangements and their working time.
Thereby, I clearly introduce two different types of crowd work and set a path for more
precise examinations.
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Closely related to the insights of RQ1a is the focus on the individual as unit of analysis
of this dissertation and its perspective. This has been addressed in the following RQ1b:
RQ1b

Which ethical dimensions focus on the individual crowd worker?

In addition, I conduct another literature review and further enhance the focus on the
individual crowd worker. According to prior crowd work literature (Postigo 2003;
Silberman, Irani et al. 2010; Busarovs 2013; Irani and Silberman 2013; Kittur,
Nickerson et al. 2013), the ethical issues that concern the crowd workers are still a black
box. By drawing on the well-established PAPA framework (Mason 1986), I extend prior
IS research by providing ethical issues that refer to privacy, accuracy, property and
accessibility of information in crowd work. Thereby, I found evidence that handling as
well as utilization of data and information are fundamental but unbalanced mechanisms
in various crowd work settings (Durward, Blohm et al. 2016).
By merging these findings, I can draw a more holistic picture of crowd work as new
phenomenon in IS research. For the individual crowd workers, crowd work is not only
a new type of digital gainful employment, but also entails ethical issues besides the
financial remuneration. Although initial research has addressed ethical concerns that
might affect the crowd workers, these first studies rather relate to crowd workers as part
of a technological infrastructure or as task recipients in such systems (Durward, Blohm
et al. 2016). However, only few studies really focused on the individual crowd worker
as a working human being.
Following the recommendations of Orlikowski (2016), I address the first research
challenge of my dissertation and answer RQ1a and RQ1b by developing useful
distinctive features and a common understanding of crowd work to distinguish from
different types of work. Thereby, I provide a common basis by defining crowd work and
related ethical issues in order to prevent an undermining of theory or model development
in further research (Gladwin, Kennelly et al. 1995; Ghezzi, Gabelloni et al. 2018).
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11.1.2 The Impact of Structure and Task Design on Individuals’ Well-being
The second RQ in my dissertation I aim to answer is:
RQ2

How does crowd work itself affect the well-being of the crowd workers?

Again, this RQ2 is divided into two sub-RQs, whereby the RQ2a addresses the external
crowd workers as follows:
RQ2a

How does external crowd work affect the well-being of crowd workers?

Although crowd work is gaining momentum in practice (Huws, Spencer et al. 2016;
Roth, Petavy et al. 2016; Huws, Spencer et al. 2017; Mrass and Peters 2017; Waas,
Liebman et al. 2017) as well as scientific research (Buettner 2015; Zuchowski, Posegga
et al. 2016; Ghezzi, Gabelloni et al. 2018; Gol, Stein et al. 2019), there is a lack in
understanding of crowd workers’ perceptions regarding their working conditions,
behaviors, attitudes, and outcomes (Silberman, Irani et al. 2010; Kittur, Nickerson et al.
2013; Brawley and Pury 2016; Deng and Joshi 2016; Deng, Joshi et al. 2016). Thus,
based on the above-mentioned findings, I focus on the individual crowd workers in
external as well as internal settings. In this section, I first provide the theoretical
contributions of this dissertation regarding external crowd workers.
On the one hand, I found evidence that structures within the external crowd work
settings are not as clear as prior research originally thought (Durward and Blohm 2017).
Analyzing the perception and behavior of external crowd workers, I explain that they
restructure and orchestrate their crowd work themselves. Thus, I extend literature on
value chain restructuring in digital work (Gereffi, Humphrey et al. 2005; Flecker and
Meil 2010; Lehdonvirta, Hjorth et al. 2015) by illustrating that reintermediation does
not need to be govern by the principal (i.e., the crowdsourcer). This dissertation found
evidence that also the contractors in external crowd work settings (i.e., the crowd
workers) initiate restructuring and reintermediation that in turn affect the relationship to
the crowdsourcer. In addition, my findings extend prior studies on coordination
mechanisms (Malone 1987; Buettner 2015), since I introduced the crowd aggregator as
a new actor and as an answer of missing higher-order coordination in external crowd
work settings.
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On the other hand, I found that external crowd workers’ dependencies to the
crowdsourcer can be characterized by different levels of bargaining power (Durward,
Blohm et al. 2016). This dissertation extend research on signaling theory (Riley 2001;
Spence 2002; Stiglitz 2002; Gefen and Carmel 2008; Connelly, Certo et al. 2011; Hong,
Pavlou et al. 2013), by identifying concrete pointing signals (i.e., advertising references,
emphasizing amount of reviews, emphasizing quality of reviews) and activating signals
(i.e., visualizing track record, promoting education, promoting skills) in external crowd
work that affect individuals’ dependence as well as future success. I illustrate the process
of reducing existing power asymmetries between crowdsourcer and crowd worker and
found this to be of dynamic nature. Since prior research on crowd work stated that the
bargaining power is a feature of the crowdsourcer (e.g. Silberman, Irani et al. 2010;
Felstiner 2011; Kittur, Nickerson et al. 2013), I describe how this may change over time
in favor of the external crowd worker.
Furthermore, analyzing the external crowd workers’ perception of task characteristics is
a major contribution of my dissertation and extends prior literature in several ways. First,
it contributes to existing research on crowd workers perception (Irani and Silberman
2013; Kittur, Nickerson et al. 2013; Deng and Joshi 2016; Deng, Joshi et al. 2016; Ma,
Khansa et al. 2018). While these studies focus on crowd workers of a specific micro task
platform (i.e.; AMT), my findings include the data of 23 different crowd working
platforms providing various tasks (Durward, Blohm et al. 2019). Second, I illustrate the
interacting effects of perceived task characteristics and financial compensation on the
crowd workers’ satisfaction and identification with external crowd work (Durward,
Blohm et al. 2019). Drawing on SDT (Deci, Connell et al. 1989; Gagné and Deci 2005;
Güntert 2015; Deci, Olafsen et al. 2017), I outline how the interaction of intrinsic (i.e.,
perception of task characteristics) and extrinsic (i.e., financial compensation)
motivation jointly shape the crowd workers’ satisfaction and identification. Thereby, I
extend prior research on motivation (Malone, Laubacher et al. 2010; Kaufmann and
Schulze 2011) as well as participation (Leimeister, Huber et al. 2009; Zheng, Li et al.
2011; Brawley and Pury 2016) in crowd work by neglecting the prevalent organizational
focus of these studies and put the major focus on the perceptions of the working
individuals. This dissertation extend prior qualitative research on crowd workers’
perception (Deng and Joshi 2016; Deng, Joshi et al. 2016) and show – by means of large
quantitative survey (n=434) – how satisfaction serve as a generative mechanisms
through which task characteristics and financial mediation facilitate the emergence of
identification with external crowd work. In addition, my dissertation complement
research that found financial compensation to undermine intrinsic motivation of crowd
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workers (Rogstadius, Kostakos et al. 2011). My insights suggest that high financial
compensation serves as an informational cue and thus reflects a well-internalized
extrinsic motivation. As a result, financial compensation is rather an indication of
appreciation and competence that external crowd workers have built up on crowd
working platforms than an undermining factor (Durward, Blohm et al. 2019). Third,
although prior studies found task decomposition as beneficiary in external crowd work
settings in regarding quality control, automation, and quality of obtained results (Afuah
and Tucci 2012; Kittur, Nickerson et al. 2013; Zhou 2013; Dissanayake, Zhang et al.
2015; Blohm, Zogaj et al. 2018), this dissertation goes one step further by illustrating
the limits of decomposition out of an individual’s view. In line with prior researchers
(Zhou 2013; Oldham and Fried 2016; Parker, Morgeson et al. 2017), I found task
decomposition to serve as a contextual element that affects the perception of external
crowd work. However, I discover that overly decomposed tasks may hinder the creation
of external crowd workers’ satisfaction and identification with their work.
Drawing on the insights of RQ2a and RQ2b, the third RQ in this dissertation derive
overall implications out of an individual’s perspective:
RQ3

Which implications for decent working conditions in crowd work can
be derived?

Again, the overarching RQ3 is divided into two parts, whereby the following RQ3a
examines the external crowd work and its implications for individuals:
RQ3a

What implications of the individuals’ perception can be identified in
external crowd work?

In sum, by combining and merging the qualitative and quantitative insights of the
dissertation, I can develop an important meta-inference and draw a more in-depth picture
of external crowd workers and their work. In particular, the individuals’ experiences and
perceptions of their own work in the crowd depend on tasks characteristics, financial
remuneration as well as their relation to the crowdsourcer. Moreover, the aspect of time
determines a crowd worker’s perception as well since it makes a difference whether or
not the crowd worker had already gained experience on platforms. Working in the crowd
and thus perceiving crowd work may be seen more as a continuing process rather than
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a fixed categorization. As a result, I identified two extremes within external crowd work
that set the boundaries in which the individual crowd workers’ perception is shaped.
On the one hand, at the beginning of their career, crowd workers often find themselves
in less favorable working conditions. They do not have a high bargaining power over
crowdsourcers, which is why they must take tasks of large scale, tight schedules and
poor remuneration. In this context, the crowd workers are often faced with a take it or
leave it situation in which performing these precarious tasks is the only way to improve
their own situation. These insights are quantitatively confirmed by the fact that financial
compensation does not play a major role in the individuals’ perception in low-paid
crowd work. Although prior research found financial compensation to affect working
behaviors and outcomes in crowd work (Leimeister, Huber et al. 2009; Rogstadius,
Kostakos et al. 2011; Chandler and Kapelner 2013; Paolacci and Chandler 2014;
Gilchrist, Luca et al. 2016; Ma, Khansa et al. 2018), I extend these findings by providing
a more nuanced explanation of financial compensation. It serves as a hygiene factor in
crowd work that does not directly impact crowd workers’ satisfaction or the formation
of identification. Financial compensation plays a subordinate role for inexperienced
and/or less successful crowd workers in early career stages. In this situation, the sending
of quality signals is far more important since it reduces the dependence of the
crowdsourcer (i.e., the precarious working conditions) and positively affects the own
future success. As a result, I conclude that the perception of inexperienced and/or
unsuccessful crowd workers is predominantly shaped by sending quality signals to
potential crowdsourcers and platforms rather than the crowd work tasks itself or even
financial compensations as essential features.
On the other hand, experienced and economically successful crowd workers reflect a
second extreme. However, their perception of crowd work is affected differently by
other determinants. They have much more bargaining power over crowdsourcers and
thus are able to select clearly defined, more challenging and notably better-paid tasks.
Although prior research introduced bargaining power as a feature of the crowdsourcer
(e.g. Silberman, Irani et al. 2010; Felstiner 2011; Kittur, Nickerson et al. 2013), I found
evidence that this may change over time in favor of the crowd worker. These crowd
workers can pursue the strategy of cherry-picking regarding tasks and conditions. In
addition, once the crowd worker becomes more successful and gains a stronger
negotiating position, the role of financial compensation changes as well. Based on my
quantitative findings, financial compensation is well-internalized extrinsic motivation
(Deci, Olafsen et al. 2017) and serves as an indication of appreciation and competence
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that successful external crowd workers have built up on platforms. In contrast to lowpaid crowd work, remuneration thus serves as an informational cue providing successful
crowd workers with information about their own performance. Thereby, it plays a major
role in shaping the perception of crowd work and further moderates the formation of the
crowd workers’ satisfaction and identification. Besides the high relevance of financial
compensation and their ability to consciously influence own success, these crowd
workers can even restructure their crowd work. In fact, by acting as crowd aggregators,
more successful crowd workers can even run their own crowd-based business primarily
away from platform. Crowd aggregators extend existing research on value chain
restructuring and reintermediation on labor online markets (Porter and Millar 1985;
Malone 1987; Sturgeon 2001; Flecker and Meil 2010; Lehdonvirta, Hjorth et al. 2015)
since they are new players in external crowd work settings that implement unilateral
decision-making processes, long-term relationships to workers as well as a higher level
of division of labor. Thus, the more successful and experienced crowd workers seem to
have the privilege of acting as a crowd aggregator because it takes a well-developed
social and professional network within the crowd as well as consolidated knowledge
about the concept of external crowd work. Furthermore, crowd aggregators have a
certain bargaining power over crowdsourcers since they are usually able to set own
prices and conditions based on the own calculated expenses. In sum, I state that the
perception of more experienced and/or successful crowd workers is predominantly
shaped by the nature of crowd work (i.e., tasks characteristics) itself as well as financial
compensation. This is bound up with the fact that they directly or indirectly exercise
controlling influence on interpersonal as well as structural levels.

11.1.3 Empowering the Own Employees by Implementing Crowd Work
Besides the external crowd work setting in RQ2a, the following sub-RQ is focusing on
the internal form and its effects:
RQ2b

How does internal crowd work affect the well-being of employees?

Apart from the better-known external form, internal crowd work is gaining popularity
in practice and has attracted a first wave of research papers as well as dedicated studies
(Durward, Blohm et al. 2016; Zuchowski, Posegga et al. 2016; Durward, Simmert et al.
2019). Drawing on recent studies on the future of work (Kittur, Nickerson et al. 2013;
Brynjolfsson and McAfee 2014; Orlikowski 2016; Dery, Sebastian et al. 2017;
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Spreitzer, Cameron et al. 2017; Vom Brocke, Maaß et al. 2018), I introduce internal
crowd work as an instrument for organizations to enhance and design collaboration
among their employees. In particular, I examine the employees’ perception of internal
crowd work and found it to serve as a source of empowerment that affects the
individuals’ well-being. Therefore, in this section, I provide the theoretical contributions
of this dissertation regarding internal crowd workers.
One of the major theoretical contributions of this dissertation focus on the employees’
perception of internal crowd work. Thereby, I extend prior studies on the perception of
crowd workers that had primarily examined external settings (Deng and Joshi 2016;
Deng, Joshi et al. 2016) and provide first insights in the formation of empowerment in
internal crowd work settings. First, based on qualitative interview series, I identified
internal crowd work as a Neo-STS since it represents a combination of social and
technical elements (Winter, Berente et al. 2014). In particular, I extracted concrete
structural effects of its components (e.g., multi-encapsulation) on the employees’
working conditions (e.g., increasing sense of group cohesion) through employees’
perception of work (i.e., formation of psychological empowerment). In line with prior
research on empowerment (Conger and Kanungo 1988; Spreitzer 1995; Spreitzer 1996;
Seibert, Silver et al. 2004; Spreitzer 2008; Maynard, Gilson et al. 2012), I found these
components to serve as structural empowerment within this Neo-STS and further as
antecedents of psychological empowerment among employees (Durward, Simmert et al.
2019).
Building upon these explorative insights, I subsequently conduced a quantitative study
to substantiate the results and empirically analyze the effects of psychological
empowerment in internal crowd work (Durward, Simmert et al. 2019). Based on SDT
literature (Deci, Connell et al. 1989; Deci and Ryan 2000; Gagné and Deci 2005; Deci,
Olafsen et al. 2017; Spreitzer, Cameron et al. 2017), I found that internal crowd work
may leverage a self-determined work within organizations (Durward, Simmert et al.
2019). Thereby, I extend initial studies regarding the reward structures (Finnerty,
Kucherbaev et al. 2013) and employees’ characteristics (Stieger, Matzler et al. 2012) in
internal crowd work, and illustrate how the nature of internal crowd work itself affects
the employees’ well-being. In particular, the specific task characteristics (i.e., task
variety, feedback from task, problem solving) represent contextual features of internal
crowd work settings that enhance psychological empowerment of the employees
(Spreitzer 2008; Maynard, Gilson et al. 2012). The challenge of internal crowd work
itself even fosters employees’ identification with internal crowd work. Due to their
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participation in internal crowd work, employees who perform various tasks, receive
prompt feedback, and simultaneously solve important problems in organizations,
experience a new form of self-determined and meaningful work (Durward, Simmert et
al. 2019). According to prior studies on psychological empowerment (Liden, Wayne et
al. 2000; Wall, Cordery et al. 2002; Schermuly, Schermuly et al. 2011), I examined the
underlying psychological mechanism and found that psychological empowerment
mediates the effect of task characteristics on identification with internal crowd work.
The strength of this mediation effect depends on cognitive demand that serves as
moderator in this psychological mechanism. However, only for low or medium levels
of cognitive demand, employees feel themselves empowered and even identify with
internal crowd work. These insights complement studies on the role of cognitive demand
(Humphrey, Nahrgang et al. 2007; Tuckey, Bakker et al. 2012) by illustrating its twosided effects on empowerment and identification. If the tasks on internal crowd work
settings are perceived as too demanding and thus exceed a certain degree of complexity,
the effect reverses and even negatively influences the formation of psychological
empowerment and identification. Thereby, I contribute to research on potential benefits
and barriers (Simula and Vuori 2012) by demonstrating when and under what condition
internal crowd work is perceived as an additional burden among the own workforce.
As counterpart to the external settings, the following sub-RQ focusses on the internal
crowd work and its overall theoretical implications:
RQ3b

What implications of the individuals’ perception can be identified in
internal crowd work?

In sum, based on this qualitative and quantitative research, I can derive a more holistic
view on internal crowd work as a certain meta-inference. I conclude that the
implementation of internal crowd work provides structural empowerment that enhances
the employees’ psychological empowerment in two ways: directly/inherently and
indirectly/contextually. On the one hand, as a Neo-STS, internal crowd work provides
contextual features that, in turn, indirectly influence the psychological empowerment.
Thus, internal crowd work ensures the structural preconditions and the appropriate
context for employees to feel empowered. This includes an open mindset, willingness
to foster internal collaboration as well as the provision of the required infrastructure and
technology. On the other hand, internal crowd work itself inherently affects employees’
psychological empowerment due to its task characteristics. These structural
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preconditions of psychological empowerment lie in the very nature of internal crowd
work. In this context, completing the actual task themselves is the source of a selfdetermined and meaningful work. Due to their participation in internal crowd work
settings, employees who perform different tasks, constantly receive feedback about their
performance but simultaneously solve important issues of the organization, feel more
empowered. In these contexts, the cognitive demand of the tasks in internal crowd work
acts as a hinge to adjust the effects of tasks characteristics on identification through
psychological empowerment.
In the course of the discussion on new work arrangements (Brynjolfsson and McAfee
2014; Okhuysen, Lepak et al. 2015; Orlikowski 2016; Zuchowski, Posegga et al. 2016;
Spreitzer, Cameron et al. 2017), I finally state that internal crowd work represents a
powerful instrument for organizations to enhance the formation of psychological
empowerment among their own workforce by providing two forms of structural
empowerment that impact simultaneously.

11.2 Practical Implications
Besides the theoretical contributions, my dissertation provides several implications for
practitioners. As a general goal and based on my findings, I will contribute to fair and
good work conditions for crowd workers. In IS research, providing guidelines on how
to design crowd work out of an individual’s view is at the very core of this discipline.
Thereby, organizations will benefit from the potential of crowd work and
simultaneously ensure decent working conditions for individual crowd workers.
Therefore, based on the qualitative and quantitative studies in this dissertation, I address
the following RQ out of a practical perspective:
RQ3

Which implications for decent working conditions in crowd work can
be derived?

11.2.1 Providing Decent Working Conditions in External Crowd Work
As mentioned before, the overarching RQ3 consists of two sub-RQs, whereby the
following RQ3a derives implications based on the findings in external crowd work
contexts:
RQ3a

What implications of the individuals’ perception can be identified in
external crowd work?
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In external crowd work, platform intermediaries should be aware that single crowd
workers act as a new player (i.e., crowd aggregators) within the value creation chain.
These crowd aggregators use the infrastructure and even the knowledge of platform
providers to build up their own crowd that performs tasks. This is a serious threat to the
business models of many platform intermediaries since the provision of an ITinfrastructure and the governance of platform-based work are their major assets. In
particular, crowd aggregators take over functions where these are not or not sufficiently
provided by the platform intermediary itself (i.e., task decomposition, task allocation
and final task aggregation). As a result, crowd aggregators may take away certain control
and income from the platforms. Therefore, platform intermediaries should proactively
prevent this undermining of their business model by following several steps. First, they
should provide certain mechanisms and procedures for decomposing tasks on platform
since this is a central activity of crowd aggregators within the value chain. Second,
although some crowd workers act as crowd aggregators, platform intermediaries should
stop the interactions outside the platform between crowdsourcers and crowd workers
after the initiation of business. Security measures like anonymization and
pseudonymization mechanisms of user data that prevent exchange of personal
information as well as contact details may reduce the subsequent business outside the
platform. Finally, besides counteracting this value chain restructuring, platform
intermediaries may provide alternative incentive structures on platform for crowd
workers who wants to act as crowd aggregator. By paying an extra bonus for
decomposing, distributing and subsequently aggregating bigger tasks, intermediaries
may return some of these businesses back on their platform.
Furthermore, the platform intermediaries should consider that a long-term relationship
to crowd workers depends on their identification with crowd work. Thus, the task design
is essential to foster identification among crowd workers. However, predominantly the
crowdsourcers define the nature and design of takes since they use the provided
infrastructure and mechanisms of the platform. Therefore, based on my findings, I
suggest the platforms to employ governance mechanisms (Blohm, Zogaj et al. 2018)
that encourage crowdsourcers to create tasks that allow for autonomy, variety, and
identity. In addition, it must be ensured that crowd workers receive constructive
feedback on their performance by appropriate mechanisms. In particular, task identity
has been considered to be very important regarding the formation of a strong
psychological bond with crowd work. Thus, I give the advice not to design too finegrained tasks but to provide more holistic ones to increase workers’ identification.
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As meta-inference, I thus found platform intermediaries to act within an area of tension
between task decomposition and task identity. Since an absence of task decomposition
encourages crowd aggregators to intervene, too much of decomposition will not bind
the crowd workers on the platform over the long run. In sum, it seems that the optimum
degree of task decomposition is a crucial success factor for the platform intermediaries.
Hence, they should be aware of the special role of task decomposition and its effects in
both directions to accordingly design tasks in external crowd work.
Moreover, I found practical implications regarding the crowdsourcers. Since
crowdsourcers usually do not cultivate long-lasting relationships to crowd workers, they
should focus on satisfying the crowd workers’ preferences regarding task design. I
illustrate that task characteristics have a greater impact on crowd workers’ satisfaction
than financial compensation. Thus, by providing tasks that allow for a high degree of
autonomy, variety, and identity, the crowdsourcers themselves contribute to favorable
working conditions in the external crowd. In this context, they can follow several aspects
to ensure decent working conditions for external crowd workers. First, the
crowdsourcers may use the response features on platforms to provide extensive and
high-quality feedback on the crowd workers’ performance. Second, they can provide
additional information on the subsequent use of results of the crowd workers. Thereby,
the crowdsourcers contribute to a more holistic view on the task and its part in an
overarching solution. Third, the crowdsourcers should provide some freedom in task
processing. By briefing the crowd workers accurately, the crowdsourcers should set
some basic directions but then largely try to avoid further restrictions and instructions.
Besides the intermediaries and the crowdsourcers, I provide some practical advice for
external crowd workers as well. First, although external crowd workers are dependent
on crowd aggregators that exercise certain power towards them, a working relationship
to crowd aggregators can also be beneficial. These relationships usually represent longterm cooperation that provides higher and safer financial compensation, easier and
constant access to tasks as well as additional information. Further, crowd workers
usually receive exact arrangements and planning with the crowd aggregator regarding
timelines and scope of work. Regarding their bargaining power towards crowdsourcers,
the sending of quality signals is an essential aspect. At the beginning of their crowd
work career, external crowd workers should focus on their activating signals since these
are more appropriate to differentiate form competitors and highlight the own unique
selling proposition. With increasing experience, the crowd workers should primarily
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focus on their pointing signals since promoting excellent references and many highquality reviews may foster the own position towards the crowdsourcers.
On a meta-level, I conclude that external crowd workers should pursue different
strategies regarding their experience or career status. While novices in external crowd
work have less-favorable bargaining positions towards crowdsourcers, it might be
advantageous to work for a crowd aggregator and thus benefit from the constant supply
of work from a strategic point of view. For inexperienced crowd workers, it seems to be
an effective way to overcome the precarious conditions in external crowd work and build
up own reputation. In contrast, once the point is reached where the bargaining power
switches in favor of the individual worker, these external crowd workers may consider
to be a crowd aggregator themselves and thereby broaden its business model
strategically.
In sum, as a meta-inference, I state that decent working conditions in external crowd
work settings depend on several aspects. On the one hand, the degree of task
decomposition seems to play a major role within external crowd work and serve as an
important lever regarding the crowd workers’ well-being. On the other hand, especially
crowdsourcers and platform intermediaries can directly affect crowd workers’
satisfaction and identification by task design and thereby contribute to decent working
conditions as well. In addition, the external crowd workers’ well-being may also be
affected by strategic considerations whether to serve or even act themselves as crowd
aggregators.

11.2.2 The Benefits of Internal Crowd Work for Employees
In contrast to the external crowd work, I further examined the internal forms as well and
thus provide extra implications. In this part of my dissertation, I hence answer the
following RQ3b:
RQ3b

What implications of the individuals’ perception can be identified in
internal crowd work?

Since internal crowd work is embedded within an organizational framework, the
employer represents the crowdsourcer as well as the platform provider in the selected
cases of my dissertation. Thus, the derived main implications on an organizational level
simultaneously address both roles. In fact, organizations benefit from the
implementation of internal crowd work because it enables organizations to adjust and
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reorganize their work structures. In particular, the companies are able to implement
structures and procedures that empower their own workforce. On the one hand, internal
crowd work provides new IT-facilitated infrastructure via an internal platform. Thereby,
employees can collaborate in a new platform-based environment and voluntarily
perform tasks that appeal to them (Durward, Simmert et al. 2019). On the other hand,
organizations can enhance psychological empowerment by the task design in internal
crowd work. I found evidence how task design serves as a new source of empowerment
that facilitates the formation of identification with internal crowd work (Durward,
Simmert et al. 2019). For organizations, the employees’ identification with this new
work arrangement represents an overall success factor of internal crowd work. Thereby,
organizations should provide a variety of tasks, give prompt feedback on the internal
crowd workers’ performance and further ensure a certain level of aspiration. As a result,
these design guidelines can empower the employees through their participation and
further facilitate identification with internal crowd work among the workforce.
Employees who identify with internal crowd work reflect an integral part for a
successful implementation of crowd work. Furthermore, I found the cognitive demand
to play an essential role in internal crowd work. In particular, since internal crowd work
is performed besides the regular work activities, it might be perceived as an additional
burden (Durward, Simmert et al. 2019). Therefore, the organizations should consciously
set the cognitive level of internal crowd work tasks because it determines the effects of
task characteristics on identification through psychological empowerment. In these
contexts, task decomposition seems to be the key to success. While too small tasks may
hinder the general creation of cognitive demand at all, too complex or challenging tasks
may lead to a cognitive overload among the employees.
In sum, there are several ways for organizations to ensure decent working conditions
within their internal crowd. First, by implementing internal crowd work within the
organization, the employer provides a Neo-STS, in which new forms of collaboration
and work among the employees emerge. Thereby, the organization must be aware that
these structural modifications themselves affect the perceptions of their employees. In
fact, the organization enhances psychological empowerment by providing access to new
information (e.g., about recent projects in other departments), additional tasks (e.g.,
performing tasks in the own field of expertise), alternative resources (e.g., using the new
platform environment and additional tools) as well as giving an opportunity to present
oneself (e.g., employees can show their skills in a software coding competition). Second,
the employer must ensure that the overarching goals of the implementation should be in
accordance with the employees’ interest regarding internal crowd work. I found that the
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nature of internal crowd work itself determines the employees’ perception and thus
should be the beginning of all organizational considerations. The employees should
perceive freedom but constant feedback in their voluntary performance of these internal
tasks. In particular, the cognitive demand is an effective lever to positively affect the
psychological empowerment and even identification with internal crowd work in
advance. Thus, organizations should provide appropriate mechanisms and interfaces on
the internal platforms that ensure a certain range for task decomposition to adjust the
optimum degree of cognitive demand.

11.3 Limitations
In general, the overall aim of this dissertation is to theoretically and empirically
contribute to the understanding of internal and external crowd work out of individuals’
perspective. Although the theoretical background as well as the mixed-methods
approach cover a broad and holistic view on this yet under-researched phenomenon, this
dissertation has some limitations. Therefore, I illustrate and discuss these limitations in
this section.
First, the dissertation has some limitations which constrain the generalizability of the
results, since I developed my qualitative theoretical models by gathering data only from
two different external platform intermediaries. However, there are various forms of
crowd work platforms providing different types of tasks. Hence, the external crowd
workers’ perception of crowd work may differ regarding the type of platform and/ or
tasks. Furthermore, on other crowd working platforms, there might be other antecedents
and effects determining crowd workers’ bargaining power depending on the performed
tasks. The qualitative studies on internal crowd work in this dissertation are also based
on only three different cases. Hence, the same concerns regarding generalizability of the
formation of empowerment must be considered. In addition, the internal crowd work
data is largely based on interviewed employees, whereas the company’s perspective has
been incidental. Nevertheless, I am convinced that this dissertation provides an initial
step on these topics and a basis for further studies examining much larger samples of
cases.
Second, I could not examine the perceptions of internal and external crowd workers over
time. However, there might be time-variant effects (e.g., job changes, personal changes,
contextual changes gaining experience) that in turn affect the individuals’ perception of
crowd work. Therefore, a longitudinal study might reveal additional valuable insights
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with respect to the identified antecedents and effects of crowd workers’ satisfaction,
empowerment and identification. While external crowd workers may gain experience,
internal crowd workers can be affected by job rotation and thus perceptions of both
crowd workers change.
However, although this dissertation has some limitations, it provides important
contributions to IS literature and digital work practice. In sum, my findings suggest the
need for further extensive research on crowd work and particularly on the individual
crowd worker.

11.4 Future Research Implications
My dissertation provides insights regarding the individuals’ perception of crowd work
in internal and external settings. The applied mixed-method approach is predominantly
of exploratory nature but provides first explanatory parts as well. Hence, it builds the
basis for further explanatory as well as confirmatory research with respect to the
analyzed internal and external crowd work phenomenon. Therefore, I am glad to provide
some basic research and encourage researchers to build upon the insights of my
dissertation and further examine the crowd workers’ perceptions and related topics.
According to Gregor (2006), further studies on individual crowd workers should focus
on the theoretical aims of causality, explanation, prediction, and generalization that
underlie an understanding of theory. In this context, my dissertation subsequently
outlines some paths of future research on internal as well as external crowd work that
address the individuals’ perception.

11.4.1 Change of Perception in Crowd Work
In general, the individuals’ perception of work may change due to several circumstances
and factors. On the one hand, prior research on work design and psychology found a
wide range of factors that cause changes in a worker’s perception (Cunningham,
Woodward et al. 2002; Parker 2003). There are certain longitudinal effects of work
characteristics on individuals’ psychological outcomes (Parker 2003). In particular,
longitudinal research designs have illustrated that changes in perceived structural
empowerment had direct effects on changes in psychological empowerment and job
satisfaction (Laschinger, Finegan et al. 2004). On the other hand, in IS research, several
studies highlight the relevance of longitudinal studies in digital work settings (Vitalari
1985; Kaplan and Duchon 1988; Watson, Pitt et al. 1998; Mustonen‐Ollila and Lyytinen
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2003). According to Kaplan (1988), IS research must consider context-specific
measures of task characteristics rather than exclusive reliance on standard contextindependent instruments. Furthermore, there is a particular need to explore the necessary
relationships between an IS related constructs and the perceptions of its participants
(Kaplan and Duchon 1988). Moreover, prior IS research has shown how qualitative and
quantitative methods can be combined during a mixed-methods longitudinal study
(Kaplan and Duchon 1988).
As a result, I recommend conducting further research on longitudinal effects in crowd
work. In external crowd work settings, the results of my dissertation indicate that there
are changes in the individuals’ perception since I illustrate two extremes of crowd
workers that differ significantly. While at the beginning of a platform career, external
crowd workers perceive their own work differently than more experience and successful
crowd workers, there must be a change of perception in between. Therefore, future
research should examine what happens in between those two extremes and what other
determinants affect this change of perception. In internal crowd work, future studies
may analyze the formation of structural and psychological empowerment over time.
Since internal crowd work initiatives, like any other internal project, consists of different
phases (e.g., planning, implementation, evaluation), I recommend conducting pre-,
during-, and post-analyses of internal crowd work projects. Thereby, researchers can
find out how the employees’ perception and evaluation of the internal crowd work
changes and what factors particularly affect this development.

11.4.2 The Role of Crowd Workers’ Performance
A second issue that may give direction to future research includes the analysis of crowd
workers’ perception and work outcomes. Besides the examined psychological work
outcomes within this dissertation, there are other outcome variables of more objective
nature. One well-established variable is work performance that has been addressed in
various digital work contexts and in particular crowd work (e.g., Ang and Slaughter
2001; Rogstadius, Kostakos et al. 2011; Morris, Dontcheva et al. 2012; Komarov,
Reinecke et al. 2013; Dontcheva, Morris et al. 2014; Warby, Wendt et al. 2014). In
external crowd work, I have not examined effects of the perceived task characteristics
on the actual task performance of crowd workers. However, prior studies found that task
characteristics as well as financial compensation may positively affect task performance
(Ang and Slaughter 2001; Rogstadius, Kostakos et al. 2011; Chandler and Kapelner
2013). Since my dissertation illustrates how task characteristics and financial
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compensation simultaneously affect psychological work outcomes (e.g. empowerment,
satisfaction, identification), further research should examine potential interrelations
between crowd workers’ performance and these psychological work outcomes. In
external settings these performance indicators might be of quantitative (e.g., amount of
performed tasks, average ratings, response time, earned money) or qualitative (e.g.,
feedback, reviews, recommendations) character. In addition, future research may
include sociodemographic data in these studies to get a more precise picture of the work
perception-performance relationship regarding the individual. Thus, these studies would
provide essential insights on how crowdsourcers as well as crowd working platforms
should design the tasks to positively affect work outcomes of external crowd workers.
In internal crowd work settings, work performance variables are important indicators as
well (Kuegler, Smolnik et al. 2015; Zuchowski, Posegga et al. 2016). In particular,
future research can focus on well-established performance outcomes in work science
literature (e.g., productivity, cost reduction, effectiveness, or even customer satisfaction)
and its interrelation to internal crowd work perception. In addition, crowd-specific
performance data (e.g., time on internal platform per person, amount of cross-functional
performed tasks, additional working time due to internal crowd work tasks, or solved
problems via internal crowd work) should be included in future analyses. I suggest that
these analyses may provide valuable insights on the new working conditions of the
employees and its effects on organizational output. Again, sociodemographic data of
employees may provide further insights on who is working in the internal crowd and
how does that match the work outcomes. In sum, these aspects reflect very important
avenues for future research on crowd workers and their working conditions.

11.4.3 Interrelations with Daily Work Routines
Another issue of future research includes the analysis of the impact of internal crowd
work on existing work structures and the employees’ daily work routines. In general,
there is extensive IS research on work routines and its interrelations with work
perception (Agarwal, Gao et al. 2010; Goh, Gao et al. 2011; Barrett, Davidson et al.
2015; Laumer, Maier et al. 2016). In particular, task characteristics positively affect
many different work outcomes (Deci, Olafsen et al. 2017). The employees carry out
internal crowd tasks besides their core activities and thus interdependencies on their
regular work might affect their job satisfaction, loyalty or organizational commitment.
With the implementation of internal crowd work, I suggest that there might be certain
resistance behavior from employees who avoid or underutilize the system (Laumer,
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Maier et al. 2016). Future research should examine whether there is deviating behavior
in internal crowd work settings and for what reasons. In addition, work routines can
mediate the knowledge processes within organizations (Barrett, Davidson et al. 2015)
and thus employees’ perception of internal crowd work is shaped by their daily working
activities as well. Therefore, future studies may analyze the role of work routines within
the knowledge and solutions processes of the internal crowd. In fact, during the
implementation process of internal crowd work, the new technologies tend to disrupt
existing routines (Edmondson, Bohmer et al. 2001; Agarwal, Gao et al. 2010).
Furthermore, complex and dynamic interactions between routines and technology
emerge during these implementation processes (Goh, Gao et al. 2011). Since internal
crowd work leverages the employees’ skills and abilities, a successful implementation
also depends on appropriate leadership. As part of daily work, leaders significantly
shape their subordinates’ perceptions of their work role and experiences in the
workplace (Liden, Sparrowe, & Wayne, 1997). Thereby, I suggest future studies to
include existing leadership within organizations and its effects on employees when
examining internal crowd work. In sum, since this dissertation provides first insights on
socio-technical relationships in internal crowd work settings, further analyses should
address the interplay between this new technology and patterns of organizational work
embodied in routines.
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Appendix A – Qualitative Studies
Interview Protocol Used in the Studies Presented in Section 6 and 7
Themenblock
(Thematic Block)
Ziel der Untersuchung

-

Intention dieses Interviews
Anonymität
Aufzeichnung des Gesprächs
Eisbrecherfragen

I. Allgemeines

II. Aufgabe/ Tätigkeit

-

Inhalt/ Fragestellungen
(Content/ Questions)
Qualitative Analyse zur Wahrnehmung bzw. dem Erleben von Crowd
Work
Erklärung: Crowd Worker  sind Freelancer/ Individuen die Aufgaben
bearbeiten, welche über eine Plattform ausgeschrieben wurden
Detaillierte Informationen über die Arbeitsbedingungen und dem
Erleben von Arbeit aus Sicht eines Crowd Worker
Wir garantieren Ihnen einen vertraulichen Umgang mit Ihren Daten,
absolute Diskretion und werden alle Angaben anonym verarbeiten
Falls Sie nichts einzuwenden haben, würde ich das Gespräch zwecks
wissenschaftlicher Analyse gerne aufzeichnen

- Wie ist ihr beruflicher Hintergrund? Ausbildung? Hauptberuf?
1. Sind Sie ausschließlich auf ELANCE tätig?
JA  nächste Frage
NEIN auf welchen weiteren Plattformen sind sie tätig?
2. Wie oft pro Woche/ pro Monat sind sie auf ELANCE/ den Plattformen
aktiv  was würden Sie schätzen (in Std)?
3. Gehen Sie dieser Arbeit regelmäßig nach oder sind sie eher gelegentlich
tätig?
4. Sehen Sie die Aufgabe als haupt- oder nebenberuflich an?
5. Haben Sie spezielle Vereinbarungen oder Erklärungen unterschreiben
müssen?  Vertraulichkeit/ Geheimhaltung
6. Es gibt ja unterschiedliche Methoden, wie ein Auftraggeber Sie
identifiziert: Finden Sie dieses System geeignet? Stört Sie daran etwas?
7. Haben Sie mit gewissen Arbeitgebern längerfristige Beziehungen?
8. Welche Tätigkeiten erledigen Sie?
9. Bitte beschreiben Sie ein typisches Projekt?
10. Wie genau sieht eine „Aufgabenbeschreibung“ aus? Kommen Sie klar
damit? Zu detailliert/ verwirrend/ etc.?
11. Wie würden Sie die Vielfalt Ihrer Tätigkeiten beschreiben?
12. In welcher Form unterstützen Sie andere Crowd Worker oder Personen
bei Ihrer Arbeit?
13. Würden Sie andere Crowd Worker als Kollegen bezeichnen?
14. Inwiefern hängt Ihre Arbeit von der Arbeit anderer Crowd Worker ab?
15. Erfordert es Ihre Arbeit, dass Sie viel mit anderen Personen außerhalb
der Plattform kommunizieren?
16. Wie lang benötigen Sie durchschnittlich für eine Aufgabe?
17. Inwiefern können Sie selbstständig entscheiden, zu welchem Zeitpunkt
und in welcher Reihenfolge Sie die Aufgaben erledigen?
18. An welchem Ort arbeiten Sie primär?
19. Inwiefern erhalten Sie Rückmeldung von anderen zu Ihrer
Arbeitsleistung?
20. Werden Ihnen auf der Plattform-Trainings oder ähnliches angeboten?
Qualifizierungs- oder Übungsaufgaben?
21. Was halten Sie von diesen? Welche sind sinnvoll und welche nicht?
Kurzfristige oder langfristige Qualifizierungsmaßnahmen?
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Themenblock
(Thematic Block)

III. Kognitive Anstrengung

IV. Technologie Fit

V. Identifikation

VI. Bezahlung

VII.Belastung

VIII. Problemfelder/
Handlungsbedarf

IX. Evaluation/ Perspektive
X. Weitere Anmerkungen

XI. Statistische Angaben
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Inhalt/ Fragestellungen
(Content/ Questions)
22. Inwiefern würden Sie Ihre Tätigkeiten als komplex bezeichnen?
23. Würden Sie sagen, dass Sie viele Informationen bei Ihrer Tätigkeit
verarbeiten?
24. Inwiefern beinhaltet Ihre Arbeit den häufigen Umgang mit neuen
Problemen?
25. Inwiefern erfordert Ihre Arbeit spezielle Fähigkeiten bzw. Fachwissen?
26. Inwiefern haben Sie Zugriff auf alle Informationen und Daten, die Sie
benötigen für Ihre Tätigkeit?
27. Sind diese detailliert genug?
28. Stehen Ihnen diese Daten und Informationen immer in akkurater Form zur
Verfügung?
29. Macht Ihnen Ihre Arbeit auf Elance/ Odesk Spaß?  Warum?
30. Identifizieren Sie sich mit Ihrer Arbeit oder der Plattform?
31. Sind Sie zufrieden mit Ihrer Arbeit?  Warum?
32. Macht Sie die Arbeit stolz Inwiefern? Welche Aspekte?
33. Haben Sie sich schon einmal unfair oder fair bezahlt gefühlt?
34. Was war der höchste bzw. niedrigste Betrag, den sie für einen Job
erhalten haben?
35. Wie hoch ist Ihr durchschnittlicher Stundenlohn ungefähr?
36. Gab es schon einmal Komplikationen mit der Bezahlung?
37. Gibt es weitere Entlohnungsformen neben Geld?
38. Welche Aspekte Ihrer Arbeit sind besonders anstrengend?
39. Inwiefern ist diese Belastung gleichbleibend oder in unterschiedlicher
Intensität?
40. Empfinden Sie Ihre Tätigkeit als digitale Fließbandarbeit?  Warum?
41. Wie werden ihre Ergebnisse kontrolliert?
42. Was halten Sie von diesen Qualitätssicherungsmaßnahmen?
43. Wissen Sie, dass die Plattform Sie während Ihrer Arbeit kontrolliert bzw.
überwacht (z.B. durch Screenshots)?
44. Haben Sie generell schon einmal Probleme mit ….
A) der Plattform gehabt?  Welche?
B) dem Auftraggeber gehabt?  Welche?
45. Was gefällt Ihnen nicht an der Arbeit bei PLATTFORM?
46. Wo sehen Sie konkretes Verbesserungspotenzial?
47. In welchen Bereichen hätten Sie gerne mehr Möglichkeiten der
Mitbestimmung?
48. Was würde Sie generell mehr „anspornen“?
49. Wie wird sich Crowdsourcing/ Crowd Work Ihrer Meinung nach in
Deutschland entwickeln?
50. Möchten Sie noch auf weitere Punkte eingehen, denen Ihrer Meinung
nach im Verlauf des Interviews zu wenig Beachtung geschenkt wurde?
51. Darf ich fragen, wie alt sie sind?
52. Welcher Haupttätigkeit gehen Sie nach?
53. Wo würden Sie Ihr Einkommen einordnen?
a. Bis 1000€
b. 1000€-2000€
c. 2000€-3000€
d. Über 3000€
54. Wie lange sind Sie bereits als Crowd Worker tätig?

Interview Protocols Used in the Study Presented in Section 9

Themenblock
(Thematic Block)
Ziel der Untersuchung
Intention dieses Interviews
Anonymität
Aufzeichnung des Gesprächs
Aufwärmphase
Beteiligte
I. Arbeitsorganisation

Arbeitsprozess
Entlohnung
Art der Aufgaben
Umfang der
Aufgaben

II. Aufgaben/
Tätigkeiten

Qualifikation

Mitbestimmung
Entwicklungsmöglichkeiten
Technologie Fit
Betriebskultur
III.
Wahrnehmung
des Mitarbeiters

Kognitive
Anstrengung
Identifikation
Belastung
Problemfelder/
Handlungsbedarf

IV. Weitere Anmerkungen
V. Statistische Angaben

Unternehmen Alpha
(Organization Alpha)
Inhalt/ Fragestellungen
(Content/ Questions)
- Qualitative Analyse zum Erleben von interner Crowd Work
- Informationen über die Arbeitsbedingungen und das Erleben von
interner Crowd Work aus Sicht eines Projektmitarbeiters
- Wir garantieren Ihnen einen vertraulichen Umgang mit Ihren
Daten, absolute Diskretion und verarbeiten alle Angaben anonym
- Falls Sie nichts einzuwenden haben, würde ich das Gespräch
zwecks wissenschaftlicher Analyse gerne aufzeichnen
- Wie ist Ihr beruflicher Hintergrund?
1. Bearbeiten Sie Aufgaben über eine IT-gestützte Plattform?
2. Wenn ja, um was für eine Plattform handelt es sich?
3. Wird die Plattform von Ihrem Unternehmen oder einem externen
Anbieter betrieben?
4. Bearbeiten Sie die Aufgaben gemeinsam mit anderen?
5. Gibt es für Sie Anreize für die Teilnahme an dem Projekt?
6. Bekommen Sie während des Projektes Ihr ursprüngliches Gehalt
oder wird dieses angepasst?
7. Inwiefern bekommen Sie Prämien, wenn eine innovative Lösung/
Idee umgesetzt wird?
8. Bitte beschreiben Sie eine typische Aufgabe?
9. Gibt es zeitliche Vorgaben zur Bearbeitung der Aufgaben?
10. Wenn ja, wie lang benötigen Sie durchschn. für eine Aufgabe?
11. Wie viele Stunden pro Woche wenden Sie für die
plattformbasierten Aufgaben auf?
12. Benötigen Sie zusätzliche Qualifikationen zur Bearbeitung der
plattformbasierten Aufgaben?
13. Wenn ja, werden Ihnen entsprechende Schulungen oder
Weiterbildungen angeboten?
14. Inwiefern können Sie Ihre Arbeit über die Plattform selbstständig
planen und einteilen?
15. Inwiefern ermöglicht Ihnen die plattformbasierte Arbeit, dass Sie
Ihre Fähigkeiten weiterentwickeln können?
16. Haben Sie Zugriff auf alle Informationen und Daten, die Sie für
die Aufgabenbearbeitung benötigen?
17. Erhalten Sie Hilfe und Unterstützung bei plattformbasierten
Aufgaben von Ihren Kolleginnen, wenn Sie diese benötigen?
18. Wie oft fühlen Sie sich von der plattformbasierten Arbeit gehetzt
oder stehen unter Zeitdruck?
19. Inwiefern würden Sie Ihre Tätigkeiten als komplex bezeichnen?
20. Inwiefern beinhaltet die Arbeit häufigen Umgang mit Problemen?
21. Sind Sie mit der plattformbasierten Arbeit zufrieden?
22. Macht Ihnen die plattformbasierte Arbeit Spaß?
23. Welche Aspekte Ihrer Arbeit sind besonders anstrengend?
24. Inwiefern empfinden Sie Ihre Arbeit als digitale Fließbandarbeit?
25. Wie werden Ihre Ergebnisse kontrolliert?
26. Was gefällt Ihnen nicht an der Arbeit mit der Plattform?
27. Wo sehen Sie konkretes Verbesserungspotenzial?
28. Möchten Sie noch auf weitere Punkte eingehen, denen Ihrer
Meinung nach im Verlauf des Interviews zu wenig Beachtung
geschenkt wurde?
29. Darf ich fragen, wie alt Sie sind?
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Themenblock
(Thematic Block)
Ziel der Untersuchung
Intention dieses Interviews
Anonymität
Aufzeichnung des Gesprächs
Aufwärmphase

I. Problembehandlung

II. Governance/ Management

III. Mitarbeiter

IV. IT-Plattformen
V. Prozessphasen

VI. Ergebnisse
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Unternehmen Beta
(Organization Beta)
Inhalt/ Fragestellungen
(Content/ Questions)
- Qualitative Analyse zum Erleben von interner Crowd Work
- Informationen über die Arbeitsbedingungen und das Erleben von
interner Crowd Work aus Sicht eines Mitarbeiters
- Wir garantieren Ihnen einen vertraulichen Umgang mit Ihren
Daten, absolute Diskretion und verarbeiten alle Angaben anonym
- Falls Sie nichts einzuwenden haben, würde ich das Gespräch
zwecks wissenschaftlicher Analyse gerne aufzeichnen
- Welche Funktion haben Sie in dem Unternehmen?
1. Auf welcher Management-Ebene werden unternehmensrelevante
Probleme wahrgenommen?
2. Wie werden die Probleme klassifiziert?
3. Wie werden die Probleme behandelt bzw. kommuniziert?
4. Wie werden die Probleme delegiert?
5. Wie werden die Probleme in Aufgaben bzw. in Teilaufgaben
zerlegt? Wie werden die Fristen bestimmt?
6. Wie erfolgt die Qualitätssicherung einzelner Teilaufgaben?
7. Wer trifft die Entscheidung über die Gruppenbildung?
8. Welche Motivationsanreize existieren zur Unterstützung interner
Lösungsfindungs-Prozesse?
9. Bewerten Sie die Unternehmenskultur anhand folgender
Eigenschaften (0 = sehr schlecht; 10 = sehr gut):
• Offenheit
• Transparenz
• Vertrauen innerhalb des Unternehmens
• Wertschätzung neuer Ideen (unabhängig von der Hierarchie)
10. Wer übernimmt die Rolle des Auftraggebers?
11. Wer übernimmt die Rolle des Aufgabenlöser?
12. Welche Vor- und Nachteile sehen Sie bei der Nutzung der
sozialen IT? Was fehlt Ihnen?
13. Welche IT-Plattformen werden im Unternehmen eingesetzt?
14. Wie werden die Aufgabenstellungen, Erwartungen und Ziele
formuliert?
15. Wie wird die Ausschreibung (open call) durchgeführt?
16. Wie werden die generierten Lösungsvorschläge bewertet und
selektiert?
17. Wie werden die Ergebnisse verwendet?

Themenblock
(Thematic Block)
Ziel der Untersuchung
Intention dieses Interviews
Anonymität
Aufzeichnung des Gesprächs

I. Allgemein

II. Problembehandlung

III. Governance/ Management

IV. Mitarbeiter

V. IT-Plattformen

Unternehmen Gamma
(Organization Gamma)
Inhalt/ Fragestellungen
(Content/ Questions)
- Qualitative Analyse zum Erleben von interner Crowd Work
- Informationen über die Arbeitsbedingungen und das Erleben von
interner Crowd Work aus Sicht eines Mitarbeiters
- Wir garantieren Ihnen einen vertraulichen Umgang mit Ihren
Daten, absolute Diskretion und verarbeiten alle Angaben anonym
- Falls Sie nichts einzuwenden haben, würde ich das Gespräch
zwecks wissenschaftlicher Analyse gerne aufzeichnen
1. In welcher Abteilung sind Sie tätig?
2. Was sind Ihre Hauptaufgaben im Unternehmen?
3. Wie viel Prozent Ihrer Kapazität werden mit der Lösung von
Problemen eingeplant? (Projektarbeit)
4. Welche Rolle führen Sie im XYZ- Prozess aus?
5. Sie haben das Video gesehen. Haben Sie Fragen dazu? Denken
Sie, dass der XYZ- Prozess dem allgemeinen Prozess des internen
Crowd Works entspricht? Bitte mit Begründung.
6. Wie würden Sie die internationale Zusammenarbeit im XYZProzess beurteilen?
7. Inwiefern sind Sie mit den Problemen, die über die Plattform
kommen, vertraut?
8. Inwiefern sind die Informationen, die Sie im Rahmen des
ABC400i bekommen, ausreichend, um ein Problem zu lösen?
9. Inwiefern finden die Probleme Übereinstimmung mit Ihrer
Tätigkeit?
10. Wie würden Sie den Prozess des XYZs kurz beschreiben?
(Eigenes Prozessverständnis)
11. Welche Rolle spielt, Ihrer Meinung nach, das XYZ- Tool für den
Arbeitsprozess? Wie sollte es sein?
12. Am Hauptstandort sind ca. zehn Personen im XYZ- Gremium
vertreten. Wie bewerten Sie diese Größe?
13. Sind Ihrer Meinung nach, alle relevanten Personen/ Abteilungen
vertreten? Begründen Sie bitte.
14. Beschreiben Sie bitte die Zusammenarbeit mit den internationalen
Lieferanten. Wie empfinden Sie es?
15. Wie kann man die internationale Zusammenarbeit verbessern?
Was würden Sie sich für eine bessere Zusammenarbeit wünschen?
16. Ist das XYZ- Tool benutzerfreundlich?
17. Sind die Schritte im Tool nachvollziehbar? Worin bestehen
Probleme?
18. Welche Schwächen weist das XYZ- Tool auf?
19. Lassen sich alle Vorgänge des XYZ- Prozesses mit dem Tool
steuern?
20. Wie bewerten Sie das XYZ- Tool in Bezug auf die internationale
Zusammenarbeit?
21. Kommen viele Nachfragen zur Anwendung des XYZ- Tools?
Bitte nennen Sie Gründe hierfür.
22. Finden Sie es hilfreich, dass es die Möglichkeit gibt, über eine
einheitliche Plattform zu kommunizieren und zu verwalten?
23. Was würden Sie gerne am XYZ- Tool ändern?
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Themenblock
(Thematic Block)

VI. Prozessphasen

VII. Ergebnisse
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Inhalt/ Fragestellungen
(Content/ Questions)
24. Welche Medien werden ebenfalls im Rahmen des XYZ- Prozesses
zur internationalen Zusammenarbeit verwendet?
25. Welche Vorteile und Nachteile sehen Sie am Einsatz eines
einheitlichen Tools?
26. Ist der XYZ- Prozess, Ihrer Meinung nach, übersichtlich bzw. klar
strukturiert? Bitte begründen Sie.
27. Nennen Sie mir Punkte, mit denen Sie am Prozess nicht zufrieden
sind?
28. Wie lässt sich Ihr Entscheidungsspielraum hinsichtlich eines
freigegebenen Change Requests beschreiben? Müssen Sie sich
dabei mit anderen Personen abstimmen?
29. Wie schätzen Sie die Bearbeitungszeit eines Change Requests /
Problems ein?
30. Wie bewerten Sie die Qualität der Lösungsvorschläge?
31. Wie bewerten Sie die Zusammenarbeit zwischen den Lieferanten
und dem Hauptstandort in Bezug auf den XYZ- Prozess?
32. Könnte man Ihrer Meinung nach, den XYZ- Prozess in andere
schon vorhandene Prozesse integrieren?
• Wenn ja, in welche Bereiche/ Strategien?
• Wenn nein, warum nicht?
33. Wie bewerten Sie den Zusammenhang zwischen Problem und
Lösung?
34. Worin könnte man Ihrer Meinung nach Zeit und/ oder Kosten
sparen? Existieren Optimierungspotenziale?
35. Sind die Lieferanten mit Ihren Entscheidungen für die Lösungen
zufrieden?
36. Sind die Lösungen, die gefunden wurden, strategisch/ auf längere
Zeit ausgerichtet? Inwiefern?
37. Können Ihrer Meinung nach, die Probleme mit Hilfe einer
Plattform zum Erfolg führen? Bitte mit Begründung.

Appendix B – Quantitative Studies
Measurement Instrument Used in the Study Presented in Section 8
Construct
(English
Notation)

Item

Autonomie
au2

au3

tv1

Aufgabenvielfalt
(Task
Variety)

Scale

Source

5er Likert Skala
(1 = stimme überhaupt
nicht zu,
2 = stimme eher nicht zu,
3 = teils/teils,
4 = stimme eher zu,
5 = stimme voll zu)

(Morgeson and
Humphrey 2006;
Stegmann, Dick et
al. 2010)

1. Ich bin frei in der zeitlichen
Einteilung meiner Aufgaben.
au1

(Autonomy)

Statement
(English Notation)

tv2

tv3

tv4

(The job allows me to make my own
decisions about how to schedule my
work.)
2. Ich kann selbst entscheiden, in
welcher Reihenfolge ich meine
Aufgaben erledige.
(The job allows me to decide on the
order in which things are done on
the job.)
3. Ich kann meine Aufgaben so
planen, wie ich es möchte.
(The job allows me to plan how I do
my work.)
1. In meiner Tätigkeit mache ich
sehr viele verschiedene Dinge.
(The job provides me the chance to
completely finish the pieces of work
I begin.)
2. Bei meiner Arbeit mache ich
immer mal wieder etwas Neues.
(The job involves doing a number of
different things.)
3. Bei der Arbeit verrichte ich eine
Vielfalt von Aufgaben.
(The job requires the performance
of a wide range of tasks.)
4. Meine Aufgaben sind sehr
abwechslungsreich.
(The job involves performing a
variety of tasks.)
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(English
Notation)

Appendix
Item

ti1

Ganzheitlichkeit

ti2

(Task
Identity)
ti3

ti4

Statement
(English Notation)

Rückmeldung
durch die
Tätigkeit
(Feedback
from Task)

fe2

fe3

214

Source

1. Die Ergebnisse meiner
Aufgaben sind vollständige,
abgeschlossene Produkte/
Dienstleistungen.
(The job involves completing a
piece of work that has an obvious
beginning and end.)
2. Bei meinen Aufgaben habe ich
die Möglichkeit, Produkte/
Dienstleistungen, die ich beginne,
fertigzustellen.
(The job provides me the chance
to completely finish the pieces of
work I begin.)
3. Meine Aufgaben sind so
aufgebaut, dass ich einen
vollständigen Arbeitsvorgang von
Anfang bis Ende durchführe.
(The job is arranged so that I can
do an entire piece of work from
beginning to end.)
4. Bei meiner Arbeit kann ich zu
Ende bringen, was ich begonnen
habe.
(The job allows me to complete
work I start.)
1. Ich erhalte unmittelbare und
deutliche Informationen darüber,
wie gut ich meine Aufgaben
mache.

fe1

Scale

(The work activities themselves
provide direct and clear
information about the
effectiveness (e. g. quality and
quantity) of my job performance.)
2. Durch die Tätigkeit selbst
erhalte ich automatisch
Rückmeldung über meine
Leistung.
(The job itself provides feedback
on my performance.)
3. Bei der Ausführung meiner
Tätigkeit kann ich leicht
feststellen, wie gut ich arbeite.
(The job itself provides me with
information about my
performance.)

5er Likert Skala
(1 = stimme überhaupt
nicht zu,
2 = stimme eher nicht zu,
3 = teils/teils,
4 = stimme eher zu,
5 = stimme voll zu)

(Morgeson and
Humphrey 2006;
Stegmann, Dick et
al. 2010)

Construct
(English
Notation)
Identifikation
mit Crowd
Work
(Identification
with Crowd
Work
- Derived from
Original
Construct:
Group
Identification)

Zufriedenheit
mit Crowd
Work
(Satisfaction
with Crowd
Work
- Derived from
Original
Construct:
Job
Satisfaction)

Item

id1

id2

id3

id4

sa1

sa2

sa3

Statement
(English Notation)

Scale

Source

1. Ich sehe mich selbst als einen
Crowd Worker.
(I see myself as a ____.)
2. Ich identifiziere mich mit
anderen Crowd Workern.
(I identify with other ____.)
3. Ich bin stolz ein Crowd
Worker zu sein.
(I am glad to be a ____.)
4. Ich fühle starke Bindungen zu
meiner Arbeit als Crowd Worker.
(I feel strong ties with ____.)
1. Alles in allem bin ich mit
meiner Arbeit als Crowd Worker
zufrieden.
(Generally speaking, I am
satisfied with this job.)
2. Mit der Art meiner Tätigkeiten
bin ich im Allgemeinen
zufrieden.
(I am generally satisfied with the
kind of work I do in this job.)
3. Ich denke häufig darüber nach,
die Arbeit als Crowd Worker
aufzugeben. - invertiert

(Doosje, Ellemers
et al. 1995)

5er Likert Skala
(1 = stimme überhaupt
nicht zu,
2 = stimme eher nicht zu,
3 = teils/teils,
4 = stimme eher zu,
5 = stimme voll zu)

(van Dick and
Wagner 2002)

(I frequently think of quitting this
job.) - reverse scored
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Measurement Instrument Used in the Study Presented in Section 10
Construct
(English
Notation)

Aufgabenvielfalt
(Task Variety)

Item

tv1

tv2

fft1

Rückmeldung
durch die
Tätigkeit
(Feedback
from Task)

fft2

fft3
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Statement
(English Notation)

Scale

Source

1. Beim Testing mache ich
immer mal wieder etwas Neues.
(The job involves doing a
number of different things.)
2. Meine Testingaufgaben sind
sehr abwechslungsreich.
(The job involves performing a
variety of tasks.)
1. Ich erhalte unmittelbare und
deutliche Informationen
darüber, wie gut ich meine
Testingaufgaben mache.
(The work activities themselves
provide direct and clear
information about the
effectiveness (e. g. quality and
quantity) of my job
performance.)
2. Durch die Testingtätigkeit
selbst erhalte ich eine
ausführliche Rückmeldung über
meine Leistung.
(The job itself provides feedback
on my performance.)
3. Bei der Ausführung meiner
Testingtätigkeit kann ich leicht
feststellen, wie gut ich arbeite.
(The job itself provides me with
information about my
performance.)

5er Likert Skala
(1 = stimme überhaupt
nicht zu,
2 = stimme eher nicht zu,
3 = teils/teils,
4 = stimme eher zu,
5 = stimme voll zu)

(Morgeson and
Humphrey 2006;
Stegmann, Dick et
al. 2010)

Construct
(English
Notation)

Item

ps1

Problemlösen
(Problem
Solving)

ps2

ps3

Kognitive
Anstrengung
(Cognitive
Demand
- Derived from
Original
Construct:
Physical
Demands)
Identifikation
mit Crowd
Work
(Identification
with Crowd
Work
- Derived from
Original
Construct:
Group
Identification)

cd1

Statement
(English Notation)

Source

1. Ich muss bei meiner Arbeit
Probleme lösen, für die es keine
eindeutige Lösung gibt.
(The job involves solving
problems that have no obvious
correct answer.)
2. Kreativität ist sehr wichtig für
meine Testingaufgaben.
(The job requires me to be
creative.)
3. Meine Testingaufgaben
beinhalten oft den Umgang mit
neuen Aufgabenstellungen.
(The job often involves dealing
with problems that I have not
met before.)
1. Das Testing verlangt ein hohes
Maß an geistiger Ausdauer.
(The job requires a great deal of
muscular endurance.)
2. Das Testing verlangt ein hohes
Maß an Konzentration.

cd2

Scale

(Morgeson and
Humphrey 2006;
Stegmann, Dick et
al. 2010)
5er Likert Skala
(1 = stimme überhaupt
nicht zu,
2 = stimme eher nicht zu,
3 = teils/teils,
4 = stimme eher zu,
5 = stimme voll zu)

(The job requires a great deal of
muscular strength.)

id1

id2

id3

1. Ich sehe mich selbst als einen
Crowdtester in der Community.
(I see myself as a ____.)
2. Ich identifiziere mich mit
anderen Crowdtestern der
Community.

(Doosje, Ellemers
et al. 1995)

(I identify with other ____.)
3. Ich bin stolz, ein Crowdtester
zu sein.
(I am glad to be a ____.)
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Item

eme1

eme2

eco2

(I am confident about my ability
to do my job.)
4. Ich bin davon überzeugt, dass
ich in der Lage bin, die
Anforderungen meiner
Testingaufgaben erfüllen zu
können.

esd2

218

Source

(My job activities are personally
meaningful to me.)
2. Meine Testingaufgaben im
Rahmen des Projekts sind mir
sehr wichtig.

eco1

esd1

Scale

1. Meine Teilnahme am
Crowdtesting ist für mich von
persönlicher Bedeutung.

(The work I do is very important
to me.)
3. Ich vertraue auf meine
Fähigkeiten, meine
Testingaufgaben bewältigen zu
können.

Psychologisches
Empowernment
(Psychological
Empowernment)

Statement
(English Notation)

(I am self-assured about my
capabilities to perform my work
activities.)
5. Ich kann selbstständig
entscheiden, wie ich bei meinen
Testingaufgaben vorgehe.
(I can decide on my own how to
go about doing my work.)
6. Ich habe beachtliche
Möglichkeiten, meine
Testingaufgaben frei und
unabhängig auszuführen.
(I have considerable
opportunity for independence
and freedom in how I do my
job.)

5er Likert Skala
(1 = stimme überhaupt
nicht zu,
2 = stimme eher nicht zu,
3 = teils/teils,
4 = stimme eher zu,
5 = stimme voll zu)

(Spreitzer 1995)

Crowd Work is a phenomenon of the digital economy as well as the modern
IT era. It provides a great potential for changing the way how businesses
create value. As a result, organizations increasingly apply crowd work to
reach out to their own employees (“Internal Crowd Work”) or individuals
outside the company boundaries (“External Crowd Work”) to outsource
certain tasks. However, the individual crowd workers perspective has been
neglected within this new form of digital gainful employment. Therefore,
this dissertation addresses the perception of internal as well as external
crowd work and its effects on the individuals’ well-being.
As main result, the dissertation shows that perceived satisfaction with
external crowd work mediates the effects of several perceived task characteristics on identiﬁcation with external crowd work. These effects are
stronger for external crowd workers that can realize greater ﬁnancial compensation. Furthermore, the ﬁndings illustrate that the inﬂuence of the
task characteristics on the identiﬁcation with internal crowd work is mediated by the employees’ psychological empowerment.
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